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1.

FOREWORD

The first decade of democracy in South Africa place local government at the
forefront of service delivery. During this period, Municipalities have had to put in
place structure and systems that would serve as backbone for all activities geared
towards meeting the challenges and delivering on the mandate given to office
bearers. All this has had to happen within the precinct of the relevant government
Acts and policies while service delivery was taking place at the grassroots of our
communities.
The communities within the Steve Tshwete Local Municipality have been able to
influence decisions at the local government level through consultation process
including those that were specifically part and parcel of the IDP compilation process.
The involvement of members of the community in each ward, participation of Ward
committees, Community Development Workers, and stakeholder representatives at
IDP Forum meetings, ensured that the IDP was indeed compiled according to the
provisions and spirit of the systems Act (Act 32 of 2000).
With the Municipality’s vision of being: “… the best municipality in service delivery in
the world, service delivery has had to take centre stage during the period under
review. Services were delivered bearing in mind the needs raised by communities at
the consultation meetings held for this purpose. With the analysis regarding the level
of development being completed by Urban Dynamics on behalf of the Municipality
recently, it has been illustrated that over the past five years, communities have
benefited from service delivery in as far as provision of houses for the low income
group is concerned, serviced stands for those who are able to build their own houses,
industrial erven, road construction, provision of water, electricity, refuse removal
services to mention but a few.
Indeed, the gaps that were identified at the beginning of the first cycle of IDPs, have
been greatly reduced. More challenges have also been identified and these will
have to be taken up aggressively in the next cycle of IDPs. The situation as described
above, however, has not always been the case with communities living in the rural
areas.
The Municipality has embarked on a program of providing villages for people living in
the rural areas. Significant progress has already been made with the first rural village
in KwaMakalane. This is set to resolve the challenges of providing basic and other
services to these communities. It is hoped that the benefits arising from program will
make more meaning in the lives of these rural communities in a democratic country.

NAME :
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2.

ABET
AFF
ATM
CBD
CFR
CMIP
DBSA
DLA
DoL
DPW
EDU
EFF
Equitable Share
FMG
GAMAP
HEDC
HIV/AIDS
IDP
INEP
IT
LEDF
LGDS
MEC
MIG
MP313
NDM
NGO
OB
Own Revenue
PHD
PMS
RDP
SAPS
SDF
SWOT
TDS

ABBREVIATIONS

Adult Basic Education and Training
Asset Financing Fund
Automatic Teller Machine
Central Business District
Community Facility Reserve
Consolidated Municipal Infrastructure Program
Development Bank of South Africa
Department of Land Affairs
Department of Labour
Department of Public Works
Department of Education
External Financing Fund(Ad Hoc)
Equitable Share
Finance Management Grant
Generally Accepted Municipal Accounting Practices
Highveld Entrepreneur Development Corporation
Human Immunodeficiency Virus & Acquired Immune Deficiency Syndrome
Integrated Development Planning
Integrated National Electricity Program
Information and Communication Technology
Local Economic Development Fund
Local Government Development Services
Member of the Executive Committee
Municipal Infrastructure Grant
Steve Tshwete Municipality (Mpumalanga Municipality number 313)
Nkangala District Municipality
NonGovernmental Organisation
Operating budget
Own Revenue
Provincial Health Department
Performance Management System
Reconstruction and Development Programme
South African Police Service
South African Police Services
Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities, Threats
Town Development Suspen
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3.

OVERVIEW
The following sets out the Integrated Development Planning of the Steve Tshwete Local
Municipality which governs all planning as obligated by Section 153 of Act No. 108 of
1996 (The Constitution of the Republic of South Africa).

3.1

VISION
To be the best Local Municipality in the world in service delivery

3.2

MISSION
The Steve Tshwete Local Municipality is committed to the total well being of all its citizens
through:

3.3

3.4

■

The rendering of affordable, accessible, efficient and quality services

■

The maximizing of infrastructural development through the utilization of all
available resources

■

The implementation of effective systems and procedures

■

The creation of an enabling environment for local economic development

■

Effective cooperation with relevant stakeholders

CORE VALUES AND PRINCIPLES
■

To treat each other with dignity and respect at all times

■

To diligently apply the principles of “Batho Pele” in our dealings with our citizens

■

To perform our duties with a sense of pride and honesty

■

To approach our responsibilities in a spirit of teamwork amongst ourselves and
with other organs of state

GOALS
Seven (7) strategic goals have been identified to drive the vision and mission of the
Municipality. They are:
●

Poverty Alleviation

●

Service delivery

●

Financial viability

●

Economic Growth and Development (LED)

●

Good Corporate Governance

●

Good Cooperative Governance

●

Integrated Environmental, Social and Economic Spatial

These goals are elaborated on in the Strategies Phase on page 27 of this document.
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3.5

INSTITUTIONAL CHALLENGES AND SWOT ANALYSIS
The following are key institutional issues which pose challenges to the Steve Tshwete
Municipality’s operational environment and which hamper service delivery thus
demanding to be confronted:
·

Limited funding for critical areas such as provision of housing for the low income
groups and serviced land for the middle and high income groups

·

Attracting large investors that could boost the local economy and lead to the
creation of employment opportunities

·

Loss of expertise/skilled personnel

·

Ineffective utilization of the communication systems

·

Inadequate participation by communities from all groups in matters of local
government

Table 1: SWOT ANALYSIS

No

MUNICIPAL INTERNAL ENVIRONMENT
Strengths

Weakness

1

Good planning

Insufficient manpower in
Departments

some

2

Good infrastructure

Insufficient skilled manpower

3

Good Administration

Limited funding

4

Good Communication systems
internally and externally

Insufficient internal training

5

Good relationship between
politicians and officials

Outdated valuation rolls

6

Beautiful, excellent and well
maintained Office Building

Insufficient application of the
credit control process

7

Availability of bulk infrastructure

Poor communication

8

Good, appropriate and well
maintained vehicles and
equipment

Roles and responsibilities that are
not clearly defined

9

Availability of land

Limited facilities in libraries

10

High level of service delivery

Unsatisfactory public participation

11

Low morale of staff, Councillors
and Ward Committee Members

12

Shortage of serviced
residential/church erven

13

Lack of support for Local
Economic Development
ProgramS

14

Lack of cooperation by Labour
Unions

15

Lack of an HIV/AIDS program

16

Lack of knowledge of bylaws and
functions by public

17

Inaccessible service points due to
centralization of
services at
the civic centre

18

Inadequate parking in the Central
Business District

19

Limited application of the
Performance Management
System

MUNICIPAL EXTERNAL ENVIRONMENT
Opportunities

Threats

1

Centre/Core for Development in
the Region(Steelpoort )

An increase in outstanding
debts by the community

2

Refurbishing of Power Stations like
Komati and the upgrade at Arnot

Computer viruses through the
internet

3

Stable community – resulting in
satisfactory payment for services

Scourge of HIV/AIDS and TB

4

Availability of antiretroviral drugs
for the community

Mergers/Downsizing of coal
mines

5

Mining developments in the
Municipal area

Possible droughts/floods

6

Middelburg Care Village for
HIV/AIDS orphans

Overloaded vehicles

7

Investment capacity in housing, new
factories, etc.

Loss of right to Electricity
distribution

8

Underground water from mines in
Pullenshope area

Possible veld fires

9

Increased government funding(MIG,
INEPT etc.)

Fiscal fluctuation

10

New Tourist Information Centre

Poverty resulting from
unemployment/retrenchments

11

Introduction of Local Government TV

Uncontrolled squatting in rural
areas

12

New Toll Gate on the N4 East of
Pretoria will force people to Buy
locally

13

Capacity building programs by other

IT suppliers, Contractors,
Consultants – discontinuing
support
Loss of expertise/skilled

Government Departments

3.6

employees

14

External influence of labour
relations

15

Crime – vandalism, sabotage,
theft of Council property

16

Uncontrolled Taxi industry

17

Hazardous material in transit

18

Air pollution

19

Insufficient medical services

20

Closures – mining services

21

CBD locked boundaries

General Background
The Steve Tshwete Local Municipality is one of six local municipalities in the Nkangala District
of the Mpumalanga Province. The location of the Municipality within the Nkangala District is
as depicted in the accompanying map (Municipal Demarcation District Municipalities)as
drawn up by the Municipal Demarcation Board.
MAP : 1 THE STEVE TSHWETE LOCAL MUNICIPALITY AS ONE OF SIX LOCAL MUNICIPALITIES IN
THE NKANGALA DISTRICT
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The Municipal area covers approximately 3993 square kilometers and include the following
towns, villages and settlements: Middelburg, Mhluzi, Hendrina, Kwazamokuhle, Rietkuil,
Pullenshope, Komati, Presidentsrus, Naledi, Lesedi, Kranspoort, Blinkpan, Koornfontein, Kwa
Makalane and Doornkop. The area covered by the Municipal area is as shown in the
attached map(Municipal Demarcation Local Municipalities) as drawn up by the Municipal
Demarcation Board.

MAP : 2 AREA COMPRISING THE STEVE TSHWETE LOCAL MUNICIPALITY (Middelburg MP313)
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It is a category B Municipality comprising of 47 Councillors who form the Municipal Council.
An Executive Mayor heads the Council with six members of the Mayoral Committee and the
Speaker. A Municipal Manager heads the Administration. The attached diagram depicts
the Staff Structure of the Municipality. :
Fig. 1

Political and Administrative Structure of the Municipality
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4.

IDP PLANNING PROCESS

4.1

Institutional Arrangements
The following table portrays the structures/stakeholders, composition, and their roles and
responsibilities in respect of the Integrated Development Planning Process in the Steve
Tshwete Local Municipality
Table:

2 IDP STRUCTURES, ROLES AND RESPONSILITIES

STRUCTURE/
STAKEHOLDER
Executive Mayor
and Mayoral
Committee

COMPOSITION

ROLES AND RESPOSIBILITIES

Executive Mayor and members
of the Mayoral Committee

·

To decide on the Process Plan and
make firm recommendations to
Council

·

Chair meetings of IDP Forum

·

To approve the Process Plan and
the IDP

·

Provides terms of
reference
the various planning activities

Council

All Councillors

IDP Technical
Committee

·

Municipal
Manager

·

IDP/PMS Officer

·

Commissions research studies

·

Four Managers

·

Considers and comments on inputs
from subcommittees and others

·

Departmental Heads
·

·

Member of the Mayoral
Committee responsible for
planning

Processes, summarizes and
documents outputs

·

Makes content recommendations

·

Prepares, facilitates and documents
meetings

·
·
·

Record proceedings at IDP meetings
Issue invites for all meetings
Distribute minutes and reports to all
stakeholders

·

Represent interests of their constituents
in the IDP process

·

Provide organizational mechanism for
discussion, negotiation and decision
making between the stakeholders
including municipal government

·

Ensure
communication
Stakeholder representatives
municipal government

·

Monitor the performance of the
planning and implementing process

Manager/IDP

Secretariat

Provided by the Town Secretary

IDP/PMS Forum

·

Executive Mayor

·

IDP Technical Committee

·

Mayoral Committee

·

Councillors

·

Traditional leaders

·

Ward Committees (Represent…)

·

Representatives
organized Groups

·

Advocates
Groups

·

Resource persons

for

of

unorganized

for

between
including

·

Community representatives

IDP Manager

·

Municipal Manager

·

Oversee the whole process and to take
responsibility therefore

IDP/PMS Officer

·

IDP/PMS Officer

·

Managing the IDP Process

IDP Specialists

Managers

■

Supply detailed and specialized
information

Ward Committees

All members of Ward Committees

■

Link the planning process to their wards

·

Assist in the organizing of public
consultation and participation
Ensure that the annual municipal
budget and business plans are linked to
and based on the IDP

·

4.2

IDP Process Overview

4.2.1

Process Plan
The Municipality’s Process Plan has the following key features (activities) towards the development of
its Integrated Development Plan:

4.2.1.1

FRAMEWORK PROGRAMME WITH TIME FRAME
The following figure (Figure 2) illustrates the technical process envisaged to be followed in
conducting the IDP revision process in the Steve Tshwete Municipality. It will comprise of seven
phases to be aligned with the budgeting process of the municipality.
Phase 1 represents the monitoring of implementation of proposals and projects contained in the IDP.
This process will commence with the compilation of a summary of projects and tasks emanating
from the IDP.
From this an Implementation Agenda will be compiled with tasks assigned to various
individuals/municipal departments for follow up. The Implementation Agenda will also serve as
agenda for the monthly IDP Technical Committee Meetings. The Regional Implementation Agenda
will, amongst others, deal with matters of the following categories:
·
·

Shortcomings from the previous IDP Process
Liaison and Consultation
·
·

·
·

Implementation of Sectoral Strategic Plans
Implementation of Capital Projects
·
·

·
·

Funding
Technical Needs

Internally Funded
Externally Funded

General Developmental Matters
Feedback into IDP Process

During this process the supplementary information required for the revision of the IDP will also be
identified and actions will be launched to collect the necessary information. This phase will also
comprise meetings/negotiations with provincial departments in order to monitor progress with
provincially/nationally funded projects and meetings on funding, powers, duties and functions etc
as contemplated in the IDP documents. During this phase the situation regarding the appointment
and conducting of sectoral strategic plans will also be monitored. It is envisaged that the
implementation monitoring will be a continuous process commencing during July 2006 and
continuing right through to June 2007. This phase/process will also provide an input to the
Performance Management process of the municipality.
12

Phase 2 of the process comprises the revision/confirmation of priority issues as listed in the previous
IDP.
Based on the activities conducted during July up to September 2005 and the
findings/outcomes of certain of the actions, the technical team will now be in a position to
revise/elaborate and confirm the issues from the previous IDP’s. This process requires extensive
community participation and needs to be completed by the end of September 2005.
Phase 3 will commence during October 2005 and will comprise the revision/confirmation of
strategies associated with each of the priority issues as identified in phase 2. As in the past,
provincial and national and other parastatal organisations will be intensively involved in the strategy
phase of the IDP process.
It is anticipated that the strategy phase should be completed by the end of October 2005.
Phase 4:

During November 2005 the projects emanating from the strategies and
priority
issues will be revised and confirmed and where necessary additional information on
project details will be obtained.

Phase 5:

During November 2005 the project team will then focus on the
revision/confirmation of the integration components of the IDP.

Phase 6:

The draft IDP documents of the municipality should be completed by the end
of December 2005.

Phase 7:

The final IDP will then be approved by late March 2006.

General
U

U

This will again lead the way for the budgeting process for the 2006/2007 financial year to proceed.
As in the past public participation will be a fundamental part of the IDP process and local authorities
will conduct a public participation programme both in terms of the monitoring of implementation of
the IDP as well as the revision of the IDP process.
It must be emphasized here that the results and findings from the implementation monitoring
process will continuously feed into the various phases of the IDP revision process and that the
revision will to a large degree be based on the results of the implementation monitoring process.
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FIGURE 2: STEVE TSHWETE LOCAL MUNICIPALITY
IDP IMPLEMENTATION MONITORING AND REVISION PROGRAMME
July

August

Septembe
r

October

November

December

January

February

PHASE I : IMPLEMENTATION
MONITORING
 Assess 2001/02 IDP
Process/Content
 List Projects/Actions Emanating
 Compile Agenda for
Implementation
 Implementation/Operational
PHASE II : REVISE/CONFIRM
ISSUES
PHASE III : REVISE / CONFIRM
STRATEGIES
PHASE IV : REVISE / CONFIRM
PROJECTS
PHASE V : REVISE / CONFIRM
INTEGRATION
PHASE VI : COMPILE DRAFT IDP’s
 Local Municipality
 District Municipality




PHASE VII : APPROVE FINAL IDP
 Local Municipality
 District Municipality
PUBLIC PARTICIPATION
BUDGETING PROCESS





4.2.1.2

MECHANISMS AND PROCEDURES FOR PUBLIC PARTICIPATION

The following principles will be applied with the process of public
·
·
·
·
·

Council is the elected ultimate decision making forum
Appropriate conditions for public participation must be created
Participation must be structured
Public participation process must provide for diversity
The envisaged cost of the public participation process must be realistic

The following will be done to ensure that conditions are created to ensure public
participation:
■

Mediums such as the local newspaper, ward meetings, local radio stations, municipal bills
etc will be utilized to inform communities and stakeholders of Council’s intention to embark
on the IDP process.

■

The Mayoral Committee and the IDP Steering Committee will be requested to identify a list
of possible stakeholders.

■

All messages/information etc will be conveyed in a language/s understood by the general
community. If necessary translators will be utilized.

■

The correct venues and times for public meetings will be identified. This will ensure that
transport costs will be limited to a minimum and that meetings will be held at such times that
any normal person can attend.

■

If necessary refreshments will be provided at meetings.

■

Adequate time will be allowed within limits to representatives of organisations to report
back to their relevant organisations. The public should feel that they are not under too
much pressure.

■

Adequate time will also be allowed for the community and organisations to report back on
the draft IDP document.
Stakeholders will be invited to the relevant Council meeting and the approved IDP
document will be available at all public libraries within the municipal area of jurisdiction and
where feasible on request after approval. In addition, the IDP can also be accessed on the
website of the municipality. The Council meetings of the Steve Tshwete Municipality are
open for the public.

Community Inputs
A series of community meetings was planned for the months of September and October 2005. A
meeting was held in each ward. In some wards (those with more than one community location)
more than one meeting was held. In other areas wards were combined. At these meetings members
of the community were afforded the opportunity to articulate their needs which were then captured
and are as summarized in the matrix on page 18 of this document.
IDP/PMS Forum Meetings
A meeting/s of the IDP/PMS Forum was held to further discuss and articulate additional inputs.
IDP Technical Committee Meetings
In puts received are further dealt with in the Technical Committee meetings where each Head of
Department ensures that those that are relevant to his Department are incorporated into
Administrative inputs for purposes of feeding into the Draft budget.
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4.2.2

ANALYSIS PHASE
An assessment of the level of development in the Municipality was conducted at the beginning of
the five year IDP period that has just elapsed.
An indication on the level of development was
obtained from communities during community meetings held for the purpose of compiling this
document. A need was felt for a more detailed assessment of the level of development in the
Municipality. Funds were obtained for this purpose and consultants contracted to do the work.
Funds were obtained for the purpose of doing an intensive assessment of the level of development in
the Municipality. A more detailed analysis of the level of development (situational analysis) will
therefore be included with the amended IDP which will be released before the beginning of the
target financial year.

4.2.3

STRATEGY PHASE
This phase is presented in full elsewhere in this document. It includes the vision and mission of the
Municipality as also presented in the introductory section of this document. These were developed
at the strategic planning workshop of the Municipality.
Furthermore, seven goals have been identified to help the Municipality to focus on the delivery of its
mandate which is service delivery. These goals incorporate all the twenty three priority issues
according to which the needs in the Municipality are categorised.
The objectives and their applicable strategies arising from the identifies goals and priorities have
been formulated for each priority in this phase.

4.2.4

PROJECTS PHASE
It must be pointed out at the outset that the projects included in this phase cover both the capital
and the operational side of the budget.
The presentation of the phase is based largely on the format as recommended by the MEC.
Input on the projects was obtained from both the community and the Administration of the
Municipality. The time constraints have impacted on the Level of perfection of this phase. It is
however confirmed that the subsequent IDP will comply with the recommendation on this phase in
full.

4.2.5

INTEGRATION PHASE
This phase, comprising of sector plans/programs has attempted to include as many as possible of the
available sector plans/programs. To this end the following have been included:
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·

Five year Financial Plan
HIV/AIDS Program
Performance Management System
Integrated Transport Plan
Local Economic Development
Contingency Plan ( Disaster Management Plan )
Spatial Development Framework
Waste Management Strategy

It must be noted that in certain cases only an outline is given due to the voluminous nature of the
information in those cases. An example of such cases is that of the SDF.

4.2.6

APPROVAL PHASE
Since this document is till a draft the contents of this phase are not readily available. It is only after
the IDP has been adopted by Council that information on this phase will be available.
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4.3

Community and Stakeholders Priority Issues
In line with the provisions of Section 1 (b) of the Constitution of South Africa, the Steve Tshwete
Local Municipality places community participation at the centre of all processes regarding the
IDP.
Consequently inputs are sought from every member of the community in meetings
conducted in each ward. The said meetings are run from September to October each year.
The most recent (2005) community meetings yielded the inputs as shown in the matrix on page
18 of this document
These inputs are grouped into twenty three (23) categories herein referred to as priorities. These
priorities areas are:

·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·

Water
Sanitation
Electricity
Refuse Removal
Roads and Stormwater
Housing
Cemeteries
Land Use Management
Land Ownership
Environmental Management
Health
Local Economic Development

·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·

17

Safety and Security
Emergency Services
Social Welfare
Parks and Playing Equipment
Sports and Recreation
Arts and Culture
Education and Libraries
Institutional
Transport
Post and Telecommunication
Community Halls

Table : 3 COMMUNITY INPUTS
COMMUNITY NEEDS

WARDS

WATER
Additional street water taps
Water connection for new development
Water in Farm areas
Water provision
Water provision certain areas of Newtown

1
23
20
21

22

23

1

STORM WATER
Storm water Channeling of Merriespruit
Storm water  flooding of Pilodia street
Storm water drainage
Storm water drainage at Chromeville flats &
Mnt. View
Storm water drainage at Witsenberg,
Sneeuberg & Skurweberg Streets
Storm water drainage Protea Street
Storm water drainage: Malope Tokologo & Ext 5
Underground water – Jabulani area  Mhluzi

13
6

7

10

17

18

19

23

5
13
12

13

3
6

ELECTRICITY
Electricity provision
Flood Lights for a new stadium
High mast light for Ajmer & Gibran streets
High mast lights
Maintenance of street lights
Street Lights Protea & Broodboom Street
Synchronization of Robots
Traffic lights cnr West & Beyers Naude Streets

21

23

24

16
16
17

23
24

13
13

14
14

15

14

15

WASTE MANAGEMENT
Bulk refuse containers
Immediate cleaning of accident scenes
Public Toilets in Hendrina CBD
Refuse removal Cowen Ntuli Street
Sanitation provisioning
Sanitation to be dealt with
Upgrading of sewer line in Joubert Street
Upgrading of sewer lines
Transfer stations to be provided

2

6

7

8

10

12
13

18
14
21
1
18
7

SOCIO ECONOMIC / HEALTH
ABET facilities for House Helpers
Additional School facilities
Ambulance
Appropriate marking of street names
Banking Facilities
Better organizing ot DPS Guards CBD
Better service and medical supplies at Clinic
Business infrastructurnr Tswelopele & Fontein Str.
Business Sites
Cemetery
Centre/School for disabled
Child Care Forum’s establishment
Church Sites
Clinic
Clinic 24hours service
Community Hall
Community Policing forum
Crèche
Development of a Waterfront – Klein Olifants R.
Designated area for festivals
Eastdene Shop centre made more user friendly
for disabled / Parking for disabled in CBD
Dev. And revamping of CBD

16
3
21
13

14

15

13

14

15

11
1
13
19
11

20

21

20

21
21

22

4
19
11

23
23

19
21
24
23
12
18
16

English Primary School Aerorand
Entrance Boards & Directional signs
Establishment of a tourism office
Establishment of a SEDA Offioce
Fire station
Hawker facilities
Help desk for youth at Municipality
Increase subsidies for old age homes
Job Creation / LED
Land for small scale farming
Library
Netball Courts
Old Age home
Old age home – old Thushanang School
Old Age home Mhluzi
Pay point
Platform for train race participants
Police Station? Operating hours W18/19/20
Post Office
Primary School
Primary School: Thushanang
Promotion of Business Forum and tourism
Public Library
Recreational Facilities
Regular and Visible policing
Relocation of informal traders in CBD
Renovation of Mthombeni School
Renovation of Lions’ Park
Rural Village
School
Secondary School at Rietkuil
Secondary School x 24
Security Cameras in CBD
Skills development centre
Small scale farming
Sport Facilities
Stands for small businesses
Study of economic indicators
Swimming Pool
Tourism Signage/Further development MP313
Transport for scholars
Upgrading of Cosmos Hall and Sport facilities
Upgrading of Eastdene Hall
Upgrading of General Hospital
Upgrading of library material
Upgrading of Stadium s(e.g.to SAFA standards
Youth Centre
Youth development centre
Municipal Police

13
17
13

14

18

15
21
18

1
13
7

14

15

10

18

20

21

11
21
16
6
9
13
8

12

16

21

23

21

23
23

14
1

3

8

12
12

17

1

17
4
18
10
5
9

24
13

14

15

8
12
11
18

21

11
17
13

14

15

4

19
11

1

3

17
9
13

14

23
23
23

21
21
21

15
16
18
24
18
16
16
22

12

19

8
6

ROADS, INFRASTRUSTURE & MAINTENANCE
Access road to Zenzeleni farm
Bridge over Olifants River
Bus stop shelters
Developed Parking at Eastdene Hall/School
Fencing of Mlanjeni Project
Fencing off of railway line
Fencing of school
Free basic services(Vaalbank & Uitkyk)
Kerb Stones
Links between Bhimy Damane & BNaude Str.
Maintenance of houses
Maintenance of pedestrian bridge Sefoloshe
More traffic officers

21
23
8
16
9
16
23
20

22
23

13
24
2
18

Parking for buses/Eastdene
Passage way: Makuse & Damane Str.
Passageways demarcated and controlled
Pavillion & Flood Lights at stadium
4 X 4 Track
Paving of sidewalks
Pedestrian bridge to vegetable gardens
“Amavulandlela”
Pedestrian crossing near Manyano School
Pedestrian crossing SADC street at Post Office
Prevention of thoroughfare through Park
Proclamation of Newtown
Provision of Parking at Pick’nPay centre
Redesign Parking at Eastdene Complex
Renovation of pavilion at stadium
Repair access road to Presidentsrus
Repair all Provincial access roads into towns
Replace worn out kerb stones at Tembisa
Roads Construction & Entrance Gate : Loskop
Separate route for pedestrians under railway
bridge
Service stands for self help schemes
Serviced stands
Stop Sign at Umlaas & Keiskamma Str.
Stop street 3way cnr Meyer & Protea
Stop Street 3way Hexrivier & Keiskamma Str.
Stop Street 3way Sangiro & Jan Cilliers
Tarring of Joubert street (between Mouton &
Beukes Str.)
Tarring of Streets
Traffic calming measures
Upgrading of Leipoldt & Eeufees Str.
Upgrading/construction/ of streets & parking
areas
Wall around Cemetery

16

18

4
10
16
12
8

10

16

18

19

20

5
7
13

14
21

1
13

14
16

6
23
6
23
16
17
1
13
12
13
13
18

1

2

3

4

5
5

8
6

10

7

12

13
13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

18

19

20

21
23

3

Environmental & Planning
Control of dust pollution measures at Federale
Stene
Control of dust and noise pollution from coal
mines
Creation of residential stands
Development of Park
Land alienation
Maintenance of Town’s Green Belt
Park Development Ext 3
RDP Houses
Upgrading of River Park Flats
Resettle Vaalbank & Uitkyk residents
Landscaping of sidewalks
Create a Caravan Park

3

12
9

13

14

15

13

14

15

10

21

2
12
4
6

7

10

11

17

18

12
13

14

15
18
18

20

19

20

21

22

23

24

5.

MUNICIPAL CONTEXT OF PRIORITY ISSUES

5.1

Service Delivery Priority Issues

5.1.1

Infrastructure and Services
WATER
The Steve Tshwete Local Municipality has made great strides in providing this basic
service to its communities. All communities in the urban areas including those in the mine
villages, Eskom towns and in newly developed town areas have access to clean drinking
piped water.
The situation in farm areas and in informal settlements, however, is somewhat different in
that not all communities have access to this service. According to a study on rural
communities completed recently, 70% of all settlements obtain their water from boreholes
while 16% obtain theirs from rivers, streams and springs. These are normally shared with
cattle – a situation not acceptable for reasons of health. In the Uitkyk and Vaalbank
informal settlements water is provided through tanks which constitute 2.5% of the
settlements that receive their water in this manner. At Newtown and Kwazamokuhle the
residents have access through shared water points situated at about ±50m from
households. The need to provide clean, drinking and piped water is therefore still great in
these areas.
SANITATION
The Municipality has made great advances in providing this basic service to its
communities. All communities in the urban areas including those in the mine villages,
Eskom towns and in newly developed town areas have access to proper sanitation.
The situation in farm areas and in informal settlements, however, is somewhat different in
that not all communities have access to this service. Whereas there are communities
which have been supplied with Biological toilets like Doornkop for example, there are still
those without access to proper sanitation. Of all the settlements in rural areas, only 64%
have access to pit latrines and 1% to VIPs. There are 11% of the settlements which have
access to septic tanks and only 4% to water borne system. This leaves 20% of the
settlements without any form of sanitation and having to utilize the surroundings thereby
contributing to pollution. The need is greatest in farm informal settlements like Vaalbank
(Evergreen) and Uitkyk area and on individual farms. Providing for them is therefore of
utmost importance.
ELECTRICITY
The provision of electricity to households in the urban areas, mine villages and Eskom towns
has been achieved to a large extent. Household in the informal settlement of Newtown has
also been supplied with electricity. This has enabled the Municipality program of providing
destitute households with free electricity in accordance with its Indigent Policy. A massive
program of erecting high mast lights in Kwazamokuhle, Mhluzi and Doornkop completed
recently has almost eliminated the problem of street lighting in these areas.
In a study conducted on rural areas (2004) an indication is given that on average only 27%
of the households in the rural areas have access to electricity. This leaves a massive 73% of
the households having to rely on other sources of energy such as wood, coal, gas or paraffin
thereby contributing significantly to air pollution. It is not only important but also necessary to
provide for the needs of these households.
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ROADS AND STORMWATER
A vigorous process of tarring roads in the past few years has left most of the roads in
urban areas tarred. Every financial year an amount is allocated to the tarring of a certain
number of kilometers of roads. New developments have also had their main roads tarred
and the plan is to continue tarring more roads in the urban areas.
Roads in the rural areas are graveled ones and are maintained regularly.

HOUSING
The need for the provision of housing in urban as well as rural areas is a real one. With
the birth of every individual comes the need for housing in later years. The Municipality
has always made service land available for housing in the urban areas with the
province giving a certain number of subsidies for RDP houses on an ongoing basis. The
current backlog of 21 000 units gives an indication of the seriousness of the challenge
in all the urban areas in the Municipality.
The informal settlements of Kwazamokuhle, Newtown, Uitkyk and Rondebosch
(Vaalbank) pose a real challenge to the Municipality in terms of provision of housing
units. Added to this are the households scattered all over the farm areas within
the Municipality. The provision of houses in the rural areas has been delayed by the
challenge of landownership. With the Municipality purchasing land for communities in
the rural areas, it is expected that this need will be addressed.
At the current exchange rate a massive R844m would be needed to wipe out
the backlog to comply with vision 2014.
CEMETERIES
There are no Municipal developed cemeteries in the rural areas and in the mines and
Eskom towns such as Pullenshope, Rietkuil, Komati/Blinkpan and Doornkop. In some
cases bereaved families have to travel for more than twenty kilometers to bury their
lost ones. The envisaged rural villages some of which are near mines and Eskom towns
should address this urgent need.
The provision of cemeteries in the urban areas is given sufficient attention and there
has been no complaint regarding availability of space for burying and related
services. Upgrading of the graveyards is done on an ongoing basis.
LAND USE MANAGEMENT AND LAND OWNERSHIP
The demand for land particularly for residential purposes in the urban areas continues
to grow by the day. In the Middelburg area this need is quite evident with the
Municipality always hard pressed to meet the demand which has increased manifold
within a short space of time. The increase in the population has led to the
mushrooming of churches which also need land for buildings.
The lack of land ownership by the majority of citizens living in the rural areas has meant
that these communities could not be provided with basic services such as clean
drinking and piped water, sanitation, electricity and refuse removal. In an effort to
address this challenge the Municipal Council resolved to purchase land from farm
owners in order to establish rural villages that would accommodate farm dwellers
without land. Significant progress has been made in this regard with the first village
due to be established at KwaMakalane where land has already been purchased.
Citizens in these areas do not need land for residential purposes only, but also for small
scale farming.
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5.1.2

ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT
LOCAL ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT
The economic backbone of the Municipal area is farming, mining, steel factories and
electricity generating power stations. The Maputo Corridor also runs through the
Municipal area.
The report on IDP Hearing raised:

5.1.3

■

The issue of narrowing the gap between the first and the second economy
and providing equitable access to economic opportunities and the
supporting of the infrastructure and services to all who reside in the
Nkangala District (Steve Tshwete Local Municipality)

■

Dealing with the ever growing backlogs and high absolute poverty figures in
urban areas to due significant ruralurban migration as a result of
unemployment and poverty in the rural areas

■

Optimal utilisation of the development potential associated with the
Maputo corridor which runs through the Municipality, the mining and
electricity generating capacity in the area, the agricultural potential and
the tourism opportunities

SOCIAL DEVELOPMENT
HEALTH
The health services in the urban areas are provided through hospitals and clinics. There
is still, however, a need for additional clinics in areas such as Mhluzi due to the ever
growing population. The Municipality has one Provincial Hospital and one private
hospital.
There are only 4 permanent clinics in four wards in these areas. The bulk of the citizens
living in the rural areas are serviced by mobile clinics which visit 69 farm portions.
SOCIAL WELFARE
There is a glaring lack of amenities in urban areas (Mhluzi and Kwazamokuhle in
particular) to cater for those of the community who are disabled in various forms
including those who are affected by HIV/AIDS. Facilities for the physically disabled,
mentally ill and so on are not available even though the need is there. Homes for the
aged are also not adequate to meet the needs of the community.
There are no pension paypoints for the elderly in the rural areas other than those in the
town areas. This means that the elderly have to travel long distances to reach main
roads where they can catch public transport which is in most cases extremely poor.
EDUCATION AND LIBRARIES
On average the provision of educational facilities in the urban areas, mine and Eskom
towns is of an acceptable standard. However, the previously disadvantaged schools
still lack many basic resources like computers, sports facilities and so on.
Schools in the rural areas are located far from households which means that learners
have to walk long distances before receiving an education. This unfavourable
situation has, to a large extent been addressed by the Department of Education
through the provision of scholar transport for learners. Poor educational resources,
multigrade classes are some of the challenges still prevalent in schools in the rural
areas.
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Library facilities are provided by the Municipality especially in the urban areas and
Eskom towns. These are not adequate for the reading community. For instance in
Mhluzi with more than thirteen schools and other members of the reading community
there is currently only one library. The planned library in ward 8 will help alleviate the
problem. The libraries are also not adequately resourced.
Rural areas do not have libraries at all and have to rely on those situated in the town
areas. This discourages would be library users and is also costly. It is hoped that the
rural villages once established, will reduce this problem.
SAFETY AND SECURITY
The need for additional policing facilities has been repeatedly raised in the IDP
community meetings over the past five years.
Not much has, however been
achieved in this regard. Areas such as Mhluzi Extensions, R ietkuil, Nasareth, Doornkop
and KwaMakalane
have raised this issue in almost all IDP meetings held.
Participation in the Community Policing Forums by members of the community such
as in Mhluzi and Middelburg is good but not adequate to effectively combat crime,
vandalism, use of drugs, illegal land use and illegal connections to services.
Communities believe that the provision of policing facilities such as Police Stations will
help eliminate their menacing problems.

SPORTS AND RECREATION
The Steve Tshwete Local Municipality does not have a unit that is dedicated to Sports
and Recreation.
This function is currently managed by the Department of Parks and
Recreation. Provision for the commonly practiced sporting codes like rugby, soccer,
tennis, cricket etc. Is at a reasonably acceptable level in the urban areas. In the
rural areas only graded soccer fields are provided. The need for the provision of
sporting facilities in both the urban and rural areas is still great as has been indicated at
most IDP meetings with communities.
The Department of Parks and Recreation is currently engaged in a process that
will eventually lead to the establishment of a unit dedicated to sports and recreation.

ARTS AND CULTURE
Arts and Culture in the Municipality has over the past few years been focused on
the Botshabelo Cultural Village. With the conclusion of the land claim and the
expected take over of Botshabelo by a community structure this year, the Municipality
will withdraw from this area or play a minimal role. There are other art and culture
activities carried out by private individuals such as Indlovencane and Something Out of
Nothing.

EMERGENCY SERVICES
The Municipality has well established Emergency Services for fire and rescue.
The main station is in Middelburg with Hendrina having a new station built during
the previous IDP term. An additional fire station is envisaged for Mhluzi in the not so
distant future. while satellite stations are also envisaged in Kranspoort and in
the Industrial area in Middelburg to comply with the Regulations of South
African National Standards, which require arrival at the scene of an emergency
within at most 15 minutes.
The Medical Emergency Service which handles ambulances is a function of Province.
Ambulances servicing the Municipal area are stationed in Middelburg.
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Currently the Municipality is utilizing a previously drawn up Contingency Plan. A
Disaster Management Plan is to be drawn up as soon as the Nkangala District has
completed theirs.

ENVIRONMENTAL MANAGEMENT
Great strides have been made towards complying with the National
Environmental Management Act (NEMA). As prescribed in the Act, an Integrated
Development Committee has been established to ensure that the Municipality
protects and conserve its environment in a sustainable manner. More details on this
aspect are contained in the Integration Phase elsewhere in this document.

5.2

Institutional Priority Issues

5.2.1

Institutional and Human Resource Development
Training and Skills Development
The Municipality has conducted a skills audit to determine the kind of skills its
employees need. This has led to the approach of providing skills training on two
fronts. Skills training in general are provided to any employee as part of the
organization and is focused on the organization as a whole. Some of the skills
provided in this regard are those on Batho Pele Principles, Customer Care, Computer
Training, Management Training to mention but a few. The other front is that of
providing training directed to specific Departments within the organization. Here each
Departmental Head identifies the kind of training needs for his employees and inform
the Human Resources Department accordingly.
On average about a hundred and seventy employees undergo skills training of some
kind every year.
The Municipality has set aside a budget for this purpose.
Skills
training is a critical area for the Municipality and it features as one of the National KPIs
of the Steve Tshwete Local Municipality.
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6.

STRATEGIES PHASE

Introduction
This IDP has been compiled so as to incorporate the recommendations as contained in the report on
IDP hearings, the PGDS, those of the MEC and inputs from the Presidential Imbizo.
In the compilation of the IDP the Steve Tshwete Local Municipality has been guided by the following
Vision, Mission and Values as reviewed at its annual strategic planning workshop:
Vision
To be the best Local Municipality in the world in service delivery
Mission
The Steve Tshwete Local Municipality is committed to the total well being of all its citizens through:
■

the rendering of affordable, accessible, efficient and quality services

■

the maximizing of infrastructural development through the utilization of all available
resources

■

the implementation of effective systems and procedures

■

the creation of an enabling environment for local economic development

■

the effective cooperation with relevant stakeholders

Principles and Values
The following are core principles and values to which all at the Steve Tshwete Local Municipality
subscribe:
■

To treat each other with dignity and respect at all times

■

To diligently apply the principles of “Batho Pele” in our dealings with our citizens

■

To perform our duties with a sense of pride and honesty

■

To approach our responsibilities in a spirit of teamwork amongst ourselves and with other
organs of state

Strategic Goals
In the pursuit of its vision and mission, the Municipality has identified the following seven (7)
strategic goals. These goals encompass the twenty three priority issues. The goals and what they
entail, are as presented in the following table:
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Table: 4

STRATEGIC GOALS

1. Poverty Alleviation
Implementation & Monitoring of HIV/AIDS Programmes
HIV/AIDS Workplace Policy internally
Local HIV/AIDS Council
Implementation & Monitoring of TB Control Programmes
Public Health Services Initiatives
Health Services Maintenance of existing Infrastructure
Upgrading of Clinics
Public Health Services Strategic Initiatives
PHC Key Performance Indicators
PHC Service Delivery
Clinic Services
Mother and Child Health Care
Free Basic Services
Refuse Removal
Sanitation
Electricity
Water
2.

Cost effective and sustainable service (Service Delivery)

Municipal Services(Technical & Facilities)
Electricity Services
Operations
Maintenance and upgrading of equipment
Maintenance and upgrading of existing network
Electrification of Houses in Urban areas
Electrification in new developments
Industrial electrical Services
Municipal Building Services
Community Halls
Parks and Recreation
needs
Sports and recreation
Upgrading of cemeteries
Roads and Stormwater
Construction of new roads
Installation of Stormwater System
Maintenance of Roads
licensing
Provision of kerbs
Information(Libraries)
Maintenance and upgrading of equipment
equipment
Maintenance of Networks
: Sanitation
New Infrastructure
: Sanitation
Maintenance of Infrastructure
: Water
Maintenance & upgrading of equipment : Water
Waste Disposal Services
Waste collection and disposal
Monitoring Landfill Sites management
Refuse Removal Initiatives
Public Services
Effective Environmental Health Services
EHS Strategy

Effective Emergency Service
Fire and rescue services
Effective Operational Law Enforcement
Community Safety Forum
Effective Traffic Services
Traffic Services Strategic Initiatives
Housing Services
Effective Housing Delivery
Housing to residents according to
Housing Services Strategic Initiatives
Managing Housing Projects
Management of illegal squatting
Licensing Service Delivery
Drivers Licensing
Motor vehicle Registration and
Provision of Public
Maintenance and upgrading of
Provision of additional facilities

EHS Management
Premise inspections
ChildCare Institutions
Education Facilities
Food Premises
Health Care Facilities
Milk farm facilities
Crematoria facility
Funeral undertaker facilities
Mortuaries
Open water source
Air Quality Management
Noise Pollution Control
Sewerage pollution
Water pollution
3.

Financial Viability

Cash Flow Management
Monthly cash flow
Implement Financial Administrative Functions
Financial Reporting
Improve Controls and Procedures
Improve Financial Performance
Manage Revenue
Payroll Administration

4.

Economic growth and Development

Establishment of an LED Office
LED Strategy
LED and Job Creation
New Businesses attributable to LED
Marketing Strategy
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5.

Good Corporate Governance

Administrative Management
Human Resource Management
Develop HR Reports and Systems
Efficient Personnel Administration
HR Skills Development
Implement Occupational Health and Safety Risk Management System
Compliance with NOSA Safety System
Manage Loss Control Ratio
Labour Relations
Local Labour Forum
Recruitment, Selection, Retention, Exit Policy & Procedure
Internal Service Delivery
Implement Legal Capacity
Records Section
Switchboard and Reception
Effective IT Services
Effective use of Performance Management System
Property Valuation Services
Political Management
6.

Good Cooperative Governance

Effective Public Relations Strategy
Internal liaison and Communication
External Liaison and Communication
Awareness Campaigns
Festivals
Ward Committees Forums
7.

Integrated environmental, social and economic spatial planning

Integrated Environmental Management System
Environmental enhancement
Spatial Development Framework
Town Planning Services
New Residential sites allocation
Town Planning Initiatives

Priority issues, Objectives and Strategies
The priority issues in the Municipality are dealt with as follows: First the priority issue is given followed by
objectives formulated and strategies that would lead to the realization of the objectives.
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Priority Issue:

WATER

Objective

Strategy

To provide drinking water to all
households in the urban areas

■

Lay stand pipes drinking water within 150m to
all households in Newtown

To provide drinking water to people
residing on farms/informal settlements

■

Drill boreholes in farm areas

To maintain the existing water
infrastructure

■ Constant upgrading and maintenance of
existing infrastructure to continue.
■

To provide infrastructure to new
developments including bulk supply and
reservoirs.

■

Implement a Water Management Programme of
networks and bulk infrastructure
In the development of new
townships, existing
infrastructure are continuously being monitored to
cope with increased demands.

■ The upgrading of existing infrastructure as well as the
provision of new infrastructure to be done on a
continuous basis
To provide the service at affordable
tariffs

■

Ensuring that all households receive a 6 kiloliter of
water per month

Priority Issue: SANITATION
Objective
To maintain existing networks in urban
areas

Strategy
■

Funds to upgrade and maintain existing
Existing sewer networks in urban areas are provided
by Council on an ongoing basis.

■

To provide infrastructure for new
developments

To address the problems regarding
sanitation experienced on the farms
in the rural areas

Pollution prevention forms an integral part
Council policies.

■

In the development of new townships, existing
infrastructure are continuously being
monitored to cope with increased demands.

■

Upgrading existing infrastructure and providing
new infrastructure on a continuous basis

■

The use of biological toilet systems on farms
is being investigated to minimize the
contamination of water sources and the
spreading of diseases.

■

Consultation with all role players to be
undertaken by the task team to be formed.
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Priority Issue:

ELECTRICITY

Objective
To maintain and upgrade the existing
networks

To improve the street lighting in the
urban areas

To provide electricity to each house in
the urban area.

To start with the provision of electricity
to houses in the rural areas.

Strategy
Investigate installation of a firm power supply to
Hendrina and Kwazamokuhle.
A possible
alternative
supply
between
Mafred
and
Kwazamokuhle
·

·

Implement an effective 24 hour Client Service
Centre

·

Develop a comprehensive
electrical failures

·

Propose to support National Holding Company with
the appointment of a Consultant to draw
up an asset register and ring fencing of
electrical business in terms of the National
structure

·

Maintain existing machinery and equipment

database

of

all

·

Upgrade inadequate networks and redundant
Equipment

·

Implement an effective 24 hour
Centre.

·

Develop a comprehensive database of all street
light failures.

·

Replacement of all fittings that are older
years on a replacement program.

·

Asco cable is problematic and needs to be
replaced on a replacement program.

·

An inspection program on a monthly basis

·

It is proposed that an amount be budgeted to
improve area and street lighting at Middelburg.

·

It is proposed that an amount be budgeted to
improve area & street lighting at Hendrina and
Kwazamokuhle

·

Electrification of 450 houses in Extension 24 during the
2005/2006 financial year.

Client Service

than 20

·

Electrification of 250 houses in Phase 2 Doornkop
during the 2005/2006 financial Year

·

An application was submitted to the National
Development Program for funding of 500 rural
houses.
The following areas were identified:
Naledi,
Kwa Makalane,
Sulinyembezi,
Pullenshope Farms, Doornkop, Pan and Arnot.

To provide electricity to all new
developments in the municipal area

·

New developments excluding RDP are for
the
cost of the developer.
The link services are
subject to purchase of the ground and the land
availability agreement.

To implement free basic electricity to all
consumers.

·

The implementation of a management system for
both prepayment meters and conventional meters

·

The software of the System Master Station, Self
Service Terminals and the Credit Dispenser Units
must be upgraded

·

A programme upgrade must be done to
manage the conventional meter sales

The subsidy will be recovered from kWh sales
excluding TOU tariff (Begbie
contractual
agreement). This will have an expected tariff increase
·

Priority Issue:

REFUSE REMOVAL AND WASTE MANAGEMENT
Objective

Strategy

To provide containers/collection points for
garden refuse at strategic points
throughout all the townships.

To ensure that each household is in
possession of a dustbin

·
·
·

·
To clean and keep clean all the areas
around the outskirts of town where illegal
dumping occurred

·

Establish garden refuse disposal sites at
rural town

·

Garden refuse transfer station

·

Private contractors

·

Investigate the
Partnerships

forming

of

Public

each

Private

Facility approved by Council for residents to
purchase 85 L dustbins at cost price over 6
months and pay off
Residents
businesses

purchase

85ℓ

dustbins

from

Educate residents to utilize service provided

·

Steve Tshwete
capacity

Municipality

has

insufficient

·

Appoint private contractor – once off cleaning of
area

·

Education of residents

·

Law enforcement by squatter control officers

·

Community participation  provide incentives to
those who participate

·

Review the fines that can be given to offenders

·

Investigate creation of keeping Middelburg Clean
Association

To manage the landfill site according to
the conditions prescribed in the permit

To ensure that the refuse removal and
street cleansing services are properly
operated and managed at the most cost
effective rates.

Priority Issue:

·

Steve Tshwete Municipality  Insufficient
capacity/equipment available

·

Appoint private contractors – 5 year Contract

·

Nkangala District Municipality  regional landfill
site for more than one town

■

Restructuring of the service in view of the
bigger area to be serviced

■

Strict supervision

■

Extension of the service

■

Additional personnel

■

Redeployment of personnel

■

Purchase of additional equipment

ROADS AND STORMWATER
Objective

To install an effective storm water
drainage system in all developed areas

To tar all existing gravel roads in the
townships

To maintain existing roads with specific
attention given to the potholes

To improve the quality of gravel roads in
the rural areas

Strategy
■

Funds are provided to upgrade existing networks
and to install new storm water networks on a
continuous basis.

■

Backlogs in certain areas are being addressed as
funds become available

■
.

Ensuring that existing storm water drainage systems
are maintained and functional

■

Involve Ward Councillors to identify problem areas.

·

The huge backlogs are being addressed on a
continuous basis as funds are made available.

■

Pavement Monitoring System (PMS) is used to
determine maintenance options

■

Appoint consultants to apply for CMIP funding.

■

Funds are being provided on a continuous basis in
the operating budget.

■

Provincial roads to be addressed
Mpumalanga Roads Administration.

·

The process to determine which gravel roads to be
maintained by Council still to be addressed

·

Process to be workshopped with Nkangala
District Municipality and Provincial Government

by

the

To ensure that all streets in the urban
areas are named and that street names
are correctly displayed

·

■
■

To provide pavedsidewalks where there
is a high volume of pedestrians

To construct roads for new
developments including curbing
and stormwater drainage

Priority Issue:

Council annually provide funds on the capital
budget for the manufacturing and installation of
street name kerbs. The process will continue until all
streets are properly identifiable. Correct the
mistakes in the spelling of street names.
To paint street names on curve stone on corner of
streets
Arrange for a meeting of the street naming and
renaming committee.

■

Look at the naming of rural areas to create an own
identity.

·

High volume pedestrian sidewalks are identified by
the administration and Councillors and are paved
as funds are made available.

·

Attend to stormwater drainage.

·

Ensure that all services are installed before paving is
Done

·

In new developments, roads are constructed
when 50% of the adjacent erven are developed,
provided that funds are available to do so.

HOUSING
Objective

To provide housing to residents
according to their needs/choice

To establish rural villages with smallscale
farming for farm workers

Form a task team to investigate needs

To attend to structural problems at RDP
housing schemes

Strategy
·

Encourage self build schemes where only serviced
land will be provided

·

Investigate availability of land at Eskom towns and
mine Villages

·

Provide RDP and affordable housing

·

Involve all role players(Farmers Unions, Land Affairs,
Department of Housing)

·

Determine strategy for resettlement of evicted farm
workers

·

Request Provincial Departments to provide funds

·

Involve all role players(Farmers Unions, Land Affairs,
Department of Housing)

·

Determine a strategy regarding resettlement of
evicted farm workers

·

Request Provincial Departments to provide funds

■

Compile a list of all problems

■

Budget for repairs

To do a proper audit of all beneficiaries
to ensure that only those who qualify
receive(d) houses

To upgrade the status of Newtown to
that of a proclaimed and permanent
township
Priority Issue:

■

Ensure quality building methods are used

■

Do a screening of all beneficiaries

■

Discuss problems with Department of Housing

■

Do a feasibility study

CEMETERIES
Objective

To upgrade the existing cemeteries
including fencing, tarring of roads and
ablution facilities.

To provide new cemeteries in the rural
areas and at places such as Pullenshope,
Rietkuil, Doornkop and KwaMakalane

Strategy
■

Steve Tshwete Municipality phase development
Using contractors and own cost; employees
effective – full control.

■

Privatization: Developed according to needs.
Limited control – profit orientated

■

Steve Tshwete Municipality incentives for
cremation due to land availability strategies
more beneficial

■ Localized cemeteries: not cost effective
■ District cemetery : distance can be a problem
■ Encourage the usage of Hendrina cemetery
( Rietkuil, Pullenshope)
■ Incentives for cremation due to limited land
availability
■

Form a task team to look at all the requirements of
the rural area
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Priority Issue:

LAND USE MANAGEMENT

Objective
To involve the community in town planning
matters

Strategy
Involvement through Ward Councillors : Assisting
community in setting their
priorities through effective, efficient and
democratic institutions mainly through the Ward
Councillors

·
·
·

To attend to the management of
undeveloped land

To provide additional land that can be
used for the building of churches

To attend to problems being experienced
with illegal use of land

·

Newspaper : Public invitations
to Council meetings

via news paper

·

Newspaper : Public invitations to on site meetings
where the development will take place

·

Development of a Communication Plan

·

Design Spatial Development Initiatives to generate
economic growth and development according to
the area’s inherent potential

·
·

Stricter control by law enforcement officers and
building inspectors

·

Commissioning of the drafting of a Municipal open
space plan including a guideline for sustainable
development

■

Address erven zoned for church purposes but which is
currently utilized for various other purposes

■

Ensure that sufficient church erven are provided in new
development Workshops and information sessions

■

Provide pamphlet

■

Radio broadcasts

■

Land tenure and ownership optionsgiving people
ownership
will most probably lead to increased
responsibility and accountability

■

Effective utilizing the squatter control

■

Embark on education program to inform community on
permissible land uses
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Priority Issue: LAND OWNERSHIP

Objective
To provide additional residential sites for
purchase by the community

To provide land for farming purposes in
the rural area

To inform the community of the rights
and responsibility of land ownership

Priority Issue:

Strategy
·

Buffer zones for affordable housing

·

Council Purchasing of additional land

·

Township establishment

·

Identification of land for onfarm and offfarm
settlements

·

Development frameworkMerging formal and
informal settlements

·

Identification of growth nodes in terms of their
functions

·

Purchasing land

·

Involve Department of Land Affairs

·

Communication plan between public and
Councillors

ENVIRONMENTAL MANAGEMENT
Objective

To monitor air and noise pollution in
order to ensure a healthy environment

Strategy
■ Regular sampling by Health Inspectors
■ Enforce bylaws regarding air and noise pollution

To relocate the kraals for cattle in
Mhluzi to an area where it will create
less problems for the community

To stop and prevent the illegal digging
of sand in Kwazamokuhle and Mhluzi

■ Discuss health issues with owners of cattle
■ Impound cattle of transgressors

·

Develop an environmental education programme
and
the implementation thereof.

·

Part of the Municipal open space plan

·

Stricter control bylaw enforcement
officers/building Inspector
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Priority Issue: HEALTH

Objective
To ensure that the Middelburg
Provincial Hospital is upgraded and
well provisioned

Strategy
■

Report problems to Health Department

■

Encourage people to use Provincial Hospital (Funds
can then become available)

■

Encourage business to invest in the hospital

■

Improve security at the hospital

■

To provide well equipped and
sufficiently
staffed
additional
clinics/mobile clinics in distant areas

To extend the operating hours of the
clinics to ensure that the service is
available for emergencies

To ensure adequate supply of medicine,
equipment and staff at the existing
clinics

■

Investigate availability of buildings at Eskom towns

■

Provide at least 4 mobile clinics to cover the
whole area

■

Place clinics near schools or multipurpose service
centres

■

Establish a working committee to discuss
health issues with the relevant departments

■

Investigate the optimal operating hours for clinics

■

Determine staff financial implications if operating
hours are extended

■

Safety of staff should hours be extended

■

■

To tackle HIV/AIDS, STI and TB

To improve child health throughout the
Municipality.

Arrange a meeting with role players to discuss the
problems

Educate communities regarding Preventative,
Curative and Rehabilitative services
Encourage shops to sell basic medicines for self
treatment

■

Discuss provision of medicine with Health
Department

■

Organizing and conducting awareness
campaign/workshops

■

Implementing a workplace health program

■

Providing information on the prevention of
transmission of HIV/AIDS from mother to child

■

Ordering and distributing condoms

·

Provision of immunization to all children under the
age of 5.
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Priority Issue:

LOCAL ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT/JOB CREATION

Objective
To introduce job creating projects within
the municipal area

Strategy
·

Identify projects that create jobs and benefit
community at the same time

·

Set up job creation centre in cooperation with the
private sector

·

Provide assistance to existing centres

·

Arrange a job summit

·

Ensure that all parties participate in LEDF

To create advisory centres where people
can be assisted with possible projects

·

Investigate possible funding sources

To develop a marketing strategy that will
attract industrial investment which in turn
will create additional job opportunities

·

Focus and prospecting of all minerals on the
municipal property

·

Providing and developing appropriate land for
investors

·

Provide affordable tariffs through incentives and
possible discounts on erf prices

·

Promote local business through a Middelburg
website

·

Investigate the possibility of privatization of certain
services

·

Develop a plan to market Middelburg as a tourism
and investment location

·

Develop new cultural and leisure activities and
tourist attractions

·

Develop intensive marketing strategy to bring
Middelburg’s potential to the attention of all
investors

·

Appoint marketing specialists to assist with the
development of the strategy

To assist with capacity building regarding
the tender process of the Municipality

·

Set up an information session in respect of each
tender to ensure that all prospective tenderers will
be aware of what is expected of them

To assist with the establishment of
decentralized
shopping
centres
throughout the Municipal area

·

Provide for business sites in new townships

·

Investigate land that can be rezoned for business
purposes

·

Determine influence of decentralized shopping
areas on the CBD

To improve the conditions for hawkers in
order to help them to make a living

·

The hawkers must manage their own people like
the taxi managers at ranks

·

Arrange regular
representatives

·

Do regular monitoring of hawkers

·

Create specific hawker areas and provide facilities
for them

meetings

with

the

hawker

·
To provide incentives for businesses and
to ensure that the rates charged in the
central business district are affordable

To assist with the establishment of
banking
facilities
(ATM’s)
at
the
Eskom/Mining towns

·

Provide incentives when new business sites are
purchased in the whole demarcated area

·

Investigate the tariff structure for businesses for more
affordable tariffs

·

Possible privatizing of services which could result in
reduced tariffs

·

Allow discount for early payment of accounts

·

Communicate incentives to the community

·

Refer the matter to commercial banks

·

Discuss proposals through the LEDF

SAFETY AND SECURITY

Objective

Strategy

To improve the quality of the service
rendered by the SAPS

To ensure that traffic
operating in all areas

officers

are

·

Arrange meetings with senior police staff to
discuss the quality of the service and the
extension thereof

·

Involve Police Forums  Community to
participate in forums

·

Plan in future developments for land for police
stations

·

Discuss utilization of 4SAI members over
weekends

·

Provide a mobile police station at Doornkop

·

Establish a Municipal Police Force

·

Employ more officers for the area

·

Determine problem areas and concentrate on
these areas

·

Embark on a training programme to educate

taxi operators

To provide more traffic
measures at high risk places

calming

To assist with the provision of scholar
patrols at strategic places

To acquire specialized traffic control
orientated vehicles, equipment etc.

Priority Issue:

·

Regular testing of drivers and vehicles

·

Identify problem areas by involving ward
Councillors

·

Provide funds on budget

·

Strict traffic law enforcement

·

To get Government to assist with this project to
have more scholar equipment available

·

To train volunteers in the community to assist
with the provision of scholar patrols

·

Buy new vehicles which are equipped with
new specialized equipment

EMERGENCY SERVICES
Objective

To
improve the
ambulance service

Strategy
quality

of

the

To provide additional fire stations at
strategic places

To prepare a disaster management plan
for the whole municipal area

To manage and minimize the incidents
of veld fires

·

Refer to Provincial Department of Health

·

Provide First Aid training to the community

·

Provide First Aid kits to schools and train people

·

Decentralize ambulance services

·

Provide fire stations at : Mhluzi & Industrial area

·

·

Enter into agreements with Eskom Power
Stations with regard to service delivery in
Rietkuil,
Pullenshope, Naledi and Komati/Blinkpan

·
·

Training academy for training of personnel and
Community

·
·

Prepare a disaster management policy and
contingency plan by all stakeholders

·

Provide equipment to mitigate disasters

·

Training of the public

·

Ensure that funds are available in a disaster
fund

·

Encourage landowners including the
municipality to make firebreaks

·

Do regular inspection of fire equipment

·

Train community and landowners in fire
extinguishing Methods

SOCIAL WELFARE

Objective

Strategies

To build additional and accessible old
age homes for all the elderly in the
community

To provide HIV/AIDS advisory centres

To provide centres for the youth

To build an orphanage where children
can be taken care of

·
·
·
·

social

Investigate the feasibility of an old age home in
Mhluzi

·

Provide a day care centre for the elderly

·
·

Determine if existing old age homes are utilized
optimally

·

Refer to Department of Welfare Network with
Local NGO’s

·

Refer to Department of Health for
investigation and Implementation

Employment of a recreational officer to actively
engage and educate the youth. Plan, strategize and
give guidance in this regard

To provide and to ensure accessibility of
facilities for the disabled

To improve/upgrade
which include:

·

services

·

Involve Provincial Youth Council in planning
and provision of Funding

·

Design all buildings to accommodate the
disabled

·
·

Upgrade and transform existing buildings to be
accessible for the disabled

·

Determine the number of disabled people who
are in need of care facilities

·

Approach Provincial/National Government to
provide the care facility

·

Make public transport accessible

·

Refer to Department of Welfare for
investigation

·

Request Department of Welfare to make
orphan grants available

·

Refer to Department of Welfare

·

Encourage beneficiaries to make use of
bank/post offices to receive their grants

·

Investigate sustainability of existing schemes

Fulltime social workers
Improved grants to the elderly and
disabled
Additional pay points for grants
A proper audit of all people
receiving grants

To provide/extend feeding schemes to all
needy children

·
Ensure that schemes are properly managed
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Priority Issue:

PARKS AND PLAYING EQUIPMENT
Objective

To carry out general operational repairs
and maintenance to parks and playing
equipment

To further develop existing parks, open
spaces,
sidewalks and recreational
facilities

To bring into being new parks, open
spaces, sidewalks
and
recreational
facilities

Priority Issue:

Strategies
·

As part of the Municipal open space plan,
provisions must be made for preventative
maintenance to
ensure that all the
equipment/facilities is/are maintained to an
acceptable standard

■

Install equipment that will require minimal
maintenance in later years

·

The development of a sustainable Municipal
open space plan and the implementation
thereof

·

Encourage community to report vandalism

·

Provide for parks/open
developments

·

Budget on an ongoing basis for development
of parks/open Spaces

·

Budget for purchase and planting of street
Trees

spaces

in

new

SPORTS AND RECREATION
Objective

To provide additional sporting facilities
and equipment for the different sporting
codes

To
maintain
and
upgrade the
existing sport and recreational facilities

Strategies
·

Encourage utilization of existing facilities to full
capacity and encourage community
ownership

·

Request funds from Provincial Department of
Sports, Arts and Culture for district facilities

·

Joint private and public development initiatives

·

Appointment of recreation officer to educate
and develop community progress

·

Establish a Sports Council

·

Introduction of a fixed maintenance plan.

·

Focus on preventative maintenance

·
·

Encourage community ownership of facilities to
combat crime and vandalism.

·

Investigate privatization
alternatively encourage
“ownership” of facilities

·
·

Appoint recreation officer to educate people
regarding use of different facilities & sporting
codes.

of
facilities
or
clubs to take

To provide basic sporting facilities such
as soccer fields in the rural area where
there is a concentration of people

·

Development of graded fields as per Council’s
policy

·

Formulation of a policy regarding rural villages
and the level of development that is to be
permitted in these areas.

·

Appoint recreation officer to monitor trends
and
encourage multi faceted usage and
multifaceted facilities

·

Priority Issue:

ARTS AND CULTURE
Objective

To maintain and upgrade the existing
facilities at the Botshabelo Museum and
game reserve.
(This includes the
extension of the Ndebele Village,
restoration of old buildings, purchase of
additional game.

Strategies
·

Resolution of Land Claim – appoint curator and
restructure staff

Design and implement detailed renovation program
·

Implement a preventative maintenance program

·

Eradication of alien weeds and revegitation
with trees and higher carrying capacity
grasses

·

Institute bio monitoring – increase game variety
and control numbers, implement game
exchange programs to maintain bio – diversity

·
·

Enter into a public, private partnership to
establish
an animal sanctuary and to establish a
breeding
station for carnivores to attract more tourists

·

To try and settle the Botshabelo land
claim to the benefit of all parties
involved

To ensure that the existing museum at
Hendrina is maintained and extended

Establishment of a 4 X 4 route with the
necessary
facilities

·

Council to maintain ownership and the families are
compensated for the loss

·

The Council withdraws totally and the families take
over the facility, Council is compensated

·

A public private partnership is initialized and driven
to Achieve goals. Control of direction is a problem
§
Reconsider and revise strategies for
settlement of the claim
§
In conjunction with the claimants agree on
a fixed timetable to take process forward

·

Appoint a curator at Botshabelo to advise and
perform minor work and to assist with control

§
§
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Inventory all museum items and acquire
other donations
Proper venue to be provided for museum

Priority Issue: EDUCATION AND LIBRARIES
Objective
To upgrade facilities at existing schools
which include the provision of water,
electricity and ablution facilities

Strategies
■

Request Department of Education to do a survey
at all schools to determine the quality of services

■ Approach relevant National Department to provide
funds for upgrading
■ Maintain existing facilities and garden/play
areas
To provide additional educational
facilities
such
as
preschools,
primary/secondary schools, technikons
and universities
To build additional libraries throughout
the municipality

■

Request the Department of Education to
investigate and include in the medium/long
term planning

■

Mhluzi: Extend existing library to meet the
requirements
Relocate the library to the centre of Mhluzi
where it will be more accessible.
Design and build a new library library with
ample study facilities.
U

■

U

■

■

To ensure that residents are provided with
ABET and life skills training

To ensure that sufficient teachers are
available at all schools

Kwazamokuhle: Upgrade the existing building
and
appoint additional staff.
Design and build a new library
Approach Department of Sport, Culture for
assistance with planning and financing.
Purchase additional books.
U

U

Rietkuil: The existing facilities ideally located
and it is suggested that it be considered to
extend the
building in order to extend
the study facilities
U

U

Naledi Village: All buildings in the village
belong to Middelburg Mines and they
should be approached in this regard 4
possible assistance.
Should negotiations be successful, appoint
staff to manage the library
U

U

■

Provide computer facilities with access to
internet at all Libraries

■

Provide ABET training to Municipal staff

■

Discuss with Technical College to provide the
training to the community

■

Approach Department of Education to provide
funding for this purpose

■

Make Council facilities (halls etc) available for
use.

■

Refer to Department of Education for further
attention

To lower school fees

To provide financial assistance to needy
children to further their education on
tertiary level

To ensure that more and more people
make use of library services

To improve IT systems in all the libraries

Priority Issue:

■

Refer to Department of Education for
investigation and implementation

■

Budget for bursaries to needy children

■

Approach businesses to contribute to a bursary
fund to be managed by a board of trustees

■

Approach successful tenderers to
contribute a percentage of the contract
value for this purpose

■ Visit schools to market library services
■

Publish on libraries in the Masakhane Newsletter

■

Utilise local Radio Station(GMFM)for marketing
purposes

■

Utilise the Library Committee to market library
services

■

Purchase a licence for the IT system

■

Link all library computer systems to the main server

INSTITUTIONAL

Objective
To develop a system of external and
internal public relations in order to ensure
that citizens as well as staff are well
informed on municipal activities

Strategies
■

Implement a telecommunication infrastructure
plan for
Middelburg to facilitate a better
electronic communication source

■

Encourage, expand and maintain
development on the Middelburg website to
provide
the
community
with relevant,
important and applicable information

■

Launch new website campaign

■

Provide 24 hour service points (nodes) to be
utilized by IT technology, advice to the
community and to function as paypoints

■

Manage communication to all employees to
ensure a well informed Council work force

■

To send people identified for external courses

■

To create a training section to address training
needs

■

To use internal specialized knowledge to train
people

■

Develop a system whereby any member of the
public can easily obtain information on
aspects

relating to Municipality

To ensure regular consultation between
politicians and
the community
regarding important matters

To ensure the development of personnel
in
accordance
with
the
skills
development plan and other identified
needs

■

Ensure that staff are fully aware of all municipal
activities in order that a better service can be
rendered

■

Investigate regular newsletters to the community

■

Establishment of Ward Committees

■

Mobile information centres

■

Use of school halls for ward meetings

■

Create opportunities to train Council employees
through
recruitment
and
employment
programmes

■

Improve work place relations through partnerships
with unions and management

■

Foster innovation and creativity in our employees

■

Train Council employees for new roles
&responsibilities

■
■

To
provide additional
municipal
buildings ( paypoints, libraries, halls etc
)

Organizational and Methods Investigation for all
Council departments

■

Building an experience base staff component

■

Conduct Occupational Health and Safety
awareness programmes for employees

■

Build new buildings where needed

■

Lease suitable buildings available in the market

·

Establish the most suitable places to
accommodate
all the needs of the
community
for additional paypoints

·

To utilize the existing paypoints to their full capacity

■

To launch an awareness campaign to educate
the community on the service delivery at the
different paypoints

■

To provide a 24 hour vending system in a
secured environment accessible to the
community

■
To maintain and upgrade the existing
equipment, vehicles, computer systems
and procedures

Provide training opportunities for the long term

■

To provide a 24 hour information call centre
Integrate new IT systems with the financial
system
and work place

■

To ensure that tariffs for all services
remain affordable

To ensure that Municipal buildings
and facilities are accessible for the
disabled

To ensure meter readings are done
correctly

Establish a program for replacement of existing
equipment, vehicles, computers etc.

■

Develop a data base for integrated IT systems

■

Establishment of a Disaster
Plan/Back up for IT systems

Management

■

Implementation and facilitation of 3 year multi
year budgeting and GAMAP.
Total
transformation of financial routines.

■

Improvement of radio link communications

■

Implementation of replacement programs and
policies to
prevent the redundancy of
equipment
and
vehicles :
Prevent
excessive expenditure on maintenance

■

Improve all institutional support systems that will
facilitate easy payment of accounts such as
improving billing systems, providing decentralized
and easily accessible paypoints, reviewing
tariff structures for various groups, establishment
of Credit Control Policy and Debt Collection to
ensure Council’s income

■

Analyses feasibility and impact on budgets
before projects are approved

■

Market the Municipality and its debt instruments

■

Expansion of the income base through additional
taxable property

■

Determine and publish the level of services
to be rendered

■

Design all new buildings to accommodate the
disabled

■

Upgrade and transform existing buildings to be
accessible for the disabled

■

To ensure mutual trust between the meter reader
contractor and consumers

■

Appoint a person to do special readings on
request

■

Educate Councillors and community regarding
the meter reading process and dates on which
meters are read

■ Well managed communication system between
Council, meter readers and departments
■

Maintenance of existing meters on a continuous
basis

■

Replacing meters according to a programme

within prescribed economic lifespan
To do a SWOT
organization

ANALYSIS

of

the

To prevent an escalation in
nonrecoverable outstanding debt

Arrange a strategic planning session

·

·

Debt collection using the Credit Control Policy

·

Write off unrecoverable bad debt

To ensure adequate budget provision for
asset maintenance over their economic
life span

·

Maintenance of all capital assets according to a
program over the expected economic life span

To maintain a proper personnel structure

·

Filling in of posts within 3 months of them becoming
vacant

·

Freezing of nonessential posts

To ensure that financial provision and
application of funds are in line with the
approved budget

·

Monitor and ensure expenditure of capital budget
on capital projects as identified in the IDP

To provide a comprehensive, fair and
uniform basis for the levying of
assessment rates

·

Compile a comprehensive, fair and uniform
quadrennial valuation roll

·

Maintain
the
valuation
supplementary valuations

To provide Council with valuations on
immovable
property
for
other
municipal
purposes
including
alienation of land, acquisition and
expropriation, rental and replacement
value
To
bring
transformation
Municipality

about
within

internal
the

■
for

■

■

To ensure that all the communities in
the Municipality have access to
facilities and services
To provide satisfactory overall working
conditions for employees

roll

by

causing

Conduct valuations on immovable property
other municipal purposes including

Implement the Employment Equity Act

Ensure specifics in compliance with
Employment Equity
Act
are
included
advertisements foremployment positions

the
in

■ Create and commission MultiPurpose
Community
Service centres
■

Do a continuous assessment of overall working
conditions with the view to improving them where
and when necessary

■

Approach Unions of workers/employees with a
view to
improving workplace relations and
forging
partnerships
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Priority Issue:

TRANSPORT

Objective
To provide subsidized transport to
scholars who are far from schools (Urban
and rural area)

Strategies
■

Request Department of Education to provide funds
for a subsidy.

■ Arrange meetings with transport providers to render
this service at subsidized rates.

To improve the effectiveness of the
transport system and provide shelters or
ranks for commuters

To upgrade and maintain the facilities at
the existing taxi ranks
and where
necessary to build permanent structures

■

Request Nkangala District Municipality to include in
their transport plan.

■

Arrange regular meetings with transport providers
and taxi Industry

■

Determine the exact needs of the community

■

Plan proper taxi ranks where facilities can be
provided

■

Investigate existing bus routes and determine
where shelters must be provided

■

Design shelters in such a way that they cannot
be vandalized

■

Implement program to maintain and upgrade
existing facilities on continual basis

■

Provide permanent structures where needed

Priority Issue: POST AND TELECOMMUNICATION
Objective
To
extend
the
telephone
network(private & public) to all areas

Strategies
■

Refer to Telkom to include in their future planning

■

Encourage entrepreneurs to put up kiosks for
cellphones or Telkom phones

■

To improve existing postal services

Establish a task team to discuss problems with
Telkom
and to identify areas in need
of extended service

■

Arrange meeting with the local Post Master

■

Make municipal land available where postal
boxes can be erected

■

Investigate
provider

■

postnet

as

alternative

Investigate the possibility
Officers in the rural area
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of

service

mobile

Post

Priority Issue: COMMUNITY HALLS
Objective
To maintain and
community halls

Strategies
upgrade

existing

■

■

Privatize the management of community halls

■

Upgrade Cosmos Hall

■

To investigate the feasibility of the
building of a modern banquet hall with
conference and catering facilities

To determine the need for and feasibility
of building community halls in the rural
area

Implement
programme to maintain and
upgrade existing halls

Finalize possible takeover of halls in Eskom
villages

■

Improve existing halls

■

New community hall Tokologo/Newtown

■

Investigate the naming of halls in the Municipal
area

■

Investigate the availability of existing halls,
conference and catering facilities

■

Investigate the building of a banquet hall

■

Building of banquet hall with conference and
catering facilities

■

Build community halls where needed

■

Utilize existing facilities where possible

■

Consider purchasing buildings that could be
converted

■

Erection of new community halls
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7.

PROJECTS PHASE

7.1

Introduction
This phase presents the projects over a five year period as prescribed by the
provisions chapter 5 of the Systems Act.
The Projects are presented according to the 23 priority issues as identified in the
Municipality. The issues have been arranged as follows :

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.

Water
Sanitation
Electricity
Refuse Removal and Waste Management
Roads and Stormwater
Housing
Cemeteries
Land Use Management
Land Ownership
Environmental Management
Health
Local Economic Development
Safety and Security
Emergency Services
Social Welfare
Parks and Playing Equipment
Sports and Recreation
Arts and Culture
Education and Libraries
Post and Telecommunication
Transport
Community Halls
Institutional
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Priority Issue : WATER
Objective : To maintain the existing water infrastructure

Target : (Percentage) of the budget actually spent on maintenance of existing
water infrastructure by June 2007

Project No.

Project
Name

MP040333/001

Maintenance of
existing
water
infrastructure

Project
Location

Vaalbank
Middelburg Dam
Presidentsrus
Hend/Kwaza
M’burg/Mhluzi
Villages
Rural areas

Project
Output

Upgraded
water
treatment
Plant

Project
Beneficiaries

Key Performance
Indicator

Implementing
Agency

Funding
Source

All residents in
urban and rural
areas

Percentage of the
budget
actually
spent
on
maintenance
of
existing
water
infrastructure

Town Engineer

AFF

Installed bulk
flow meters
and control
valves

EFF

Estimated Costs
000’

2 095
2 295
2 275
2 339
2 347

2006
2007
2008
2009
2010

Replaced
fire hydrants
and
water
meters

Priority Issue : WATER
Objective : To provide drinking water to people residing in rural areas/informal

Target : (Number) of households provided with drinking water by June 2007

settlements
Project No.

MP040333/002

Project
Name

Provision
of
drinking water
to
all
households
in
rural areas

Project
Location

Doornkop
Bankfontein
(Rural Village)
Arnot(Rural
Village)
Rural areas

Project
Output

Drilled
boreholes
Laid pipe water

Project
Beneficiaries

Key Performance
Indicator

Implementing
Agency

All
people
living on farms
and in informal
settlements

Number
of
households
provided
with
drinking water

Town Engineer
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Funding
Source

AFF
NDM
MIG
AFF(Servic) 2

Estimated Costs
000’

6
6
2
2
6

050
560
686
350
350

2006
2007
2008
2009
2010

Priority Issue : WATER
Target : Provide infrastructure to new developments including bulk supply and
reservoirs by June 2007

Objective : To provide new infrastructure for new developments
Project No.

Project
Name

MP040333/003

Provision of new
infrastructure
for
new
developments

Project
Location

Aerorand
Hend/Kwaza
M’burg Ext 18
Rockdale
Middelburg

Project
Output

Project
Beneficiaries

Key Performance
Indicator

Implementing
Agency

Funding
Source

Newly installed
networks

People in newly
developed
areas

Number
of
households
or
businesses etc. for
which infrastructure
is provided in new
developments

Town Engineer

AFF(Servic)
MIG
EFF
NDM

New
Households
with
new
infrastructure

Estimated
Costs 000’

6 564
17 686
3 100
1 000
2 400

2006
2007
2008
2009
2010

Priority Issue : WATER
Objective : To provide drinking water to all households in urban areas

Project No:

MP040333/005

Target : Provide drinking water to … unconnected households in urban areas by
June 2007

Project
Name

Project Location

Project
Output

Project
Beneficiaries

Key
Performance
Indicator

Implementing
Agency

Funding
Source

Provision
of
drinking water
to
all
households
in
urban areas

MP313

New water
connections

All people living
in urban areas
without water
connections

Number
of
households
provided with
drinking water

Town Engineer

Own Revenue
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Estimated
Costs 000’

15 287
26 967
8 479
6 163
11 527

2006
2007
2008
2009
2010

Priority Issue : SANITATION
Objective : To maintain and upgrade existing infrastructure in urban areas

Project No:

Project
Name

MP040301/001

Maintenance
and upgrading
of
existing
infrastructure

Project
Location
Boskrans
Hend/Kwaza
Middelburg
Mhluzi
Villages

Target :

…..% of the Capital Budget actually spent on the maintenance of
existing networks by June 2007

Project
Output

Project
Beneficiaries

Key Performance
Indicator

Implementing
Agency

Funding
Source

Upgraded/Repla
ced outfall sewer
lines/Maturation
Pond/Plant and
Equipment

All people living
in
villages,
urban and rural
areas

Percentage of the
capital
budget
actually spent on
the maintenance
and upgrading of
existing
infrastructure

Town Engineer

NDM
AFF
EFF

Estimated
Costs 000’
2 616
2 607
2 428
2 251
2 229

2006
2007
2008
2009
2010

Priority Issue : SANITATION
Objective :

To provide infrastructure for new developments

Project No:

Project
Name

Project Location

MP040301/002

Provision of new
infrastructure
for
new
developments

Aerorand/Rock
Nasaret
Bankfontein
Boskrans
Hend/Kwaza
Mburg/Mhlzi
Arnot(Rural V)

Target :

Project
Output

Installed
sanitation
system(toilets)

…..% of the Capital Budget actually spent on infrastructure in new
developments by June 2007

Project
Beneficiaries

Key
Performance
Indicator

Implementing
Agency

Funding
Source

All people living
in
new
developments

Percentage of
the
Capital
Budget actually
spent
on
infrastructure in
new
developments

Town Engineer
Solid Waste

NDM
AFF
AFF(Servic
EFF
NDM
MIG
Own Revenue

Newly installed
networks
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Estimated
Costs 000’

10 897
8 679
4 038
2 198
4 208

2006
2007
2008
2009
2010

Priority Issue : SANITATION
Objective :

To address problems regarding sanitation

Project No:

MP040301/003

Project
Name

Addressing
problems
regarding
sanitation

Target : (number) Households provided with sanitation by June 2007

Project Location

Project
Output

Project
Beneficiaries

Key
Performance
Indicator

Implementing
Agency

Funding
Source

Rural areas

Provided toilet s

People living on
farms

Number
of
households
provided with
sanitation

Town Engineer

NDM

Estimated
Costs 000’

1 000
1 000
0
0
0

2006
2007
2008
2009
2010

Priority Issue : ELECTRICITY
Objective : To maintain and upgrade existing networks

Project No:

Project
Name

MP040307/001

Maintenance
and upgrading
of
existing
networks

Project Location

Hend/Kwaza
Middelburg
Mhluzi
Nasaret
Doornkop

Target :

…% of the Budget is actually spent on the maintenance of existing
networks by June 2007

Project
Output

Project
Beneficiaries

Key
Performance
Indicator

Implementing
Agency

Funding
Source

Replaced
switchgear and
equipment

People living in
urban areas

Percentage of
the
budget
actually spent
on
maintenance
of
existing
networks

Electricity
Services

EFF
AFF
INEP

Upgraded and
well maintained
networks
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Estimated
Costs 000’

13 041
4 630
6 270
5 250
6 370

2006
2007
2008
2009
2010

Priority Issue : ELECTRICITY
Objective : To improve the street lighting/area lighting in urban areas

Project No:

Project
Name

MP040307/002

Improvement
of street and
high
mast
lights in urban
areas

Project Location

Hend/Kwaza
Middelburg/Mhluzi
Botshabelo
Arnot Village
Bankfontein Village
Doornkop
Nasareth/Rockdale
Pullenshope
Rietkuil

Target :

(number)of streets provided with lighting by June 2007

Project
Output

Project
Beneficiaries

Key
Performance
Indicator

Implementing
Agency

Funding
Source

Well lit streets
and areas

People living in
urban areas

Number
of
streets
and
areas provided
with lighting

Electricity
Services

AFF
MIG
EFF
NDM

Estimated
Costs 000’

2 179
7 703
9 820
5 290
4 000

2006
2007
2008
2009
2010

Priority Issue : ELECTRICITY
Objective : To provide electricity to each house in the urban areas

Target :

(number)of houses provided with electricity by June 2007

Project No:

Project
Name

Project Location

Project
Output

Project
Beneficiaries

Key
Performance
Indicator

Implementing
Agency

Funding
Source

MP040307/003

Provision
of
electricity
to
each house in
the
urban
areas

Hend/Kwaza
M’burg/Mhluzi
Koornfontein/Blinkpan
Pullenshope
Rietkuil/Nasaret

Electrified
houses

People living in
urban areas

Number
of
houses
provided with
electricity

Electricity
Services

AFF
AFF(Servic
EFF
INEP
Own Revenue
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Estimated
Costs 000’

23 596
15 517
34 587
38 133
12 064

2006
2007
2008
2009
2010

Priority Issue : ELECTRICITY
Objective : To provide electricity to houses in the rural areas

Project No:

MP040307/004

Project
Name

Provision
electricity
houses in
rural areas

Project Location

of
to
the

Rural areas
Many Waters

Target :

(number)of houses in rural areas provided with electricity by June
2007

Project
Output

Project
Beneficiaries

Key
Performance
Indicator

Implementing
Agency

Funding
Source

Electrified
houses

People living in
rural areas

Number
of
houses
provided with
electricity
in
the rural areas

Eskom

INEP
EFF
MIG

Estimated
Costs 000’

1 870
18 564
29 317
6 060
20 170

2006
2007
2008
2009
2010

Priority Issue : ELECTRICITY
Objective : To provide electricity to each house in new developments

Target :

(number)of houses in new developments provided with electricity
by June 2007

Project No:

Project
Name

Project Location

Project
Output

Project
Beneficiaries

Key
Performance
Indicator

Implementing
Agency

Funding
Source

MP040307/005

Provision
of
electricity to all
new
developments

Hend/Kwaza
Mburg/Mhluzi
Botshabelo
Bankfontein(Village)
Presidentsrus/Pullens
Rockdale
Rietkuil/Rural

Electrified
houses

People living in
newly
developed
areas

Number
of
houses in new
developments
provided with
electricity

Electricity
Services

AFF
EFF
INEP
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Estimated
Costs 000’

2 170
170
6 670
5 850
170

2006
2007
2008
2009
2010

Priority Issue : ELECTRICITY
Objective : To provide new supply points and network links
Project No:

Project
Name

Project Location

MP040307/006

Provision
of
new
supply
points
and
network links

Target : (Number) of new supply points provided by June 2007
Project
Output

Hend/Kwaza
Middelburg
Mhluzi
Doornkop

New supply
points

Project
Beneficiaries

Key
Performance
Indicator

Implementing
Agency

Funding
Source

All
people
living in , urban
areas
and
named
rural
area

Number of new
supply
points
provided

Electricity
Services

AFF
EFF
INEP

Estimated
Costs 000’

8 000
8 000
8 000
8 000
8 000

2006
2007
2008
2009
2010

Priority Issue : REFUSE REMOVAL AND WASTE MANAGEMENT
Objective : To ensure that each household has a dust bin
Project No:

MP040317/001

Project
Name

Provision of
dust
bin
each
household

Project Location

a
to

Eskom
Hend/Kwaza
Middelburg
Mhluzi

Target : (number)of households provided with dust bins by June 2007
Project
Output

Project
Beneficiaries

Key
Performance
Indicator

Implementing
Agency

Funding
Source

Adequate
supply of dust
bins

All residents in
MP313

Number
of
households
provided with
dust bins

Solid Waste
Disposal

AFF

59

Estimated
Costs 000’

40
80
80
80
80

2006
2007
2008
2009
2010

Priority Issue : REFUSE REMOVAL AND WASTE MANAGEMENT
Objective : To manage the transfer sites as per conditions prescribed in the
permit
Project No:

Project
Name

MP040317/002

Management
of transfer sites

Project Location

Eskom
Hend/Kwaza
Middelburg
Mhluzi
Villages

Target :

.(Percentage…)of the budget actually spent on the management of
the transfer site by June 2007

Project
Output

Project
Beneficiaries

Key
Performance
Indicator

Implementing
Agency

Funding
Source

Extended roads
to landfill site

All residents in
MP313

Percentage of
the
Budget
actually spent
on
the
management
of the transfer
site

Solid Waste
Disposal

AFF
EFF

Developed
phases
landfill site

of

Estimated
Costs 000’

600

600 2006
400 2007
700 2008
400 2009
500 2010

Priority Issue : REFUSE REMOVAL AND WASTE MANAGEMENT
Objective :

To ensure proper operation and management of refuse removal
and street cleansing services

Project No:

Project
Name

MP040317/003

Proper
operation and
management
of
refuse
removal
&
street cleansing

Project Location

Eskom
Hend/Kwaza
Middelburg
Mhluzi
Villages

Target : Percentage of the budget actually spent on the operation and
management of refuse removal and cleansing services by June 2007

Project
Output

Project
Beneficiaries

Key
Performance
Indicator

Implementing
Agency

Funding
Source

Delivered
refuse
compactor
and
tipper
trucks
Street sweeper
vehicle
Skip
Loader
Vehicle

All residents in
MP313

Percentage of
the
budget
actually spent
on
the
operation and
management
of
refuse
removal
and
cleansing
services

Solid Waste
Disposal

EFF
AFF
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Estimated
Costs 000’

4 250
2 980
2 700
2 200
1 700

2006
2007
2008
2009
2010

Priority Issue : REFUSE REMOVAL AND WASTE MANAGEMENT
Objective :

To provide containers and transfer sites for garden refuse

Project No:

Project
Name

MP040317/005

Provision
of
containers and
development
of transfer sites

Project Location

Eskom
Hend/Kwaza
Middelburg
Mhluzi

Target :

.(number…)of households provided with containers by June 2007
(number…) of transfer lsites developed and managed by June 2007

Project
Output

Project
Beneficiaries

Key
Performance
Indicator

Implementing
Agency

Funding
Source

Availability
of
skiploader and
containers

All residents in
MP313

Number
of
households
provided with
containers

Solid Waste
Disposal

AFF
EFF
Own Revenue
MIG

Developed and
managed
transfer sites

Estimated
Costs 000’

5 952
5 205
5 330
3 094
3 680

2006
2007
2008
2009
2010

Number
of
transfer
sites
developed and
managed

Priority Issue : ROADS & STORMWATER
Objective :
areas

To install an effective stormwater drainage system in all developed

Project No:

Project
Name

040318/001

Installation of a
stormwater
drainage
system

Project
Location

Project
Output

Hend/Kwaza
Middelburg
Mhluzi
Villages

Installed
stormwater
system

Target : (Number)m/km of stormwater drainage system installed by June 2007

Project
Beneficiaries

Key
Performance
Indicator

Implementing
Agency

Funding
Source

People living in
developed
areas

Number
of
m/km
of
stormwater
drainage
system installed

Town Engineer

EFF
NDM

61

Estimated
Costs 000’

7 810
8 350
7 850
8 200
10 675

2006
2007
2008
2009
2010

Priority Issue : ROADS & STORMWATER
Objective :
Project No:

040318/002

To tar all existing gravel roads in the townships
Project
Name

Tarring of all
existing gravel
roads

Project
Location

Hend/Kwaza
Middelburg
Mhluzi

Target : (Number)km of gravel roads tarred by June 2007
Project
Output

New roads

Project
Beneficiaries

Key
Performance
Indicator

Implementing
Agency

Funding
Source

People of
Hendrina/Kwaza
Middelburg
Mhluzi

Number of km
of gravel roads
tarred

Town Engineer

EFF(INYANDA)
AFF (Services)
NDM

Estimated
Costs 000’

5 840
4 810
4 520
4 750
5 010

2006
2007
2008
2009
2010

Priority Issue : ROADS & STORMWATER
Objective :

To maintain and upgrade existing roads and bridges

Target : Percentage of the Capital Budget actually spent on the maintenance
and upgrading of existing roads and bridges by June 2007

Project No:

Project
Name

Project
Location

Project
Output

Project
Beneficiaries

Key
Performance
Indicator

Implementing
Agency

Funding
Source

040318/003

Maintenance
and upgrading
of existing roads
and bridges

MP313

Built bridge
Rebuilt roads
Regravelled
road shoulders
Built Parking
areas
Upgraded road
barriers
Resealed roads

People of
MP313

Percentage of
the
Capital
Budget actually
spent on the
maintenance
and upgrading
of roads and
bridges

Town Engineer

EFF(INYANDA)
EFF
AFF

62

Estimated
Costs 000’

6 135
8 655
9 475
9 855
10 670

2006
2007
2008
2009
2010

Priority Issue : ROADS & STORMWATER
Objective :

To improve the quality of gravel roads in the rural areas

Project No:

Project
Name

040318/004

Improvement of
the quality of
gravel access
roads

Project Location

Rural areas
Villages
Many Waters

Target : Percentage of the Capital Budget actually spent in the improvement of
the quality of gravel roads in rural are and Villages by June 2007

Project
Output

Project
Beneficiaries

Key
Performance
Indicator

Implementing
Agency

Funding
Source

Built
and
regravelled
roads

All people living
in rural areas
and in Villages

Percentage of
the
Capital
Budget actually
spent in the
improvement of
the quality of
gravel roads

Town Engineer

NDM

Estimated
Costs 000’

3 500
1 200
1 350
1 500
1 650

2006
2007
2008
2009
2010

Priority Issue : ROADS & STORMWATER
Objective :

To ensure that all streets are named or renamed appropriately and
that names are correctly displayed

Target : (Number)of streets given names or renamed appropriately by June 2007

Project No:

Project
Name

Project Location

Project
Output

Project
Beneficiaries

Key
Performance
Indicator

Implementing
Agency

Funding
Source

040318/005

Naming
and
renaming
of
streets
and
displaying such
names
correctly

MP 313

Displayed street
names

People living in
urban areas

Number
of
streets named
or
renamed
appropriately
with
names
displayed
correctly

Town Engineer

EFF

63

Estimated
Costs 000’

0
0
0
0
0

2006
2007
2008
2009
2010

Priority Issue : ROADS & STORMWATER
Objective :

To provide paved sidewalks and kerbs

Project No:

Project
Name

040318/006

Provision
of
kerbs,
paved
sidewalks and
passage ways

Project Location

Hend/Kwaza
Middelburg
Mhluzi
Villages

Target : (Number)of m/km of sidewalks paved/provided with kerbs by June 2007
Target : (Number)of passage ways opened by June 2007
Project
Output

Project
Beneficiaries

Paved side
walks with kerbs

People living in
urban and rural
areas

Key
Performance
Indicator
Number
m/km
sidewalks
paved
provided
kerbs

of
of

Implementing
Agency

Funding
Source

Town Engineer

EFF
EFF(INYANDA)
AFF

or
with

Estimated
Costs 000’

1 172
725
730
780
790

2006
2007
2008
2009
2010

Priority Issue : ROADS & STORMWATER
Objective :
drainage

To construct new roads including curbing and stormwater

Project No:

Project
Name

040318/007

Construction of
new roads with
stormwater and
kerbing

Project Location

Tokologo
Doornkop
Hend/Kwaza
Middelburg
Mhluzi
Nasaret

Project
Output

New roads

Built Taxi routes
and laybyes

Target : (Number)of m/km of new roads constructed or stormwater drainage laid
by June 2007
Project
Beneficiaries

Key
Performance
Indicator

Implementing
Agency

Funding
Source

People living in
urban and rural
areas

Number of km
of new roads
constructed or
stormwater
drainage
system laid

Town Engineer

CMIP
EFF
EFF (INYANDA)
NDM

People using
Taxis

64

Estimated
Costs 000’

15 221
10 795
14 189
12 780
9 160

2006
2007
2008
2009
2010

Priority Issue : HOUSING
Objective :
their needs
Project No:

040310/001

To provide building land and RDP houses to residents according to

Project
Name

Provision
land
building
Provision
RDP houses

Project Location

of
for

of

Middelburg
Mhluzi/Tokolo
Hendrina
Kwaza
Villages
Doornkop

Target :

(Number)of stands provided for selfbuild scheme) by June 2007
(Number)of RDP houses provided through subsidies by June 2007

Project
Output

Project
Beneficiaries

Key
Performance
Indicator

Implementing
Agency

Funding
Source

Stands for self
build scheme

All
people
without houses
living in the
MP 313 area

Number
of
stands for self
build schemes

Town Planning

RDP Subsidies

RDP houses

Housing

Number of built
RDP houses

Estimated
Costs 000’

5 117
4 690
4 690
4 690
0

2006
2007
2008
2009
2010

Priority Issue : HOUSING
Objective :

To establish a rural village for people living on the farms

Target :

(%....) completion of the establishment of a rural village by June 2007

Project No:

Project
Name

Project Location

Project
Output

Project
Beneficiaries

Key
Performance
Indicator

Implementing
Agency

Funding
Source

040310/002

Establishment
of a rural village

KwaMakalane

Rural
Village
established

All people living
in rural areas

Percentage
completion of
investigation
regarding the
creation
of
rural
villages
with small scale
farming for farm
workers

Town Planning

NDM

65

Estimated
Costs 000’

0
0
0
0
0

2006
2007
2008
2009
2010

Priority Issue : HOUSING
Objective : To create residential stands for purposes of building RDP houses
Project No:

040310/002

Project
Name

Creation
stands
residential
purposes

Project Location

of
for

Rockdale
(3,000)

Target : (Number) of stands created for the building of RDP houses by June 2007

Project
Output

Residential
stands created

Project
Beneficiaries

Key
Performance
Indicator

Implementing
Agency

Funding
Source

All people living
in Rockdale

Number
of
stands created
for the building
of RDP houses

Town Planning

NDM

Kwazamokuhle
(580)

Estimated
Costs 000’

0
0
0
0
0

2006
2007
2008
2009
2010

Priority Issue : HOUSING
Objective :

To upgrade the status of Newtown to that of a proclaimed and
permanent township

Project No:

Project
Name

040310/005

Upgrading
the status
Newtown

Project Location

of
of

Middelburg
Mhluzi
Hendrina
Kwaza

Project
Output

Proclaimed
township

Target : Percentage progress in the process of upgrading the status of Newtown
by June 2007
Project
Beneficiaries

Key
Performance
Indicator

All people living
in Newtown

Percent
progress in the
process
of
upgrading the
status
of
Newtown

66

Implementing
Agency

Town Planning

Funding
Source

Own Revenue

Estimated
Costs 000’

0
0
0
0
0

2006
2007
2008
2009
2010

Priority Issue : CEMETERIES
Objective :

To upgrade the existing cemeteries including fencing, tarring of
roads and ablution facilities

Project No:

Project
Name

040305/001

Upgrading of
cemeteries

Project Location

Phumolong
Fonteinstreet
Nasaret
Hindu
Voortrekker
Hend/Kwaza
M’burg/Mhlu

Project
Output

Upgraded
ablution
Fencing,
Extensions,
Road repairs

Target :

Project
Beneficiaries

All people living
in the MP 313
area

(Number)of cemeteries upgraded by June 2007

Key
Performance
Indicator
Number
cemeteries
upgraded

of

Implementing
Agency

Funding
Source

Parks &
Recreation

AFF
EFF
EFF(INYANDA)
MIG

Estimated
Costs 000’

1 285
980
630
1 270
750

2006
2007
2008
2009
2010

Priority Issue : CEMETERIES
Objective : To provide new cemeteries in rural areas and at Eskom/Mine villages
Project No:

Project
Name

040305/002

Provision
of
new cemeteries

Project Location

Rural
Eskom towns
Mine villages

Target :

Project
Output

Project
Beneficiaries

Developed
cemeteries

All people living
in
the
rural
areas and in
Villages

67

(Number)of cemeteries created by June 2007
Key
Performance
Indicator
Number
cemeteries
created

of

Implementing
Agency

Funding
Source

Parks
& Recreation

AFF

Estimated
Costs 000’

1 000
1 150
2 300
4 000
2 000

2006
2007
2008
2009
2010

Priority Issue : LAND USE MANAGEMENT & LAND OWNERSHIP
Objective : To provide additional residential sites for purchase by the community
Project No:

Project
Name

040321/005

Provision
of
land
for
residential sites
and churches

Project Location

Hendrina
Kwaza
Mhluzi
Middelburg

Target : (Number)of stands developed for purchase by community by June 2007

Project
Output

Project
Beneficiaries

Residential and
church sites
available for
purchase

All
residents
living in urban
areas

Key
Performance
Indicator
Number
stands
developed
purchase
community

of

Implementing
Agency

Funding
Source

Town Planning

TDS

for
by

Estimated
Costs 000’

4 130
3 800
1 600
1 600
1 600

2006
2007
2008
2009
2010

Priority Issue : LAND USE MANAGEMENT & LAND OWNERSHIP
Objective :

To provide land for small scale farming in rural areas

Target :

(Number)of farm portions provided for small scale farming by June 2007

Project No:

Project
Name

Project Location

Project
Output

Project
Beneficiaries

Key
Performance
Indicator

040321/006

Provision of
land for small
scale farming in
rural areas

All areas in the
MP313

Availability of
portions of land
for small scale
farming land

Potential small
scale farmers in
rural areas

Number of farm
portions
provided

Implementing
Agency
Town Planning
LED
Town Secretary

Funding
Source

Own Revenue
EFF
AFF

Estimated
Costs 000’

0
0
0
0
0

2006
2007
2008
2009
2010

Priority Issue : LAND USE MANAGEMENT & LAND OWNERSHIP
Objective :
Project No:

To provide land for the creation of industrial stands
Project
Name

Project Location

Project
Output

Target : (Number)of stands created for industrial purposes by June 2007
Project
Beneficiaries

Provision
of
land for the
creation
of
industrial stands

Key
Performance
Indicator

Implementing
Agency

Funding
Source

Estimated
Costs 000’

0
0
0
0
0

68

2006
2007
2008
2009
2010

Priority Issue : LAND USE MANAGEMENT & LAND OWNERSHIP
Objective :

To inform the community of the rights and responsibilities of land
ownership

Project No:

Project
Name

MP040321/007

Provision of
information on
rights and
responsibilities
of land
ownership

Project Location

MP313

Project
Output

Well informed
land owners

(Number)of instances the community is informed of their rights and responsibilities
by June 2007

Project
Beneficiaries

Key
Performance
Indicator

Implementing
Agency

All landowners
in the MP313
area

Number of
instances the
community is
informed of
their rights and
responsibilities

Town Secretary

Funding
Source

Own Revenue

Estimated
Costs 000’

0
0
0
0
0

2006
2007
2008
2009
2010

Priority Issue : ENVIRONMENTAL MANAGEMENT
Objective :

To monitor pollution

Project No:

Project
Name

MP040328/001

Monitoring air,
water
and
noise pollution

Target : (Number)of actions taken to monitor pollution by June 2007
Project Location

Urban areas
Eskom villages

Project
Output

Reduced
pollution

air

Project
Beneficiaries

Key
Performance
Indicator

Implementing
Agency

Funding
Source

All residents of
MP313

Number
of
actions
taken
to
monitor
pollution

Health Services

AFF
EFF
Own Revenue

69

Estimated
Costs 000’

557 200
70
120 000
407 200
587 200

2006
2007
2008
2009
2010

Priority Issue : HEALTH
Objective :

To provide well equipped and sufficiently staffed additional
clinics/mobile clinics

Project No:

Project
Name

MP040304/001

Provision of well
supplied
additional
clinics/mobile

Project Location

Eskom towns
Rural areas
Tokologo

Target : (Number) of well supplied additional clinics provided

Project
Output

Project
Beneficiaries

Key
Performance
Indicator

Implementing
Agency

Funding
Source

Clinics provided

All people living
in rural areas
and in Eskom
towns

Number of well
supplied
additional
clinics provided

Health Services

AFF
EFF

Estimated
Costs 000’

3 200
350
350
350
350

2006
2007
2008
2009
2010

Priority Issue : HEALTH
Objective :

To extend the operating hours for Clinics

Project No:

Project
Name

MP040304/003

Extension
of
operating hours
for Clinics

Target : (Number) of Clinics with extended operating hours by June 2007

Project Location

Eskom
Hend/Kwaza
Mburg/Mhluzi
Villages

Project
Output

Project
Beneficiaries

Key
Performance
Indicator

Implementing
Agency

Funding
Source

Extended
operating hours

All people living
in the MP313

Number
of
Clinics
with
extended
operating hours

Health Services

PHD

Estimated
Costs 000’

0
0
0
0
0

2006
2007
2008
2009
2010

Priority Issue : ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT/JOB CREATION
Objective :

To introduce job creating projects within the municipal area

Target : (Number)of job creating projects introduced by June 2007

Project No:

Project
Name

Project Location

Project
Output

Project
Beneficiaries

Key
Performance
Indicator

Implementing
Agency

Funding
Source

MP040332/001

Introduction of
job
creating
projects

Middelburg

Projects
introduced

All
the
unemployed
people in the
MP313 area

Number of job
creating
projects
introduced

LED

AFF
Provincial
Support

70

Estimated
Costs 000’

0
0
0
0
0

2006
2007
2008
2009
2010

Priority Issue : ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT/JOB CREATION
Objective :

To create advisory centres on projects

Project No:

Project
Name

MP040332/002

Creation
Advisory
Centres

Target : (Number)of advisory centres created in the municipality by June 2007

Project Location

of

Mburg/Mhluzi
Hend/Kwaza
Eskom towns

Project
Output

Advisory
centres
created

Project
Beneficiaries

Key
Performance
Indicator

Implementing
Agency

All people in
the MP313 area

Number
of
advisory
centres
created in the
Municipal area

LED

Funding
Source

Own Revenue

Estimated
Costs 000’

0
0
0
0
0

2006
2007
2008
2009
2010

Priority Issue : ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT/JOB CREATION
Objective :

To develop and implement a marketing strategy that will attract
industrial investment

Project No:

Project
Name

Project Location

MP040332/003

Development
of a marketing
strategy
to
attract
investment

Middelburg

Project
Output

Effective
Marketing
Strategy

Target : (Number)of investments attracted through an effective marketing
strategy by June 2007

Project
Beneficiaries

Key
Performance
Indicator

Implementing
Agency

All people in
the MP313 area

Number
of
investments
ascribed to an
effective
marketing
strategy

LED
Public Relations

71

Funding
Source

Own Revenue

Estimated
Costs 000’

0
0
0
0
0

2006
2007
2008
2009
2010

Priority Issue : ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT/JOB CREATION
Objective : To relocate the Mhluzi cattle kraals
Project No:

Project
Name

MP040328/002

Relocation of
small
scale
farmers, kraals

Project Location

Mhluzi

Target : (Number)of cattle kraals relocated by June 2007
Project
Output

Relocated
cattle kraals

Project
Beneficiaries

Key
Performance
Indicator

Implementing
Agency

Funding
Source

Cattle Owners
and all people
living
near
kraals

Number
of
cattle
kraals
relocated

Health Services

AFF
Own Revenue

Estimated
Costs 000’

0
0
0
0
0

2006
2007
2008
2009
2010

Priority Issue : ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT/JOB CREATION
Objective :

To assist residents with capacity building regarding tendering

Target : (Number) of residents assisted with the tendering process of the
Municipality by June 2007

Project No:

Project
Name

Project Location

Project
Output

Project
Beneficiaries

Key
Performance
Indicator

Implementing
Agency

MP040332/004

Assistance with
the tendering
process of the
Municipality

Middelburg

Capacitated
members of the
community on
tendering

All people in
the MP313 area

Number
of
residents
assisted
with
the tendering
process

LED

Funding
Source

Own Revenue

Estimated
Costs 000’

0
0
0
0
0

2006
2007
2008
2009
2010

Priority Issue : ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT/JOB CREATION
Objective :

To supply facilities for informal traders

Target : (Number)of facilities supplied for informal traders by June 2007

Project No:

Project
Name

Project Location

Project
Output

Project
Beneficiaries

Key
Performance
Indicator

Implementing
Agency

MP040332/006

Supply
of
facilities
for
informal traders

MP313

Improved
conditions

All
informal
traders in the
MP313 area

Number
of
facilities
supplied
for
informal traders

LED

72

Funding
Source

Own Revenue

Estimated
Costs 000’

1 203
0
1 200
0
0

2006
2007
2008
2009
2010

Priority Issue : ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT/JOB CREATION
Objective :

To provide for community gardens for poverty alleviation

Project No:

Project
Name

MP040332/008

Project Location

Provision of
water for
community
gardens

Project
Output

Kwazamokuhle
Mhluzi

Water for
Community
gardens

Target: (No)of community gardens provided for by June 2007
Project
Beneficiaries

Residents in
urban areas

Key
Performance
Indicator
Number of
community
gardens
provided

Implementing
Agency

LED

Funding
Source

Own Revenue

Estimated
Costs 000’

199
200
199
200
200

2006
2007
2008
2009
2010

Priority Issue : ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT/JOB CREATION
Objective :

To improve the conditions for hawkers

Target : (Number)of hawkers benefitting from improved conditions by June 2007

Project No:

Project
Name

Project Location

Project
Output

Project
Beneficiaries

Key Perform.
Ind.

Implementing
Agency

Funding
Source

MP040332/006

Improvement of
conditions
for
hawkers

MP313

Improved
conditions

All hawkers in
the MP313 area

Number
of
hawkers
who
benefited from
improved
conditions

LED

NDM

Estimated
Costs 000’
0
0
0
0
0

2006
2007
2008
2009
2010

Priority Issue : ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT/JOB CREATION
Objective :

To provide incentives for businesses and to charge affordable rates
in the CBD

Project No:

MP040332/007

Project
Name

Provision
incentives
businesses

Project Location

of
for

MP313

Project
Output

Attractive
incentives
business

for

Target : (Number)of businesses who received incentives by June 2007

Project
Beneficiaries

Key
Performance
Indicator

Implementing
Agency

All business and
potential
business people
in the MP313
area

Number
of
businesses who
received
incentives

LED

73

Funding
Source

Own Revenue

Estimated
Costs 000’

0
0
0
0
0

2006
2007
2008
2009
2010

Priority Issue : SAFETY AND SECURITY
Objective : To ensure that traffic officers are operating in all areas
Project No:

Project
Name

MP040323/002

Traffic Officers
operating in all
areas

Project Location

Rietkuil
Pullenshope
Blinkpan
Doornkop

Target : (Number)of areas provided with traffic services by June 2007

Project
Output

Project
Beneficiaries

Key Perform.
Ind.

Implementing
Agency

Areas with new
traffic services

All people in
the MP313 area

Number
of
areas
without
traffic
officers
provided with
traffic services

Traffic Services

Funding
Source
Own Revenue

Estimated
Costs 000’
0
0
0
0
0

2006
2007
2008
2009
2010

Priority Issue : SAFETY AND SECURITY
Objective : To provide more traffic calming measures at high risk areas

Target : (Number)of areas provided with traffic calming measures by June 2007

Project No:

Project
Name

Project Location

Project
Output

Project
Beneficiaries

Key Perform.
Ind.

Implementing
Agency

Funding
Source

MP040323/003

Provision
of
traffic calming
measures

MP313

Built
traffic
calming
measures

All people living
in the urban
areas of MP313

Number
of
areas
where
traffic calming
measures were
provided

Town Engineer

AFF

Estimated
Costs 000’
0
0
0
0
0

2006
2007
2008
2009
2010

Priority Issue : SAFETY AND SECURITY
Objective : To assist with the training of scholar patrols at strategic places

Project No:

MP040323/004

Project
Name
Trained
volunteer
scholar patrols

Target : (Number)of scholar patrols trained by June 2007
(Number)of Traffic Wardens trained by June 2007

Project Location

Project
Output

Project
Beneficiaries

Key Perform.
Ind.

Implementing
Agency

MP313

Volunteers
Learners trained
as
scholar
patrols

All people in
the MP313 area

Number
of
volunteer
scholar patrols
trained/
Number
of
Traffic Wardens
trained

Traffic Services

74

Funding
Source
Own Revenu e

Estimated
Costs 000’
0
0
0
0
0

2006
2007
2008
2009
2010

Priority Issue : SAFETY AND SECURITY
Objective : To acquire specialized traffic control oriented vehicles, equipment etc

Target : (Number)of traffic vehicles acquired for traffic control by June 2007

Project No:

Project
Name

Project Location

Project
Output

Project
Beneficiaries

Key
Performance
Indicator

Implementing
Agency

Funding
Source

MP040323/005

Acquiring
of
specialized
traffic
control
oriented
vehicles

MP313

Vehicles
and
equipment
acquired

All people in
the MP313 area

Number
of
traffic vehicles
acquired
for
traffic control

Traffic Services

AFF
Own Revenue

Estimated
Costs 000’

0
0
0
0
0

2006
2007
2008
2009
2010

Priority Issue : SAFETY AND SECURITY
Objective : To upgrade the Shooting Range for accreditation level

Project No:

Project
Name

MP040323/005

Upgrading
of
the
Shooting
Range
to
accreditation
level

Project Location

Middelburg

Project
Output

Appropriate
facilities for
firearm training

(Percentage )of the budget spent on the upgrading of the shooting range by
June 2007
Project
Beneficiaries

All people of
MP313

75

Key
Performance
Indicator
Percentage of
the
budget
spent on the
upgrading
of
the
Shooting
Range

Implementing
Agency

Traffic and
Security

Funding
Source

AFF
Own Revenue

Estimated
Costs 000’

0 2006
0 2007
0 2008
0 2009
0 2010

Priority Issue : SAFETY AND SECURITY
Objective : To upgrade the traffic lights system
Project No:

Project
Name

MP040323/005

Upgrading
of
the traffic lights

Project Location

Middelburg
Mhluzi
Nasaret

Target : (Number)of traffic lights upgraded by June 2007
Project
Output

Synchronized
traffic lights

Project
Beneficiaries

Key
Performance
Indicator

Implementing
Agency

Funding
Source

All people in
the MP313 area

Number
of
traffic
lights
upgraded

Traffic Services

AFF
Own Revenue

Estimated
Costs 000’

0
0
0
0
0

2006
2007
2008
2009
2010

Priority Issue : EMERGENCY SERVICES
Objective : To provide additional fire stations

Target : (Percentage)of the Capital Budget allocated to the provision of new
fire stations and equipment by June 2007

Project No:

Project
Name

Project Location

Project
Output

Project
Beneficiaries

Key
Performance
Indicator

Implementing
Agency

Funding
Source

MP040303/002

Provision
of
additional fire
stations
and
equipment at
strategic places

Mhluzi

New fire station,
vehicles
and
equipment

All people living
in the urban
area

Percentage of
the
Budget
allocated
to
the provision of
new fire stations
and equipment

Fire Services

NDM

76

Estimated
Costs 000’

0
0
1 000
1 000
1 000

2006
2007
2008
2009
2010

Priority Issue : EMERGENCY SERVICES
Objective : To prepare a disaster management plan for the municipal area

Project No:

Project
Name

Project Location

MP040303/003

Preparation of
a
disaster
management
plan

Middelburg

Project
Output

New
ambulance
Equipment
Staff

Target : (Percentage)of the Budget allocated to the preparation of a disaster
management plan by June 2007

Project
Beneficiaries

Key
Performance
Indicator

Implementing
Agency

Funding
Source

All people living
in the MP313
area

Percentage of
the
Budget
allocated
to
the preparation
of a disaster
management
plan

Fire Service

AFF
EFF

Estimated
Costs 000’

948
844
708
727
422

2006
2007
2008
2009
2010

Priority Issue : SOCIAL WELFARE
Objective : To build additional and accessible old age homes

Target : (Number)of old age homes built by June 2007

Project No:

Project
Name

Project Location

Project
Output

Project
Beneficiaries

Key
Performance
Indicator

Implementing
Agency

Funding
Source

MP040331/001

Building
of
additional and
accessible old
age homes

Mburg/Mhluzi
Hend/Kwaza

Home for the
aged built

All people living
in the MP313
area

Number of old
age
homes
built

Public Services

Social Welfare
Department

77

Estimated
Costs 000’

0
0
0
0
0

2006
2007
2008
2009
2010

Priority Issue : SOCIAL WELFARE
Objective : To provide HIV/AIDS advisory centres and Planned Developmental
Programmes
Project No:

MP040331/002

Project
Name

Provision
HIV/AIDS
advisory
centres

of

Target : (Number)of HIV/AIDS advisory centres built and Planned
Developmental programmes by June 2007

Project Location

Project
Output

Project
Beneficiaries

Key
Performance
Indicator

Implementing
Agency

Funding
Source

Mburg/Mhluzi
Hend/Kwaza

Advisory
Centres
provided and
Planned
Developmental
programmes

All people living
in the MP313
area

Number
of
advisory
centres
provided and
Number
of
Planned
Developmental
Programmes

Health Services

Welfare
Department

Estimated
Costs 000’

0
0
0
0
0

2006
2007
2008
2009
2010

Priority Issue : SOCIAL WELFARE
Objective : To provide centres for the youth

Target : (Number) of youth centres provided by June 2007

Project No:

Project
Name

Project Location

Project
Output

Project
Beneficiaries

Key
Performance
Indicator

MP040331/003

Provision
of
centres for the
youth

M’burg/Mhluzi
Hend/Kwaza

Centres for the
youth provided

All people living
in the MP313
area

Number
of
youth centres
provided

78

Implementing
Agency

Funding
Source

Welfare
Department

Estimated
Costs 000’

0
0
0
0
0

2006
2007
2008
2009
2010

Priority Issue : SOCIAL WELFARE
Objective : To provide accessible facilities for the disabled

Target : (Number) of facilities provided and made accessible to the disabled
by June 2007

Project No:

Project
Name

Project Location

Project
Output

Project
Beneficiaries

Key
Performance
Indicator

MP040331/004

Provision
of
accessible
facilities for the
disabled

All urban areas

Facilities
provided

All people living
in the MP313
area

Number
of
accessible
facilities
provided
for
the disabled

Implementing
Agency

Funding
Source

Estimated
Costs 000’

0
0
0
0
0

2006
2007
2008
2009
2010

Priority Issue : SOCIAL WELFARE
Objective : To provide orphanages for needy children

Target : (Number) of orphanages provided for needy children by June 2007

Project No:

Project
Name

Project Location

Project
Output

Project
Beneficiaries

Key Perform.
Ind.

MP040331/005

Provision
of
orphanages for
needy children

All urban areas

Orphanages
provided

All people living
in the MP313
area

Number
of
orphanages
provide
for
needy children

Implementing
Agency

Funding
Source
Welfare
Department

Estimated
Costs 000’
0
0
0
0
0

2006
2007
2008
2009
2010

Priority Issue : SOCIAL WELFARE
Objective : To ensure the extension of the feeding scheme to all needy children

Target : (Number) of additional needy children absorbed in the feeding
scheme by June 2007

Project No:

Project
Name

Project Location

Project
Output

Project
Beneficiaries

Key Perform.
Ind.

MP040331/007

Extension of the
feeding
scheme to all
needy children

All areas in the
MP313

Children
participating in
the feeding
scheme

All people living
in the MP313
area

Number
of
additional
needy children
absorbed in the
feeding
scheme

79

Implementing
Agency

Funding
Source
Welfare
Department

Estimated
Costs 000’
0
0
0
0
0

2006
2007
2008
2009
2010

Priority Issue : PARKS AND PLAYING EQUIPMENT
Objective : To carry out general operational repairs and maintenance to parks
and playing equipment

Target : (Number) of Parks, sidewalks and open spaces maintained by June
2007

Project No:

Project
Name

Project
Location

Project
Output

Project
Beneficiaries

KPI

Implementing
Agency

Funding
Source

MP040315/002

Carrying out
of
general
operational
repairs
and
maintenance to
parks and playing
equipment

Hend/Kwaza
Mburg/Mhluzi

Well
maintained
parks,
sidewalks &
open spaces

All places in the
urban areas

Number
of
Parks, sidewalks
and
open
spaces
maintained

Parks
&
Recreation

AFF
Own Revenue

Estimated
Costs 000’
0
0
0
0
0

2006
2007
2008
2009
2010

Priority Issue : PARKS AND PLAYING EQUIPMENT
Objective : To further develop existing parks, open spaces and sidewalks

Target : (Number)existing parks, open spaces, sidewalks develop further by June 2007

Project No:

Project
Name

Project
Location

Project
Output

Project
Beneficiaries

Key
Performance
Indicator

Implementing
Agency

Funding
Source

MP040315/003

Further
development of
existing
parks,
open spaces, and
sidewalks
and
recreational

Doornkop
Eskom villages
Middelburg

Available
playing
equipment

All people living
in the MP313
area

Number
of
parks,
open
spaces,
sidewalks and
recreational
facilities further
developed

Parks
&
Recreation

AFF

80

Estimated
Costs 000’

925
530
325
330
360

2006
2007
2008
2009
2010

Priority Issue : PARKS AND PLAYING EQUIPMENT
Objective :

To bring into being new parks, open spaces, sidewalks and
recreational facilities

Project No:

Project
Name

Project
Location

MP040315/004

Bringing
into
being
of
new
parks,
open
spaces, sidewalks
and recreational
facilities

Mburg/Mhluzi
Hend/Kwaza

Project
Output

Newly
developed
parks&
sidewalks

Target : (Number) of new parks, open spaces, sidewalks and recreational
facilities brought into being by June 2007
Project
Beneficiaries

Key
Performance
Indicator

Implementing
Agency

Funding
Source

All people living
in the urban
areas

Number of new
parks,
open
spaces,
sidewalks and
recreational
facilities
brought
into
being

Parks
&
Recreation

EFF
AFF

Estimated
Costs 000’

550
675
370
800
460

2006
2007
2008
2009
2010

Priority Issue : SPORT AND RECREATION
Objective : To maintain and upgrade existing sports and recreational facilities

Target : (Number) of existing sports and recreational facilities maintained and
upgraded by June 2007

Project No:

Project
Name

Project Location

Project
Output

Project
Beneficiaries

Key
Performance
Indicator

Implementing
Agency

Funding
Source

MP040319/003

Maintenance
and upgrading
of
existing
sports
and
recreational
facilities

Hend/Kwaza
Mburg/Mhluzi

Well
maintained
sports and
recreational
equipment

All people living
in the MP313
area

Number
of
existing
sports
and
recreational
facilities
maintained
and upgraded

Parks
&
Recreation

AFF
EFF

81

Estimated
Costs 000’

1 290
1 720
1 690
2 465
1 000

2006
2007
2008
2009
2010

Priority Issue : SPORT AND RECREATION
Objective : To provide basic sporting facilities in rural areas

Target : (Number)of sports facilities provided in the rural areas by June 2007

Project No:

Project
Name

Project Location

Project
Output

Project
Beneficiaries

Key
Performance
Indicator

Implementing
Agency

Funding
Source

MP040319/004

Provision
of
sporting
facilities in rural
areas

Rural areas

New sports
fields

All people living
in rural areas

Number
of
sports facilities
provided in the
rural areas

Parks
&
Recreation

AFF

Estimated
Costs 000’

1 379
2 149
2 452
3 777
2 265

2006
2007
2008
2009
2010

Priority Issue : SPORTS AND RECREATION
Objective :

To provide additional sporting facilities and equipment for the
different sporting codes

Project No:

Project
Name

MP0319/002

Provision
of
additional
sporting
facilities
and
equipment for
the
different
sporting codes

Project Location

M’burg/Mhluzi
Hend/Kwaza
Nasaret

Project
Output

Built
facilities

sports

(Number)of sporting facilities and equipment provided for the different sporting
codes

Project
Beneficiaries

Key
Performance
Indicator

Implementing
Agency

Funding
Source

All people living
in the MP313
area

Number
of
sporting
facilities
and
equipment
provided
for
the
different
sporting codes

Parks
&
Recreation

EFF

82

Estimated
Costs 000’

0
199
200
750
400

2006
2007
2008
2009
2010

Priority Issue : ARTS AND CULTURE
Objective : To ensure that the existing museum at Hendrina is maintained and
extended

Target : (Percentage)of the Budget actually spent in supporting tourism by
maintaining and upgrading facilities by June 2007

Project No:

Project
Name

Project Location

Project
Output

Project
Beneficiaries

Key
Performance
Indicator

Implementing
Agency

MP040330/001

Maintenance
and upgrading
of
existing
facilities
Hendrina

Hend//Kwaza

Extended and
maintained
Museum

All people living
in and around
Hendrina and
tourists

Percentage of
the
Budget
actually spent
in
supporting
tourism
by
maintaining
and upgrading
facilities

Parks
&
Recreation

Funding
Source

Own Revenue

Estimated
Costs 000’

0
0
0
0
0

2006
2007
2008
2009
2010

Priority Issue : EDUCATION AND LIBRARIES
Objective :

To provide additional libraries throughout the municipality

Project No:

Project
Name

Project Location

MP040312/003

Provision of new
libraries
throughout the
municipality

Mburg/Mhluzi
Eskom villages
Rural areas

Project
Output

New libraries

Target :

(Number)of new libraries provided throughout the municipality by
June 2007

Project
Beneficiaries

Key
Performance
Indicator

Implementing
Agency

Funding
Source

All people living
in the MP313
area

Number of new
libraries built

Libraries

AFF

83

Estimated
Costs 000’

200
590
620
0
0

2006
2007
2008
2009
2010

Priority Issue : TRANSPORT
Objective : To upgrade and maintain facilities at the taxi ranks

Project No:

Project
Name

Project Location

MP040327/001

Upgrading and
maintenance
of facilities at
taxi ranks

Hend/Kwaza
Mburg/Mhluzi

Project
Output
Ablution
facilities

Target : (Percentage)of the Budget actually spent on the maintenance and
upgrading of facilities at taxi ranks by June 2007
Project
Beneficiaries

Key Perform
Ind

Implementing
Agency

Funding
Source

All people living
in MP313 area

Percentage of
the
Budget
actually spent
on
the
maintenance
and upgrading
of facilities

Town Engineer

EFF
NDM

Shelters
Upgraded
facilities

Estimated
Costs 000’
400
1 250
750
1 500
570

2006
2007
2008
2009
2010

Priority Issue : COMMUNITY HALLS
Objective :

To maintain and upgrade existing community halls

Target : (Number ) of community halls maintained or upgraded June 2007

Project No:

Project
Name

Project Location

Project
Output

Project
Beneficiaries

MP040306/001

Maintenance
and upgrading
of community
halls

Hend/Kwaza
Mburg/Mhluzi

Maintained
and upgraded
halls

People living in
urban areas

Key Perform
Ind.
Number of
community
halls
maintained or
upgraded

Implementing
Agency

Funding
Source

Town Secretary

AFF

Estimated
Costs 000’
20
0
0
0
0

2006
2007
2008
2009
2010

Priority Issue : COMMUNITY HALLS
Objective :

To build a modern banquet hall with conference and catering
facilities

Target : (Percentage)of the Capital Budget allocated to the building of a
banquet hall by June 2007

Project No:

Project
Name

Project Location

Project
Output

Project
Beneficiaries

Key
Perform.Indi.

Implementing
Agency

Funding
Source

MP040306/002

Building of a
banquet
hall
with
conference
facilities

Middelburg

New modern
banquet hall

All people living
in MP313 area

Percentage of
the
Capital
Budget for the
banquet hall

Town Secretary

EFF (Ad hoc)

84

Estimated
Costs 000’
23 000
10 000
0
0
0

2006
2007
2008
2009
2010

Priority Issue : COMMUNITY HALLS
Objective : To determine the need for the building of community halls in the
rural and urban areas

Target : (Percentage)of the Budget allocated to the feasibility study by June 2007

Project No:

Project
Name

Project Location

Project
Output

Project
Beneficiaries

Key
Performance
Indicator

Implementing
Agency

Funding
Source

MP040306/003

Determination
of the need to
build
community
halls in rural
areas

Middelburg

Report on
needs analysis

All people living
in rural areas of
MP313

Percentage of
the
Capital
Budget
allocated
to
the
feasibility
study
on
building
community
halls in rural
areas

Town Secretary

CFR

Estimated
Costs 000’

4 612
0
0
0
0

2006
2007
2008
2009
2010

Priority Issue : INSTITUTIONAL (WATER)
Objective :

To maintain and upgrade the existing equipment, vehicles,
computer systems and procedures

Target : (Percentage)of the Budget actually spent on the maintenance and
upgrading of existing equipment, vehicles, computer systems and
procedures by June 2007

Project No:

Project
Name

Project
Location

Project
Output

Project
Beneficiaries

Key
Performance
Indicator

Implementing
Agency

Funding
Source

MP040333/004

Upgrading of
buildings,
equipment
and
vehicles
(Water)

MP313

Purchased
equipment/Vehicles/
Furniture/
ICT
equipment/Upgraded
buildings

All residents in
MP313 area

Percentage of
the
budget
actually spent
on upgrading
of
buildings,
equipment
and vehicles

Town Engineer

Own revenue
AFF
EFF

85

Solid Waste
Disposal

Estimated
Costs 000’

167
6
18
74
30

2006
2007
2008
2009
2010

INSTITUTIONAL (SANITATION)
Objective :

To maintain and upgrade the existing buildings, equipment,
vehicles, computer systems and procedures

Project No:

Project
Name

MP040301/004

Upgrading and
maintenance
of buildings,
equipment
and vehicles

Project
Location

Eskom
Hend/Kwaza
Midelburg
Mhluzi
Villages

Target :

….% of the Budget actually spent on maintenance and upgrading of
equipment, computer systems and vehicles

Project
Output

Project
Beneficiaries

Key
Performance
Indicator

Implementing
Agency

Funding
Source

Connected sewerage
points

All residents in
MP313 area

Percentage of
Budget
actually spent
on
the
maintenance
and upgrading
of
buildings,
equipment,
computer
systems
and
procedures

Town Engineer

Own Revenue
AFF

Replaced vehicles
Purchased
furniture/ICT
equipment/Equipment

Estimated
Costs 000’

80
32
33
40
40

2006
2007
2008
2009
2010

Priority Issue : INSTITUTIONAL (ELECTRICITY)
Objective :

To maintain and upgrade the existing equipment, vehicles,
computer systems and procedures

Project No:

Project
Name

MP040307/007

Maintenance
and
upgrading of
existing
equipment,
vehicles,
computer
systems
and
procedures

Project
Location

Middelburg
Hendrina

Target :

…% of the Operating Budget is allocated to the maintenance
and upgrading of existing equipment, vehicles, computer
systems and procedures .by June 2007

Project
Output

Project
Beneficiaries

Key
Performance
Indicator

Implementing
Agency

Funding
Source

Purchased equipment/
ICT Equipment/Furniture
/Vehicles/Maintained
buildings

All residents in
MP313

Percentage of
Operating
Budget
allocated
to
the
maintenance
of
capital
assets

Electricity
Services

Own
Revenue
AFF
EFF

86

Estimated
Costs 000’

2 169
1 342
1 937
1 237
1 307

2006
2007
2008
2009
2010

Priority Issue : INSTITUTIONAL (REFUSE REMOVAL)
Objective :

To maintain and upgrade the existing equipment, vehicles,
computer systems and procedures

Target :

…% of the Operating Budget is allocated to the maintenance and
upgrading of existing equipment, vehicles, computer systems
and procedures .by June 2007

Project No:

Project
Name

Project
Location

Project
Output

Project
Beneficiaries

Key Perform
Ind.

Implementing
Agency

Funding
Source

MP040317/004

Maintenance
and upgrading
of
buildings,
equipment
and vehicles

Middelburg

Purchased equipment/
ICT Equipment/Furniture
/Vehicles/Maintained
buildings

All residents of
MP 313

Percentage of
the
Budget
actually spent
in
the
maintenance
and upgrading
of
existing
equipment,
vehicles,
computer
systems
and
procedures

Town Engineer

Own revenue
AFF

Estimated
Costs 000’
682
250
450
214
0

2006
2007
2008
2009
2010

Priority Issue : INSTITUTIONAL (ROADS AND STORMWATER)
Objective :
systems

To maintain and upgrade the existing equipment, vehicles, computer
and procedures

Target :

Percentage of the Budget actually spent in the maintenance
and upgrading of existing equipment, vehicles, computer
systems and procedures by June 2007

Project No:

Project
Name

Project
Location

Project
Output

Project
Beneficiaries

Key Perfom.
Ind.

Implementing
Agency

Funding
Source

040318/008

Maintenance
and
upgrading of
buildings,
equipment
and vehicles

Middelburg

Purchased equipment/
ICT Equipment/Furniture
/Vehicles

All residents of
MP 313

Percentage of
the
Budget
actually spent
in
the
maintenance/
upgrading of
equipment

Town Engineer

Own
revenue
AFF

87

Estimated
Costs 000’
948
408
592
461
669

2006
2007
2008
2009
2010

Priority Issue : INSTITUTIONAL (HOUSING)
Objective :

To maintain and upgrade the existing equipment, vehicles,
computer systems and procedures

Target :

Percentage of the Budget actually spent in the maintenance and
upgrading of existing equipment, vehicles, computer systems and
procedures by June 2007

Project No:

Project
Name

Project
Location

Project
Output

Project
Beneficiaries

Key
Performance
Indicator

Implementing
Agency

Funding
Source

MP040310/006

Maintenance
and upgrading
of
buildings,
equipment and
vehicles

Middelburg

Purchased
equipment/
ICT
Equipment/Furniture
/Vehicles

All people
living in the MP
313 area

Percentage of
the
Budget
actually spent
in
the
maintenance
and upgrading
of
existing
equipment,
vehicles,
computer
systems
and
procedures

Housing

Own Revenue
AFF

Estimated
Costs 000’

201
291
108
56
52

2006
2007
2008
2009
2010

Priority Issue : INSTITUTIONAL (CEMETERIES)
Objective :

To maintain and upgrade the existing equipment, vehicles,
computer system
and procedures

Project No:

Project
Name

040305/003

Maintenance
and upgrading
of
buildings,
equipment,
vehicles,
computer
systems
and
procedures

Project Location

Middelburg

Target :

Percentage of the Budget actually spent in the maintenance and
upgrading of existing equipment, vehicles, computer systems and
procedures by June 2007

Project
Output

Project
Beneficiaries

Key Perform
Ind.

Implementing
Agency

Funding
Source

Purchased
equipment

All people living
in the rural
areas and in
Villages

Percentage of
the
Budget
actually spent
in
the
maintenance
and upgrading
of
existing
equipment,
vehicles,

Solid Waste
Disposal

Own Revenue

88

Estimated
Costs 000’
2 375
2 130
3 045
5 270
2 860

2006
2007
2008
2009
2010

Priority Issue : INSTITUTIONAL (LAND USE MANAGEMENT AND OWNERSHIP)
Objective :

To maintain and upgrade the existing equipment, vehicles,
computer system
and procedures

Project No:

Project
Name

040321/008

Maintenance
and upgrading
of
existing
equipment,
vehicles,
computer
systems
and
procedures

Project Location

Middelburg

Target :

Percentage of the Budget actually spent in the maintenance and
upgrading of existing equipment, vehicles, computer systems and
procedures by June 2007

Project
Output

Project
Beneficiaries

Key
Performance
Indicator

Implementing
Agency

Purchased
furniture

All residents
living in the
MP313 area

Percentage of
the
Budget
actually spent
on
the
maintenance
and upgrading
of
existing
equipment,
vehicles,
computer
systems
and
procedures

Town Planning

Purchased ICT
equipment
Purchased
equipment

Funding
Source

Own Revenue

Estimated
Costs 000’

4 160
2 820
1 615
1 600
1 600

2006
2007
2008
2009
2010

Priority Issue : INSTITUTIONAL (ENVIRONMENTAL MANAGEMENT)
Objective :

To maintain and upgrade the existing equipment, vehicles,
computer systems and procedures

Target : (Percentage) of the Budget actually spent on the maintenance and
upgrading of existing equipment, vehicles, computer systems and procedures

Project No:

Project
Name

Project
Location

Project
Output

Project
Beneficiaries

Key Perform
Ind.

Implementing
Agency

Funding
Source

MP040328/004

Maintenance
and upgrading
of equipment,
vehicles,
computer
systems and
procedures

MP313 area

Purchased
equipment/
ICT equipment

All people in
the MP313

Percentage of
the
budget
actually spent
on
the
maintenance
and upgrading
of equipment,
vehicles,
computer etc

Health Services

Own Revenue
AFF

89

Estimated
Costs 000’
600
592
219
437
1 094

2006
2007
2008
2009
2010

Priority Issue : INSTITUTIONAL (HEALTH)
Objective :

To maintain and upgrade the existing equipment, vehicles,
computer systems and procedures

Target : (Percentage) of the Budget actually spent on the maintenance and
upgrading of existing equipment, vehicles, computer systems and procedures

Project No:

Project
Name

Project
Location

Project
Output

Project
Beneficiaries

Key
Performance
Indicator

Implementing
Agency

Funding
Source

MP040304/005

Maintenance
and upgrading
of equipment,
vehicles,
computer
systems and
procedures

Middelburg

Purchased
furniture/Vehicles

All people living
in the MP313
area

Percentage of
the
budget
actually spent
on
the
maintenance
and upgrading
of equipment,
vehicles,
computer
systems
and
procedures

Health Services

AFF
Own Revenue

Purchased
equipment/ICT
equipment

Estimated
Costs 000’

3 320
488
491
485
481

2006
2007
2008
2009
2010

Priority Issue : INSTITUTIONAL (LOCAL ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT)
Objective :

To maintain and upgrade the existing equipment, vehicles, computer
systems and procedures

Project No:

MP040329/002

Target : ( % )of the Budget actually spent on maintenance and upgrading
of equipment, vehicles, computers s and procedures by June 2007

Project
Name

Project
Location

Project
Output

Project
Beneficiaries

Key
Performance
Indicator

Implementing
Agency

Funding
Source

Maintenance
and upgrading
of the existing
equipment,
vehicles,
computer
systems etc

Middelburg

Purchased furniture
ICT equipment

All people in
the
MP313
area

Percentage of
the
budget
actually spent
on
the
maintenance
and upgrading
of equipment,
vehicles,
etc
procedures

LED

Own Revenue

90

Estimated
Costs 000’

3
0
0
0
0

2006
2007
2008
2009
2010

Priority Issue : I NSTITUTIONAL ( SAFETY AND SECURITY)
Objective :

To maintain and upgrade the existing equipment, vehicles, computer
systems and procedures

Project No:

MP040337/001

Target : (Percentage)of the Budget actually spent on the maintenance
and upgrading of equipment, vehicles, computer systems and
procedures by June 2007

Project
Name

Project
Location

Project
Output

Project
Beneficiaries

Key
Performance
Indicator

Implementing
Agency

Funding
Source

Estimated
Costs 000’

Maintenance
and upgrading
of the existing
equipment,
vehicles,
computer
systems
and
procedures

Middelburg

Purchased
equipment/
ICT
Equipment/Furniture

All people in
the
MP313
area

Percentage of
the
budget
actually spent
on
the
maintenance
and upgrading
of equipment,
vehicles,
computer
systems
and
procedures

Traffic Services

AFF
EFF
Own Revenue

79 2006
217 2007
22
2008
269 2009
193 2010

/Vehicles/CCTV
Cameras
Electrical Boom
gates

Priority Issue : I NSTITUTIONAL ( EMERGENCY SERVICES)
Objective :

To maintain and upgrade the existing equipment, vehicles, computer
systems and procedures

Target : (Percentage)of the Budget actually spent on the maintenance
and upgrading of equipment, vehicles, computer systems and
procedures by June 2007

Project No:

Project
Name

Project
Location

Project
Output

Project
Beneficiaries

Key
Performance
Indicator

Implementing
Agency

Funding
Source

MP040303/004

Maintenance
and upgrading
of the existing
equipment,
vehicles,
computer
systems
and
procedures

Middelburg

Purchased
equipment/
ICT
Equipment/Furniture
/Vehicles

All
people
living in the
urban area

Percentage of
the
budget
actually spent
on
the
maintenance
and upgrading
of equipment,
vehicles, etc.

Fire Services

AFF
Own
Revenue

91

Estimated
Costs 000’

3 396
6 481
9 676
6 249
10 162

2006
2007
2008
2009
2010

Priority Issue : I NSTITUTIONAL ( SOCIAL WELFARE)
Objective :

To maintain and upgrade the existing equipment, vehicles, computer
systems and procedures

Target : (Percentage)of the Budget actually spent on the maintenance
and upgrading of equipment, vehicles, computer systems and
procedures by June 2007

Project No:

Project
Name

Project
Location

Project
Output

Project
Beneficiaries

Key
Performance
Indicator

Implementing
Agency

Funding
Source

MP040331/008

Maintenance
and upgrading
of the existing
equipment,
vehicles,
computer
systems
and
procedures

Middelburg

Purchased
equipment/
ICT
Equipment/Furniture
/Vehicles

All
people
living in the
urban area

Percentage of
the
budget
actually spent
on
the
maintenance
and upgrading
of equipment
etc

Health Services

Own Revenue

Priority Issue :
Objective :

Estimated
Costs 000’

28
150
37
6
0

2006
2007
2008
2009
2010

INSTITUTIONNAL ( PARKS AND RECREATIONAL)
To maintain and upgrade the existing equipment, vehicles,
computer systems and procedures

Target : (Percentage)of the Budget actually spent on the maintenance and
upgrading of equipment, vehicles, computer systems and procedures by June
2007

Project No:

Project
Name

Project Location

Project
Output

Project
Beneficiaries

Key
Performance
Indicator

Implementing
Agency

Funding
Source

MP040315/001

Maintenance
and upgrading
of the existing
equipment,
vehicles,
computer
systems
and
procedures

All areas in the
MP313

Purchased
furniture

All people living
in the MP313
area

Percentage of
the
budget
actually spent
on
the
maintenance
and upgrading
of equipment,
vehicles,
etc
procedures

Parks
&
Recreation

Own Revenue
AFF
EFF

92

Estimated
Costs 000’

2 210
2 120
2 285
1 140
1 300

2006
2007
2008
2009
2010

Priority Issue : INSTITUTIONAL ( SPORTS AND RECREATION )
Objective :

To maintain and upgrade the existing equipment, vehicles,
computer systems and procedures

Target : (Percentage)of the Budget actually spent on the maintenance and
upgrading of equipment, vehicles, computer systems and
procedures by June 2007

Project No:

Project
Name

Project Location

Project
Output

Project
Beneficiaries

Key
Performance
Indicator

Implementing
Agency

Funding
Source

MP040319/001

Maintenance
and upgrading
of the existing
equipment,
vehicles,
computer
systems
and
procedures

Middelburg

Purchased
equipment

All people in
the MP313 area

Percentage of
the
budget
actually spent
on
the
maintenance
and upgrading
of equipment,
etc

Parks
&
Recreation

Own Revenue

Estimated
Costs 000’

9
9
12
12
215

2006
2007
2008
2009
2010

Priority Issue : INSTITUTIONAL ( LIBRARIES )
Objective :

To maintain and upgrade the existing equipment, vehicles, computer
systems and procedures

Target : (Percentage)of the Budget actually spent on the maintenance
and upgrading of equipment, vehicles, computer systems and
procedures by June 2007

Project No:

Project
Name

Project
Location

Project
Output

Project
Beneficiaries

Key
Performance
Indicator

Implementing
Agency

Funding
Source

MP040312/008

Maintenance
and upgrading
of the existing
equipment,
vehicles,
computer
systems
and
procedures

All areas in the
MP313

Purchased furniture

All
people
living in the
MP313 area

Percentage of
the
budget
actually spent
on
the
maintenance
and upgrading
of equipment,
vehicles,
computer
systems
and
procedures

Libraries

Own Revenue
AFF

93

Estimated
Costs 000’

302
369
622
362
427

2006
2007
2008
2009
2010

Priority Issue : INSTITUTIONAL (COMMUNITY HALLS)
Objective :

To maintain and upgrade the existing equipment, vehicles, computer
systems and procedures

Target : (Percentage)of the Budget actually spent on the maintenance
and upgrading of equipment, vehicles, computer systems and
procedures by June 2007

Project No:

Project
Name

Project
Location

Project
Output

Project
Beneficiaries

Key
Performance
Indicator

Implementing
Agency

Funding
Source

MP040306/004

Maintenance
and upgrading
of the existing
equipment,
vehicles,
computer
systems
and
procedures

Middelburg

Purchased
equipment/
ICT
Equipment/Furniture
/Vehicles

All
people
living in the
MP313 area

Percentage of
the
budget
actually spent
on
the
maintenance
and upgrading
of equipment,
vehicles,
computer
systems
and
procedures

Town Secretary

AFF
Own Revenue

Estimated
Costs 000’

370
35
35
35
275

2006
2007
2008
2009
2010

Priority Issue : INSTITUTIONAL 24 HOUR CONTROL CENTRE)
Objective : To maintain and upgrade the existing equipment, vehicles, computer
systems and procedures

Target : (Percentage)of the Budget actually spent on the maintenance
and upgrading of equipment, vehicles, computer systems and
procedures by June 2007

Project No:

Project
Name

Project
Location

Project
Output

Project
Beneficiaries

Key
Performance
Indicator

Implementing
Agency

Funding
Source

MP040338/001

Maintenance
and upgrading
of the existing
equipment,
vehicles,
computer
systems
and
procedures

Middelburg

Purchased
equipment/
ICT
Equipment/Furniture
/Vehicles

All
people
living in the
MP313 area

Percentage of
the
budget
actually spent
on
the
maintenance
and upgrading
of equipment,
vehicles,
computer

Municipal
Buildings

Own Revenue
AFF
EFF

94

ICT Service

Estimated
Costs 000’

1 888
2 738
1 226
1 762
0

2006
2007
2008
2009
2010

Priority Issue : INSTITUTIONAL (INTEGRATED DEVELOPMENT PLAN)
Objective : To maintain and upgrade the existing equipment, vehicles, computer
systems and procedures

Project No:

MP040309/001

Project
Name

Maintenance
and upgrading
of the existing
equipment,
vehicles,
computer
systems
and
procedures

Project Location

Middelburg

Project
Output

Purchased
furniture

Target : (Percentage)of the Budget actually spent on the maintenance and
upgrading of equipment, vehicles, computer systems and
procedures by June 2007

Project
Beneficiaries

Key
Performance
Indicator

Implementing
Agency

Funding
Source

All people living
in the MP313
area

Percentage of
the
budget
actually spent
on
the
maintenance
and upgrading
of equipment,
vehicles,
computer
systems
and
procedures

IDP/PMS

Own Revenue

Estimated
Costs 000’

0
17
18
0
0

2006
2007
2008
2009
2010

Priority Issue : INSTITUTIONAL (PUBLIC RELATIONS)
Objective : To maintain and upgrade the existing equipment, vehicles, computer
systems and procedures

Project No:

MP040316/002

Project
Name

Maintenance
and upgrading
of the existing
equipment,
vehicles,
computer
systems
and
procedures

Project
Location

Middelburg

Target : (Percentage)of the Budget actually spent on the maintenance
and upgrading of equipment, vehicles, computer systems and
procedures by June 2007

Project
Output

Project
Beneficiaries

Key
Performance
Indicator

Implementing
Agency

Funding
Source

Purchased
equipment/
ICT
Equipment/Furniture

All
people
living in the
MP313 area

Percentage of
the
budget
actually spent
on
the
maintenance
and upgrading
of equipment,
vehicles, etc

Public
Relations

Own Revenue

95

Estimated
Costs 000’

1 713
449
180
200
16

2006
2007
2008
2009
2010

Priority Issue : INSTITUTIONAL (TECHNICAL & FACILITIES))
Objective : To maintain and upgrade the existing equipment, vehicles, computer
systems and procedures

Project No:

MP040302/001

Project
Name

Maintenance
and upgrading
of the existing
equipment,
vehicles,
computer
systems
and
procedures

Project Location

Middelburg

Project
Output

ICT Equipment

Target : (Percentage)of the Budget actually spent on the maintenance and
upgrading of equipment, vehicles, computer systems and
procedures by June 2007

Project
Beneficiaries

Key
Performance
Indicator

Implementing
Agency

Funding
Source

All people living
in the MP313
area

Percentage of
the
budget
actually spent
on
the
maintenance
and upgrading
of equipment,
vehicles,
computer
systems
and
procedures

Tech. &
Facilities

Own Revenue

Estimated
Costs 000’

16
0
0
0
18

2006
2007
2008
2009
2010

Priority Issue : INSTITUTIONAL (TOWN ENGINEER)
Objective : To maintain and upgrade the existing equipment, vehicles, computer
systems and procedures

Project No:

MP040320/001

Project
Name

Maintenance
and upgrading
of the existing
equipment,
vehicles,
computer
systems
and
procedures

Project Location

Middelburg

Target : (Percentage)of the Budget actually spent on the maintenance and
upgrading of equipment, vehicles, computer systems and
procedures by June 2007

Project
Output

Project
Beneficiaries

Key
Performance
Indicator

Implementing
Agency

Funding
Source

ICT Equipment
Furniture

All people living
in the MP313
area

Percentage of
the
budget
actually spent
on
the
maintenance
and upgrading
of equipment,
vehicles, etc

Town Engineer

Own Revenue
EFF

96

Estimated
Costs 000’

22
17
18
19
20

2006
2007
2008
2009
2010

Priority Issue : INSTITUTIONAL (VALUATIONS)
Objective : To maintain and upgrade the existing equipment, vehicles, computer
systems and procedures

Project No:

MP040324/001

Project
Name

Maintenance
and upgrading
of the existing
equipment,
vehicles,
computer
systems
and
procedures

Project Location

Middelburg

Target : (Percentage)of the Budget actually spent on the maintenance and
upgrading of equipment, vehicles, computer systems and
procedures by June 2007

Project
Output

Project
Beneficiaries

Key
Performance
Indicator

Implementing
Agency

Funding
Source

ICT Equipment
Furniture

All people living
in the MP313
area

Percentage of
the
budget
actually spent
on
the
maintenance
and upgrading
of equipment,
vehicles,
computer
systems
and
procedures

Valuations

EFF
AFF

Estimated
Costs 000’

69
50
35
20
18

2006
2007
2008
2009
2010

Priority Issue : INSTITUTIONAL (ICT SERVICES)
Objective : To maintain and upgrade the existing equipment, vehicles, computer
systems and procedures

Project No:

MP040325/001

Project
Name

Maintenance
and upgrading
of the existing
equipment,
vehicles,
computer
systems
and
procedures

Project Location

Middelburg

Target : (Percentage)of the Budget actually spent on the maintenance and
upgrading of equipment, vehicles, computer systems and
procedures by June 2007

Project
Output

Project
Beneficiaries

Key
Performance
Indicator

Implementing
Agency

Funding
Source

ICT Equipment
Furniture

All people living
in the MP313
area

Percentage of
the
budget
actually spent
on
the
maintenance
and upgrading
of equipment,
vehicles, etc

ICT

Own Revenue
EFF
AFF

97

Estimated
Costs 000’

2 377
1 197
1 022
980
930

2006
2007
2008
2009
2010

Priority Issue : INSTITUTIONAL (MAYORAL ADMINISTRATION)
Objective : To maintain and upgrade the existing equipment, vehicles, computer
systems and procedures

Project No:

MP040326/001

Project
Name

Maintenance
and upgrading
of the existing
equipment,
vehicles,
computer
systems
and
procedures

Project Location

Middelburg

Target : (Percentage)of the Budget actually spent on the maintenance and
upgrading of equipment, vehicles, computer systems and
procedures by June 2007

Project
Output

Project
Beneficiaries

Key
Performance
Indicator

Implementing
Agency

Funding
Source

ICT Equipment
Furniture

All people living
in the MP313
area

Percentage of
the
budget
actually spent
on
the
maintenance
and upgrading
of equipment,
vehicles,
computer
systems
and
procedures

Mayoral Admin.

Own Revenue
EFF
AFF

Estimated
Costs 000’

48
0
16
0
16

2006
2007
2008
2009
2010

Priority Issue : INSTITUTIONAL (COUNCIL GENERAL)
Objective : To maintain and upgrade the existing equipment, vehicles, computer
systems and procedures

Project No:

MP040334/001

Project
Name

Maintenance
and upgrading
of the existing
equipment,
vehicles,
computer
systems
and
procedures

Project Location

Middelburg

Target : (Percentage)of the Budget actually spent on the maintenance and
upgrading of equipment, vehicles, computer systems and
procedures by June 2007

Project
Output

Project
Beneficiaries

Key
Performance
Indicator

Implementing
Agency

Funding
Source

ICT Equipment
Furniture

All people living
in the MP313
area

Percentage of
the
budget
actually spent
on
the
maintenance
and upgrading
of equipment,
vehicles,
computer etc

Council
General

AFF
Own Revenue
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Estimated
Costs 000’

437
350
0
0
0

2006
2007
2008
2009
2010

The following projects were received from the various Provincial Departments for purposes of
inclusion in the IDP. They are presented in a different format to that used throughout this
document.
HEALTH

Objective/Project
To
fund
Provincial
Infrastructure
for
Health
Facilities Development

Output
Middelburg Depot
(Start construction of depot)

Budget
7 440 224

EDUCATION
(Additional Facilities)

EMIS
14449
7385
596
24059
3335
29330
828

Project

Type

Mkhulu
Kanhym
Bankfontein
Ubhaqa
Ekwazini
LD Moetanalo
Beestepan

C
S
C
P
S
S
S

Location
Goedehoop
Kanhym Estate
Bankfontein
Davel
Mhluzi
Mhluzi
Beestepan

Circuit
Middelburg 3
Middelburg 2
Middelburg 3
Middelburg 1
Middelburg 1
Middelburg 1
Middelburg 1

Budget
R’000
936
934
936
243
847
624
36

EDUCATION
(Conditional Grants)

EMIS
349
12534
3160
13607

Project

Type

Arnot
Mapochs
Eikeboom
Maziya

P
C
P
C

Location
Arnot
Roosenekal
Kanhym Estate
Hendrina

Circuit
Middelburg 2
Middelburg 3
Middelburg 2
Middelburg 2

Budget
R’000
1599
310
973
72

EDUCATION
( Operational and Expenditure Plan)

Objective/Project
Provision of scholar transport to needy learners (4 396 learners)
Construction of classrooms (34)
Erection of school fences (3)
Erection of Ramps and Rails (2)
Erection of toilets (3)
Supply of electricity to school (1)
Supply of water to school(1)
Provision of food to learners and helpers (R16 per day)(21 196)

Budget
R’000
18 210
5 304
930
78
108
113
130
3 307

CULTURE, SPORT AND RECREATION
SAFFETY AND SECURITY
N.B. Projects that have been presented in a global manner(Budget is combined for two or
more Municipalities or given per District) have not been captured .
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SAFETY AND SECURITY
(PDGSAligned priority programmes )

PDGS Priority Area 3 : Social Development
Objectives/Deliverables

Planned Outputs

Budget
R’000

Initiating, supporting and promoting 18
community structures in the form of
Multiagency Mechanisms (MAM)

Steve Tshwete

30

Paralegal workshops

Steve Tshwete (Doornkop)

18

Tourism safety campaigns

Steve Tshwete(Middelburg
Little Elephant)

Moral regeneration campaigns

Steve Tshwete (Avalon)

17

CPF trained at municipal level

Steve Tshwete(Mhluzi, Hendrina)

?

Establishment of partnerships with
municipalities, CBOs, NGOs and Gov.
Departments

Steve Tshwete (Middelburg)

12

Monitoring of
compliance

for

Steve Tshwete (Mhluzi)

?

School campaigns : Promote a culture
of educational management teaching
and learning excellence

Steve Tshwete(Mhluzi,
Middelburg)

Hendrina,

?

School games

Steve Tshwete(Mhluzi,
Middelburg)

Hendrina,

?

Police

Stations

and

18

ROADS AND TRANSPORT
(0perational Plan)
Programme 2 : Road Infrastructure
Objectives/Deliverables

Planned Outputs

To construct and rehabilitate provincially
proclaimed roads

Reconstruction
MiddelburgBethal
(9.8km)

Budget
R’000

of
P30/1
(Phase
2)

23 264

AGRICULTURE AND LAND ADMINISTRATION
LAND REFORM
Information provided could not be used – not specific
DALA Priority Projects
Name of Project

Thokoza Farmers’
Association

Beneficiaries

Farm
Description

Asking
Price

Total
Grant

District

Program

23

Ptn
13
Nooitgedach

450 000

460 000

Middelburg

LRAD

100

t 371 JS
Lafata
Farmers’
Association

47

Ptn
4
Groenfontein
266 JS

Ligthelm
Peach
Farm Project

129

Wonderhoek

Kanhym Estate

400

Driefontein 1

44

Driefontein 2

490 000

940 000

Middelburg

LRAD

2 580
000

Middelburg

LRAD

8
000
000

Middelburg

Share
Equity

Driefontein

704 000

Middelburg

LT

11

Ptn
1
Driefontein

176 000

Middelburg

LT

Driefontein 3

15

Ptn
4
Driefontein

240 000

Middelburg

LT

Steyn Farm

10

Elandsfontein

160 000

Middelburg

LT

9
000
000

HOUSING
Detailed Implementation Plan
Objectives/Deliverables

Planned Outputs

Planned Budget
R ‘000

To provide finance linked individual housing
subsidies to qualifying beneficiaries

?

?

To provide for rectified RDP houses
accordance with the subprogramme

in

Detailed
plans
for
rectification of RDP houses

To provide for relocation subsidies to
qualifying beneficiaries in accordance with
subprogramme

50

To provide for transfers in terms of Discount
Benefit Scheme to qualifying beneficiaries in
accordance with subprogramme

the

14 286

1 600 000

200 000

To provide 622 rental units

2 450 000

To provide Farm Worker Assistance subsidies
within the subprogramme

32

1 177 600

To provide for a number of PHP Subsidies to
qualifying beneficiaries in accordance with
Housing Policies

200

6 385 000

To
liaise
with
Local
Government
Stakeholders in facilitating workshops and
capacity building programmes for the
CDWs

?

?

To ensure the sustainability of the CDW
programme

?

?
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ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT AND PLANNING

Project Output

Budget Allocation

Time Frame

rings

500 000

2005/06

Stainless
Steel
Cluster
–
marketing
project(Setting up a website and compilation
of brochures etc)DBSA

500 000

2005/06

5 000 000

Ongoing

Middelburg Steel Incubator(MSI)Pall
Project with BEE procurement to Sasol

MSI Post Incubation – mini factories
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8.

INTEGRATION PHASE

8.1

Introduction

The Plans/Programmes presented in this phase should be read in conjuction with the projects
as presented in the projects phase. They should also be read in line with the objectives as
outlined in the objectives phase. They are presented as summaries and detailed documents
are available on request. The Plans that are to be found in this document are :
■

Financial Viability and Sustainability

■

Spatial Development Framework

■

Local Economic Development

■

Tackling HIV/AIDS and TB

■

Integrated Environmental Management

■

Integrated Transport Plan

■

Integrated Waste Management Strategy

■

Contingency Plan

■

Performance Management System

8.2

FINANCIAL VIABILITY AND SUSTAINABILITY

8.2.1

INTRODUCTION

The financial planning of the municipality is extremely difficult and ever changing. The
dynamic setting of local authorities brings about constant changes and presents
various variables which are often not predictable.
It is a well accepted fact that in any given budget or financial plan there will always
be needs which cannot be accommodated.
The financial planning and project prioritization as contained in the IDP has the draft
budget as outcome. This draft budget represents the municipality’s plan of action as
planned in the Service Delivery and Budget Implementation Plan (SDBIP) which is in
accordance with the priorities of the Integrated Development Plan (IDP).

8.2.2.

FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT ARRANGEMENTS
U

U

The staff complement of the Finance Department totals 88.
The Finance Department is managed by the Manager : Finance who is also the Chief
Financial Officer with the assistance of a Deputy Town Treasurer (currently vacant) and
is structured as follows:



Budget Office and Financial Planning



Treasury office which consists out of:



5

Posts



Electronic Data Preparation



3

Posts



Transaction Verification and Control



3

Posts
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Expenditure



11

Posts



Estate Affairs & Credit Control



11

posts



Consumer Relations and Collections



37

posts



Supply Chain Management Unit



12

posts



Administrative Unit plus Management



6

posts

The Finance Department operates from 11 service points within the
municipality.

8.2.3.

FINANCIAL STRATEGY FRAMEWORK

8.2.3.1

Basic financial guidelines and procedures:
a)

Service Tariff Policy
U

U

A policy will be tabled and presented for public input together with
the 2006/2007 Annual Budget.
b)

Rates Policy
U

A policy as required by the Property Rates Act will be compiled with
the implementation of the new property valuation roll as soon as the
Council approves the implementation plan in terms of the Act.
c)

Credit Control and Debt Collection Policy
U

This policy has been approved in a reviewed form during September
2005. It will be submitted for public comments with the 2006/2007
tabled Annual Budget.
d)

I ndigent Policy
U

An Investment Policy was compiled in accordance with the Municipal
Investment Regulation R308 and adopted during November 2005. This
policy enables the Council and Chief Financial Officer as trustees of
public funds to exercise their obligation to ensure that cash resources
are managed in the most efficient and effective manner possible.
e)

Financial bylaws and other services bylaws
A process of revising all existing bylaws is currently underway.

f)

U

Municipal Finance Management Act, Act 56 of 2003
U

The objective of the Act is to secure sound and sustainable
management of the fiscal and financial affairs of municipalities by
establishing norms and standards for ensuring transparency,
accountability and appropriate lines of responsibilities.

8.2.3.2

Capital and Operational Financial Strategies
U

The overall financial strategy of the municipality is to define sound
financial management and expenditure control as well as ways and
means of increasing revenue and external funding for the municipality
and its development priorities and objectives of stimulating economic
development and property alleviation through the designing and
exercising of the following:
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a)

Revenue Raising Strategy
U

U

The aim of the Revenue Raising Strategy are:


(i)

b)

to seek for alternative sources of funding by:
§

compilation and implementation of a valuation roll and raised
assessment rates for the entire municipal area.

§

extension of consumer services to areas where it can be
developed on an economic basis.

§

application for more government grant funding.

§

investigate the possibility of prepaid water meter systems.

§

explore and utilize external funding of finance to its maximum.

§

implement local economic development projects.

§

increase the cost effectiveness of services through improved
cost control measures and standardization.

(ii)

Tightening credit control measures to reduce the debt of the
municipality by:

§

strictly implementing approved credit control measures.

§

develop further proactive credit control measures.

§

maintain revenue systems to ensure timeous, regular and
accurate billing of accounts.

§

effective revenue collection systems.

(iii)

Improve customer relations through ongoing customer
communications to promote awareness and foster financial
responsibilities and promote a culture of payment.

Asset Management Strategies
U

The objectives are:
(i)
(ii)

(iii)

c)

To maintain a system of management, accounting and
information that accounts for the asset
To value the municipality’s assets in accordance with
standards of generally recognized accounting practice; and
To maintain a system of internal control of assets including an
asset register.

Operational Financing Strategy
U

The objectives are:
(i)

To maintain an effective system of expenditure control,
including procedures for the approval, authorization,
withdrawal and payment of funds.

(ii)

To maintain a management accounting system which
recognizes expenditure when it incurs, accounts for creditors
and payments made by the municipality.
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d)

(iii)

To implement the Supply Chain Management Policy in a way
that it is fair, equitable, transparent, competitive and cost
effective.

(iv)

To ensure that the spending of funds is in accordance with
the approved budget and that revenue and expenditure are
properly maintained.

CostEffectiveness Strategy
U

The objectives are:
(i)

To invest all surplus cash not immediately required.

(ii)

To as far as possible adhere to the following budget norms:

-

8.2.4

Salaries, wages and allowances
Repairs and Maintenance
Capital Costs
Capital from Revenue
Bulk Purchases
General Expenditure

35
5
18
2
20
20

%
%
%
%
%
%

(iii)

To restrict capital and operating expenditure increases to the
macro economic growth limited guideline.

(iv)

To monitor the investment in projects through a well designed
cost control system.

FINANCIAL SUPERVISORY AUTHORITY
U

As part of its responsibility in monitoring macro economic and physical stability, the
National Treasury prescribes the format of the municipality’s annual budget and
determines growth limits guidelines for selfgenerated revenue services.
This ensures:
§

Compliance with legal requirements for an approved budget;
Strengthened oversight by Council and improved performance by
officials;

§

Readability of and linkages within the budget documentation;
Satisfaction of stakeholders information needs (councilors,
etc); and

§

community,

Facilitation of comparability between municipalities.

Two key concepts to consider when preparing the budget are:
(i)

The Annual Budget may only be funded from:





realistic anticipated revenues to be collected.
cash backed accumulated funds from previous year’s surpluses
not committed for other purposes.
borrowed funds, but only for the Capital Budget.
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(ii)

The Annual Budget must be credible. A credible budget is a budget that:
funds only activities consistent with the revised IDP and vice versa ensuring the
IDP is realistically achievable given the financial constraints of the municipality.
is achievable in terms of agreed service delivery and performance
agreements.
contains revenue and expenditure projections that are consistent with current
and past performance.
does not jeopardize the financial viability of the municipality which ensures
that the financial position is maintained with generally accepted prudential
limits and the obligations can be met in short, medium and long term.
and provides managers with appropriate levels of delegation, sufficient to
meet their financial management responsibilities.

8.2.5

REVENUE & MEDIUM TERM EXPENDITURE FRAMEWORK FORECAST
U

a)

Revenue by Source
U

The projected revenue for the municipality is reflected in the table below. It is
important that anticipated revenue levels are realistic for each revenue
source because revenue budgeted above realistic levels would result in
increased allowable expenditure equivalent to the increased revenue and
have a direct influence on affordability. Data in the table includes source of
revenue for the audited actual from the previous financial year 2004/2005, the
current financial year 2005/2006 and a forecast for the 2006/2007 until
2008/2009 financial years. The medium term projections reflect an average
growth of 6% for the forecasted financial years.
It is expected that this growth will be maintained and no immediate cash flow
shortages are anticipated as a result of strict credit control measures.
Currently an average payment rate of above 98% is maintained with a very
healthy collection period of 23 days and a debtors balance turnover of 7,73%.
It is further expected that government grants will increase significantly over the
next three (3) years to complement the Capital Budget and support indigents
through the distribution of the Equitable Share.
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Audited Actual
F.The full year forecast for the 2008/09 budget year.
REVENUE BY SOURCE

2004/2005
A

Property Rates

Medium Term Financial Plan

Approved Budget
2005/2006
B

Full Year Forecast
2005/2006
C

Forecast
2006/2007
D

Forecast
2007/2008
E

Forecast
2008/2009
F

73 622 475

79 997 552

75 634 852

82 441 989

89 861 768

97 949 327

Electricity revenue from tariff billings

97 385 320

101 229 072

104 161 881

109 369 975

114 838 474

120 580 397

Water revenue from tariff billings

24 875 200

25 607 872

27 875 109

29 268 864

30 732 308

32 268 923

Sanitation revenue from tariff billings

17 099 749

17 085 653

17 042 545

18 235, 23

19 512 010

20 877 850

Refuse removal from tariff billings

16 876 419

15 674 128

15 496 350

16 581 095

17 741 771

18 983 695

Rental of facilities and equipment

2 239 744

2 065 398

2 168 672

2 201 202

2 234 220

2 267 733

Interest earned  external investments

15 467 199

9 180 000

11 214 500

11 200 000

10 500 000

9 500 000

Interest earned  outstanding debtors

2 593 742

1 874 630

1 331 419

1 351 390

1 371 661

1 392,236

Fines

3 699 497

3 730 250

3 772 873

3 886 059

4 002 641

4 122,720

Licenses and permits

2 495 880

2 318 000

2 656 400

2 736 092

2 818 175

2 902,720

Income from Agency Services

3 740 977

3 675 000

3 675 000

3 700 000

3 850 000

3 900 000

Government grants & subsidies

23 997 017

32 804 491

32 081 691

35 289 860

38 818 846

42 700 731

Other Revenue

28 338 624

26 808 585

31 365 924

32 306 902

33 276 109

34 274 392

217 962

215 000

461 494

400 000

400 000

400 000

312 649 805

322 265 631

328 938 710

348 968 951

369 957 982

392 120 725

Service Charges:

Gain on Disposal of Property Plant and
Equipment
TOTAL REVENUE BY SOURCE

A. The audited actual for 2004/05 as per the audited financial statements.
B. The Annual Budget approved by Council for the 2005/06 budget year.
C. The full year forecast for the 2005/06 budget year.
D. The full year forecast for the 2006/07 budget year.
E. The full year forecast for the 2007/08 budget year.
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Revenue by Major Source

R 392 120 725
R 369 957 982

R 400,000,000

R 348 968 951
R 312 649 805

R 350,000,000

R 322 265 631

R 328 938 710

R 300,000,000
R 250,000,000
R 200,000,000
R 150,000,000
R 100,000,000
R 50,000,000
R

b)

04/05 
Audited
Actual

05/06 
Approved
Budget

Full Year
Forecast
2005/2006

Forecast
2006/2007

Forecast
2007/2008

Forecast
2008/2009

Water tariffs

24,875,200

25,607,872

27,875,109

29,268,864

30,732,308

32,268,923

Sanitation tariffs

17,099,749

17,085,653

17,042,545

18,235,523

19,512,010

20,877,850

Grants & subsidies

23,997,017

32,804,491

32,081,691

35,289,860

38,818,846

42,700,731

Refuse tariffs

16,876,419

15,674,128

15,496,350

16,581,095

17,741,771

18,983,695

Other Revenue

58,793,625

49,866,863

56,646,282

57,781,645

58,452,806

58,759,802

Property rates

73,622,475

79,997,552

75,634,852

82,441,989

89,861,768

97,949,327

Electricity tariffs

97,385,320

101,229,072 104,161,881 109,369,975 114,838,474 120,580,397

Expenditure by Vote
U

The projected expenditure by vote for three (3) consecutive future financial years is
reflected in the table below. The medium term projections reflect an average
growth of 6,8% which is more or less in line with the National Treasury growth limits
guidelines.
Revenue raising services constitutes 44,3% of total operating expenditure whilst
subsidized and rates services constitutes 56,6%.

Operating Expenditure by Major Vote
R 340 662 772

R 400,000,000
R 322 248 908

R 361 102 539

R 382 768 691

R 321 379 974

R 350,000,000
R 291 355 060

R 300,000,000
R 250,000,000
R 200,000,000
R 150,000,000
R 100,000,000
R 50,000,000
R

04/05 
Audited
Actual

05/06 
Approved
Budget

Full Year
Forecast
2005/2006

Forecast
2006/2007

Forecast
2007/2008

Forecast
2008/2009

Waste Water Management

14,010,156

14,581,870

14,626,754

15,870,028

16,822,230

17,831,564

Executive & Council

15,874,306

20,744,463

21,702,522

23,547,236

24,960,071

26,457,675

Waste Management (Refuse) 16,368,288
18,431,687
Water

16,841,755

17,057,372

18,507,249

19,617,684

20,794,745

17,389,221

17,258,839

18,725,840

19,849,391

21,040,354

Sport and Recreation

23,196,942

23,819,504

24,055,988

26,100,747

27,666,792

29,326,799

Other

27,881,046

40,190,258

39,673,701

43,045,966

45,628,724

48,366,447

Road Transport

42,537,491

30,967,420

30,749,179

33,362,859

35,364,631

37,486,509

Finance & Admin

47,664,883

66,746,888

65,692,731

71,276,613

75,553,210

80,086,403

Electricity

85,390,261

90,967,529

90,562,888

98,260,733 104,156,377 110,405,760
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OPERATING EXPENDITURE BY VOTE

Audited
Actual
2004/2005
A

Medium Term Financial Plan

Approved
Budget
2005/2006
B

Full Year Forecast
2005/2006
C

Forecast
2006/2007
D

Forecast
2007/2008
E

Forecast
2008/2009
F

Executive & Council

15 874 306

20 744 463

21 702 522

23 547 236

24 960 071

26 457 675

Finance & Admin

47 664 883

66 746 888

65 692 731

71 276 613

75 553 210

80 086 403

Planning & Development

3 796 300

4 191 570

4 163 177

4 517 047

4 788 070

5 075 354

Health

8 708 390

8 581 269

8 462 110

9 181 389

9 732 273

10 316 209

Community & Social Services

5 425 316

5 907 466

5 961 212

6 467 915

6 855,990

7 267 349

Housing

2 842 735

3 167 563

2 949 236

3 199 921

3 391 916

3 595 431

Public Safety

7 108 305

18 342 390

18 137 966

19 679 693

20 860 475

22 112 103

23 196 942

23 819 504

24 055 988

26 100 747

27 666 792

29 326 799













Waste Management

16 368 288

16 841 755

17 057 372

18 507 249

19 617 684

20 794 745

Waste Water Management

14 010 156

14 581 870

14 626 754

15 870 028

16 822 230

17 831 564

Road Transport

42 537 491

30 967 420

30 749 179

33 362 859

35 364 631

37 486 509

Water

18 431 687

17 389 221

17 258 839

18 725 840

19 849 391

21 040 354

Electricity

85 390 261

90 967 529

90 562 888

98 260 733

104 156 377

110 405 760

291 355 060

322 248 908

321 379 974

348 697 272

369 619 108

391 796 255

Sport and Recreation
Environmental Protection

OPERATING EXPENDITURE BY VOTE
Column Definitions:
U

A.
B.
C.
D.
E.
F.

The audited actual for 2004/05 as per the audited financial statements.
The Annual Budget approved by Council for the 2005/06 budget year.
The full year forecast for 2005/2006.
The full year forecast for 2006/2007.
The full year forecast for 2007/2008.
The full year forecast for 2008/2009.
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c) Capital Requirements and Source of Funding
U

The capital requirements by main votes are reflected in the table below for the next three (3)
years. These figures are based on the projects identified through the IDP Process Project Phase
and reflect estimated amounts based on the availability of funding.

Capital Expenditure by Major Vote
(See next chart for breakdown of Other)
R 137 252 000
R 134 087 957

R 140,000,000
R 108 250 00
R 106 931 109

R 120,000,000

R 105 644 000

R 100,000,000
R 68 669 031

R 80,000,000
R 60,000,000
R 40,000,000
R 20,000,000
R
04/05  Audited
Actual

05/06 
Approved
Budget

Full Year
Forecast
2005/2006

Forecast
2006/2007

Forecast
2007/2008

Forecast
2008/2009

Public Safety

2,713,154

4,437,611

4,299,351

3,702,445

3,516,891

3,527,169

Sport and Recreation

3,252,251

4,169,000

3,249,340

2,645,699

2,562,847

2,567,573

Water

6,635,226

6,806,379

6,666,530

13,416,830

15,801,057

16,514,821

Waste Water Management

2,362,661

10,406,128

10,280,681

11,793,361

11,147,109

11,730,314

Other

4,039,819

8,073,381

6,175,771

9,888,364

9,118,305

9,208,359

Finance & Admin

12,871,220

10,941,626

8,217,407

5,035,357

4,866,543

4,943,882

Road Transport

21,291,817

30,704,375

28,155,599

27,871,392

25,414,408

26,329,405

Community & Social Services

3,984,531

23,129,137

10,752,316

29,855,118

2,561,941

2,683,161

Electricity

11,518,352

35,420,320

29,134,116

33,043,434

30,654,899

30,745,316

Capital Expenditure by Minor Vote
(Breakdown of other from previous chart)

R 9 888 364
R 9 118 305

R 9 208 359

R 10,000,000
R 8 073 381

R 8,000,000
R 6 175 771

R 6,000,000
R 4 039 819

R 4,000,000

R 2,000,000

R
04/05 
Audited Actual

05/06 
Approved
Budget

Full Year
Forecast
2005/2006

Housing

159,215

183,000

156,941

56,268

57,291

57,802

Health

466,250

428,446

374,537

1,382,451

1,259,477

1,262,960

Forecast
2006/2007

Forecast
2007/2008

Forecast
2008/2009

16,324

769,900

604,691

742,813

754,709

760,656

Planning & Development

2,364,610

3,707,035

2,060,012

4,200,761

3,948,884

4,010,452

Waste Management (Refuse)

1,033,420

2,985,000

2,979,590

3,506,071

3,097,944

3,116,489

Executive & Council
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Medium Term Capital plan
Audited Actual
2004/2005
A

Approved Budget
2005/2006
B

16,324

769,900

604,691

742,813

754,709

760,656

12,871,220

10,941,626

8,217,407

5,035,357

4,866,543

4,943,882

2,364,610

3,707,035

2,060,012

4,200,761

3,948,884

4,010,452

466,250

428,446

374,537

1,382,451

1,259,477

1,262,960

3,984,531

23,129,137

10,752,316

29,855,118

2,561,941

2,683,161

159,215

183,000

156,941

56,268

57,291

57,802

Public Safety

2,713,154

4,437,611

4,299,351

3,702,445

3,516,891

3,527,169

Sport and Recreation

3,252,251

4,169,000

3,249,340

2,645,699

2,562,847

2,567,573

CAPITAL EXPENDITURE BY VOTE

Executive & Council
Finance & Admin
Planning & Development
Health
Community & Social Services
Housing

Full Year
Forecast
2005/2006
C

Forecast
2006/2007
D

Forecast
2007/2008
E

Environmental Protection

Forecast
2008/2009
F



Waste Management

1,033,420

2,985,000

2,979,590

3,506,071

3,097,944

3,116,489

Waste Water Management

2,362,661

10,406,128

10,280,681

11,793,361

11,147,109

11,730,314

21,291,817

30,704,375

28,155,599

27,871,392

25,414,408

26,329,405

6,635,226

6,806,379

6,666,530

13,416,830

15,801,057

16,514,821

11,518,352

35,420,320

29,134,116

33,043,434

30,654,899

30,745,316

68 669 031

134 087 957

106 931 111

137 252 000

105 644 000

108 250 000

Road Transport
Water
Electricity
CAPITAL EXPENDITURE BY VOTE
Column Definitions:
U

A.
B.
C.
D.
E.
F.

The audited actual for 2004/05 as per the audited financial statements.
The Annual Budget approved by Council for the 2005/06 budget year.
The full year forecast for 2005/2006.
The full year forecast for 2006/2007.
The full year forecast for 2007/2008.
The full year forecast for 2008/2009.
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Planned capital projects of magnitude over the next three financial years consists
out of:
Erection of Banquet Hall
Expansion of the Vaalbank Water Works
Expansion of the electricity network capacity





Although these projects will problary be constructed over more than one financial
year, specific source of funding will have to be considered as the financing cost
can have a severe impact on the affordability of the Annual Budget.
It is anticipated that the following sources of funding to be made available to
finance the capital requirements for the next three (3) years:

Sources of Funding

Own Internal
Reserves:

Funding

from

Forecast
2006/2007

Forecast
2007/2008

Forecast
2008/2009

Accumulated

Asset Financing Reserve

58 000 000

34 000 000

34 000 000

Community Facilities Reserve

4 362 000

Own Revenue

4 000 000

4 200 000

4 300 000

35 000 000

30 000 000

30 000 000

0

0

0

14 740 000

16 094 000

18 100 000

2 850 000

2 850 000

2 850 000

18 300 000

18 500 000

19 000 000

137 252 000

105 644 000

108 250 000

External Borrowings
Government Grants & Subsidies
Municipal Infrastructure Grant (MIG)
Integrated National Electricity Programme (INEP)
Nkangala District Municipality (NDM)
Total

In relation to the above the forecast on expected external liabilities, the yearly
capital cost can be summarized as follows:

Full Year
Forecast
2005/2006
External Loans
Capital Cost
a.

Forecast
2006/2007

Forecast
2007/2008

Forecast
2008/2009

122 668 203

122 758 351

161 219 927

171 124 383

33 209 303

29 637 309

34 478 685

39 216 025

Conclusion
U

The existing intensive and disciplined financial administration still keeps the
financial situation of the Council sound and an exceptionally good payment rate
is still being achieved which contribute to a healthy cashflow situation.
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The key performance indicators for the Finance Department to achieve sound
and sustainable financial management are:
§

To maintain the debtors to revenue ratio below 12%.

§

To maintain the payment rate of debtors above 98%.

§

To ensure that the capital cost on the operating budget is less than 18%.

§

To maintain the staff complement above 85%.

§

To ensure that the tariffs remain affordable, reasonable and achievable.

This IDP and Budget with their expected outcomes ensure that the Council is in the
right direction to become the best local municipality in rendering affordable,
accessible, efficient and available services whilst at the same time maximizing
infrastructural development through the utilization of all available resources.
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8.3

SPATIAL DEVELOPMENT FRAMEWORK (SDF)

8.3.1

Introduction
The Steve Tshwete Local Municipality has completed a detailed Spatial Development
Framework after having contracted a private company to do this. The information given
in this document is only an outline and is therefore of a more general nature. Specific and
detailed information on the SDF is available on request. The SDF was included in the
2005/2006 IDP as part thereof, was adopted by Council in terms of Council Resolution
CC01/03/2005. Some of the matters which relate directly to the SDF are reflected in the
projects on Land Use Management and Land Ownership as found in the section Projects
Phase of this document.
The SDF has to conform to general principles for spatial development outlined in the
Development Facilitation Act. In fact, there are several other Acts to which it must adhere.
These Acts are the:
■
■
■
■
■
■
■
■
■
■
■
■
■
■
■
■
■
■
■
■

National, Provincial and District Policy Framework
Municipal Structures Act (Act 117 of 1998)
Municipal Systems Act (Act 32 of 2000)
Development Facilitation Act (Act 67 of 1995)
Urban Development Strategy of the Government of National Unity
Rural Development Strategy of the Government of National Unity
Land Use Planning Bill (30 March 2001)
Reconstruction and Development Program
GEAR
Environment Conservation Act (Act 73 of 1989)
The Constitution of South Africa (Act 108 of 1996)
National Land Transport Bill
Water Services Act (Act 108 of 1997)
National Environment Management Act (Act 107 of 1998)
Housing Act (Act 107 of 1997)
Provision of Land and Assistance Act (Act 126 of 1993)
Extension of Security of Tenure Act (Act 62 of 1997)
Land Reform (Labour Tenants) (Act 3 of 1996)
Restitution of Land Rights (Act 22 of 1994)
National Veld and Forest Fire Act (Act101 of 1998)

These principles are to:
■

Promote the integration of the socio economic, institutional and physical
aspects of land development

■

Promote integrated land development in rural and urban areas in support
of each other

Ø

Promote the integration of the socio economic, institutional and
physical aspects of land development
Promote integrated land development in rural and urban areas in support
of each other
Promote the availability of residential and employment opportunities in
close proximity to or integrated with each other
Optimize the use of existing resources including such resources relating to
agriculture and minerals, bulk infrastructure, roads, transportation and
social facilities
Promote a diverse combination of land uses, also at the level of individual
erven or subdivisions of land
Contribute to the correction of the optimum use of existing infrastructure

Ø
Ø
Ø

Ø
Ø
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Ø

Encourage environmentally sustainable land development practices and
process

In the application of these principles to devise a spatial development framework,
cognizance has to be taken of the existing spatial development pattern inherent to the
area. A further critical aspect that should be taken into account is the views and opinions
expressed at grassroots level as identified through the public participation process.
8.3.2

THE PURPOSE OF FORMULATING THE SPATIAL DEVELOPMENT FRAMEWORK

The purpose of formulating the spatial development framework is:
■

To guide future planning, growth and development in the Steve Tshwete Local
Municipality area

■

To integrate the spatial manifestation of the various components of the rural and
urban structures

■

To develop a longer term vision of the Steve Tshwete Local Municipality

■

To give physical form to the principles of the Development Facilitation Act (DFA)
i.e. where and how should growth occur

■

To provide for an effective, efficient and equitable Land Use Management Plans

8.3.3

SPATIAL AND ECONOMIC CHALLENGES TO BE ADDRESSED

Spatial and economic issues that need to be addressed include the following:
Ø
Ø
Ø
Ø
Ø
Ø
Ø

Poverty
Unemployment
Declining economy
Long travel distances between home and work
Inequitable distribution of facilities
Neglected rural areas
Lack of well located affordable housing and /or land

8.3.4

SPACIAL DEVELOPMENT INITIATIVES

Spatial Development Initiatives (SDI’s) are strategic initiatives by government aimed at
unlocking the under utilized economic development potential of certain strategically
important spatial locations in South Africa. There are a number of these initiatives being
pursued by national, provincial and local government in South Africa. The Maputo
Corridor is the most advanced and the best known of the SDI’s in the Steve Tshwete Local
Municipality area.
Key objectives of the SDI’s are as follows:
■

Spatial Development Initiatives must be designed to generate sustainable
economic growth and development in relatively underdeveloped areas,
according to the locality’s inherent potential

■

To generate long term and sustainable employment for the inhabitants of the SDI
area and for the nation in general

■

To maximize the extent to which private sector investment and lending can be
mobilized into the SDI areas
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■

To exploit the SDI areas under utilized locational and economic advantages for
export orientated growth.

The Maputo Corridor aligned along the N4 route therefore serves as the main focus area
where investment initiatives such as mixed land use, industrial development and agro
tourism be focused.
8.3.5

REGIONAL AND SUBREGIONAL LINKAGES

A number on National and Provincial roads traverse the area of jurisdiction of Steve
Tshwete Local Municipality.
The most prominent of these are the N4 National route crossing the area from east to west
and the N11, traversing the area from north to south. Furthermore a number of Provincial
Roads traverse the area. These include the following:

P154
P127
P30
P52
P51
P169

Middelburg to Belfast
Middelburg to Witbank and Wonderfontein
Middelburg to Van Dyksdrift
Middelburg to Bethal
Hendrina to Bethal
Groblersdal to Middelburg
Middelburg to Stofberg and Roosenekal
Middelburg to Hendrina

of Middelburg as the first order town/service in the Local Municipality area of jurisdiction.
These provincial roads are important communication routes along which the majority of
activities at a local scale and movement are concentrated. The provision of social and
other facilities along these routes or at the major intersection between these routes will
improve accessibility of the surrounding rural to these type of facilities.
8.3.6

SETTLEMENT DEVELOPMENT

Exsiting Urban Settlement
Apart from the towns of Middelburg and Hendrina four types of urban settlements occur in
the Local Municipality area. The first are small agriculture service villages such as Kwa
Makalane. These villages fulfill a “corner shop” support function to a very small and
localized farming and rural community. The amenities available in these villages are
extremely limited and focused on very basic business and social needs. These villages are
also marked by extended informal settlements of people moving from farms and rural
areas.
The second type of villages or settlements is “holiday” towns frequently used by people for
leisure purpose. These towns are Presidentsrus and Kranspoort. Development in these
towns is strictly controlled to maintain a specific character.
The third category of towns are the towns associated with the mines and power stations in
the Middelburg district. These towns include Hendrina, Rietkuil, Pullenshope and Komati. In
principle these towns will not develop any further and will fulfill the same role as the
agricultural service villages. Social services and amenities are usually better developed.
The fourth settlement type represented is Doornkop that can be regarded as an
“agricultural village” that is the result of a land restitution project.
The abovementioned villages are situated on the major transport routes and serves as
nodes where future provision of services should be concentrated to consolidate
development in the area.
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Poor Rural Urban Linkages
The four types of villages mentioned above should serve as focus for development
providing input and output markets, mechanical and other workshops, financial services
and social services such as schools and clinics which are to the benefit to people in the
surrounding area. For historical reasons, these functions and links to the rural hinterland
often do not exist or are poorly developed. Interdistrict transport routes, not the needs of
intraregional trade. Output from the large farms passes through cooperatives to distant
markets without serving the needs of small town. Stores and supermarkets bring in food
products over large distances rather than attempting to establish local suppliers. There is a
need to integrate economic activity in order to generate income from added value at a
local level.
Socio Economic Infrastructure
No specific proposals are made in terms of the location of specific social facilities in the spatial
development framework. It is however envisaged that future social facilities in the Steve
Tshwete Local Municipality will be accommodated in MultiPurpose Service Delivery Centers
(One Stop Centers) including the following:
Ø
Ø
Ø
Ø
Ø
Ø
Ø
Ø
Ø
Ø
Ø
Ø
Ø

Shops
Pay points for water, electricity and telephone bills
Satellite post office
Welfare offices (pension payout points, social work services)
Clinics/ Community Health Centres
Police Stations
Adult Basic Education and Training Facilities
Small Business hives/job creation programs
Recreational and sport facilities and libraries/info centers
Offices of Civil Society Structure (Civic Organizations, Community/Local Development
Forums, etc)
Housing Information Centers
Planning Zone Forums
Art and Cultural Facilities

These centers should preferably be located along the major communication routes to
maximize accessibility to the widest possible community
In terms of the Spatial Development Framework six such potential sites have been identified:
Komati/Koornfontein, Hendrina, Arnot and Doornkop.
Economic growth of small towns
The initiatives necessary for stimulating the economy of small towns and their hinterland
include the following:
■

Promote diversification for the local market and training in skills that will add value to farm
and forest product and tourism.

■

Ensure that existing social services facilities are widely and efficiently used.

■

House people closer to their employment, rather that sustaining them in distant
‘”apartheid” settlements, which necessitate costly daily transport and subsidies.

■

Link small towns into regional economies by periodic markets, thus building total
production and cash circulation and a more competitive position in the wider economy.

■

Rural Development Framework of Land Affairs
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This rural development framework describes how government working with rural people aims
to achieve a rapid and sustained reduction in absolute rural poverty.
Specific development aspects to be addressed include the following:
Ø

Ø

Ø
Ø

Institutional development assisting rural people to set the priorities in their own
communities, through effective and democratic bodies, by providing the local capacity
and access to funds for them to plan and implement Local Economic Development;
Investment in basic infrastrure and social and social services: the provision of physical
infrastructure (e.g. housing, water and power supplied, transport) and social services (e.g.
basic health care and schools);
Improvising income and employment opportunities and by broadening access to natural
resources (e.g. arable and grazing land, irrigation water, woodland and forests);
Restoration of basic economic rights and marginalized rural areas by establishing markets
as the organizing spatial and temporal framework for development.

To meet the backlog in infrastructure in rural areas, government is committed to subsidize the
capital for a basic level of services with the following programs:
Ø
Ø
Ø

Ø

School and clinic program, through the National and Provincial Departments, fully funded
by government, with telephones and electricity.
The DWAF Community Water and Sanitation Program provides the platform for the
implementation of internal bulk and connector water and sanitation projects.
The Department of Constitutional Development’s Consolidated Municipal Infrastructure
(MIP): up to R 3 000 per household for the installation and rehabilitation of internal bulk and
connective services i.e. water and roads.
The Department of Housing’s National Housing Subsidy: up to R16 000 per qualifying person
for the land, onsite infrastructure and part of the Land Reform Program.

The potential for Local Economic Development initiatives and job creation in sectors such as
commerce: small, medium and microenterprise agriculture, forestry, tourism and labor
intensive public works should be promoted. The prime importance of broadening access to
sector and NGO’S for the promotion of a wide range of enterprise is recognized. These should
be built upon to utilize the local natural resource base and of the potential for trading links
within the area. These should be strengthened through the establishment of rings of markets
for locally and regionally produced goods and services, linking small towns into regional
economies building total production and cash circulation and a more competitive position in
the wider economy.
Target service levels for different types of rural areas cannot be laid down specifically. Key
factors influencing the level of services provision area, speed of economic growth in the
locality: how widely the benefits of that growth are distributed.
Tourism and Recreational Development
Tourism can play an important role in the economic development of the Steve Tshwete Local
Municipality. The area located to the north to the South of Steve Tshwete Local Municipality is
regarded as having major development potential for tourism and related activities. This area
should be managed with due regard to any potential issues emerging from and environmental
viewpoint. Appropriate environmental impact of development in this area should be
investigated. Land uses that have a potential negative environmental impact should not be
allowed.
The above mentioned area could form part of an ecotourism belt between the Loskop valley
in the west and the Kruger National Park in the East.
An ecotourism centre exists in Kranspoort, Aventura Loskopdam and a number of game parks
and reservations could combine to establish a very successful ecotourism area.
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Presidentsrus was initially developed as tourist/holiday town. If the necessary infrastructure
could be provided and the nature reserve developed, the area could attain its optimal
potential.
In many cases the most suitable form of tourism in rural areas is ecotourism which aims to
balance the needs of people with the need to protect the environment. It is lowimpact
tourism, which means that it aims to disturb the environment as little as possible.
Ecotourism has the following advantages:
Ø
Ø

Ecotourism projects are more likely to be suitable because the natural environment is
protected.
Ecotourism projects are on a smaller scale than other form of tourism, which makes it
easier for rural communities to participate.

Agricultural/SmallScale Farming Development
Areas with high and medium agricultural potential are located in the central and Southern
area in the Steve Tshwete Local Municipality.
These areas should be preserved for primary agricultural purposes, which are important
contributors to economic development and employment creation. Although there are mining
activities located in these zones, the areas not utilized for mining and mining infrastructure
should be considered and promoted for agricultural purposes where feasible.
Labour intensive agriculture enterprises (smallscale farming) should be promoted and
supported in order to increase rural employment, production and income. Smallscale farming
could provide product for the immediate local market and for the local industry.
Typical obstacles to the growth and development of the smallscale farming sector include the
following:
Ø
Ø
Ø
Ø
Ø
Ø

There is inadequate access to land for farming.
There is an unwillingness of financial institutions to lend for purchase of basic requirements
such as implements and seed.
Due to decades of discrimination and repression, there is a lack of skills and knowledge.
In many areas, there is a lack of basic infrastructure such as access to water, electricity
and roads for transporting goods to market.
There is a lack of markets at which smallscale farm produce can be exchanged locally,
be processed and be bought at low cost for export to regional and national markets.
There is a lack of information, which would enable smallscale producers to operate
profitably.

Mining and Related Facilities
Mining activities within the Steve Tshwete Local Municipality are predominantly located in the
areas south of the N4.
The current activities as well as future mining activities will play an important role in the
economic development and employment creation within the region and province.
The potential conflict between mining activity and agricultural activities will need to be
addressed through proper environmental impact assessment.
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8.4

LOCAL ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT STRATEGY

8.4.1

REVISED LOCAL ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT STRATEGY
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
The objective of an LED Strategy is to provide a framework for the formulation of local
SMME development, social restructuring, pilot project initiation and capacity building.
The strategy is also aimed at creating an enabling environment for economic grow which
in turn will assist in eradicating poverty while promoting the redistribution of wealth.
VISION
The objective is to facilitate the creation and utilization of opportunities which in turn will
promote sound, sustainable economic growth and development while alleviating poverty
and unemployment in the Steve Tshwete Municipal area.

8.4.2

KEY ECONOMIC SECTORS
The active presence of the following sectors allow for the diversifications of the local
economy of Steve Tshwete Local Municipality for which committees that report to the LED
Forum have been established:
■
■
■
■
■
■

8.4.3

Public sector
Private sector
Agriculture
Tourism
NonGovernmental sector
Primary and Secondary Industries.

PUBLIC PARTICIPALTION
The council recognizes the importance of public participation in the promotion of Local
Economic Development and for such purpose a Local Economic Development Forum is
created consisting of the following representatives:
U

■
■
■
■
■
■
■
■

Three representatives from Busmid
Two representatives from organised labour
One representative from Middelburg Employable Peoples structure (MEPS) and
one from Middelburg Employment Forum (MEF)
Two representatives from the Hendrina business community
Three representatives from the Farming (Agriculture) Community
One representatives from the HEDC
Two representatives from the Trade Unions.
Four representatives from Religious Organisations.

Which is compiled as follows:
One from the Jewish Religious group.
One from the Christian Religious group.
One from the Islam Religious group.
One from Hindu Religious group
Two representatives from the Transport Organisations which is compiled as follows:
·
·

One from the Taxi Association
One from the Bus Companies
One representative from the Department of Education.
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U

8.4.4

KEY ISSUES
It should be noted that the Council itself cannot implement strategies that roster economic
growth and development, but it should rather focus on providing an enabling environment
within which economic growth and development occurs.
The following are however key issues to economic development/expansion which also
must get the rural poor, women, youth and NGO etc.
●
●
●

8.4.5

Investment promotion
Spatial Development initiatives
Provision and maintenance of municipal/infrastructure

SUPPORT BY THE COUNCIL FOR LOCAL ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT
The Council recognizes that Local Economic Development will only be successful if it
receives tangible support from the Council as the local authority.
■

Administrative Support

The following administrative support is provided by the office of the Manager: Corporate
Services:
The Secretarial Services to the Local Economic Development forum
To receive proposals for projects

■

●

To ensure that projects are evaluated and the applications for funding
processed

●

To market the councils Local Economic Development efforts

are

Financial Support
Direct financial support to Local Economic Development initiatives will be
provided by Council to the extent that such support can be afforded

■

●

As in direct financial support land for projects will be made available by
Council wherever possible

●

As further indirect financial support bookkeeping services for the
establishment of projects is to be provided where necessary.

Procurement

In order to stimulate Local Economic Development the Council’s Procurement Policy
which makes provision for preference to local entrepreneurs is diligently applied.
The Council’s tender documents are to include a requirement that only local labour may
be used by successful tenderers.
Incentives for the sale and Development of Land
The following incentives for the purchasing of industrial erven and certain business erven
are reconfirmed.
●

Middelburg Extension 11 (Industrial Erven)
That a building to the value of 2.33 times the purchase price of stands purchased
in terms of this policy be commenced with within 12 months from the date of the
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signing of the sales agreement and be completed within 3 years from the said
date.
That the erf may only be subdivided after the full purchase price has been paid.
That, should the developer wish to sell the erf prior to the completion of the
building mentioned i above the full purchase price shall be paid prior to such sale
taking place.
That the following discount be granted to a developer who is prepared to pay the
full purchase price of an industrial erf when the Deed of Sale is signed:
If the purchase price of the stand is R120 000 (VAT excluded) and below: 10%.
If the purchase price of the stand is between R120 001 and R227 500 (VAT
excluded): 15%.
If the purchase price of the stand is above R227 500 (VAT excluded): 20%
Mhluzi, Nasaret, Hendrina and Kwazamokuhle(In respect of Industrial and Business
erven)
If the purchase price of an erf is below R120 000 (VAT excluded) a discount of 15%
will be granted to the developer.
If the purchase price of an erf is between R120 000 (VAT excluded) and R227 500
(VAT excluded) a discount of 20% will be granted to the developer.
If the purchase price of an erf is R227 500 (VAT excluded) or above a discount of
30% will be granted.
That a building to the value of 2.33 times the purchase price of stands purchased
in terms of this policy be commenced with within 12 months from the date of the
signing of the sales agreement and be completed within 3 years from the said
date.
That the erf may only be subdivided after the full purchase price has been paid.
That, should the developer wish to sell the erf prior to the completion of the
building mentioned above the full purchase price shall be paid prior to such sale
taking place.
Remission of property tax for a period of up to 12 months is granted in respect of
industrial or business developments on land purchased from council.
Arrangements can be made to pay off the cost of large electrical connections
over a period of up to 36 months.
Further incentives can be negotiated with the Council in respect of large business
or industrial developments.
Municipal Tariffs:

It is a basic principle of the Steve Tshwete Local Council that tariffs for municipal services
shall at all times be more favorable than those of competing municipalities.
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8.5

HIV/AIDS AND TB

8.5.1

BACKGROUND

8.5.2

●

The HIV/AIDS epidemic does not have colour, age and sex and it is not a health
problem alone. The monster has a massive impact on the socioeconomic status
of the country.

●

Later the said breadwinners who are supposed to maintain the families and pay
the rates in Municipality fail to do so in the long run. Mony families are now
headed by children due the impact of HIV/AIDS.

●

The poverty existing in the community has increased leading to the mushrooming
of commercial sex workers.

●

People die in silence due to the stigma attached to HIV/AIDS sufferers.

●

The sexually transmitted infections lead to HIV/AIDS if not treated in time.

●

Due to the low resistance of the body to infection TB becomes a partner to
HIV/AIDS.

POLICY PRINCIPLES TO RESPOND TO HIV/AIDS
Prevention
■

To conduct awareness campaigns with the community structures and private
sectors.

■

To ensure safe and clean environment to prevent breeding places for rapes and
proper disposal of sharp and fluid/blood contaminated materials.

■

To make provision of barrier method for both sexes e.g. male and female
condoms.

■

To draw and implement the plan.
Stigmatisation and openness

■

To ensure the culture of creation of openness.

■

To ensure protection of human rights regarding confidentiality.
Testing and Counselling

■

To provide facilities for voluntary counselling and testing.

Management of infected and affected
■
■

To ensure availability of treatment for sexually transmitted diseases, TB
opportunistic infections and antiretroviral drugs.
Making provision for victims unable to pay rates especially the child headed
families.

■

Provision of sites for poverty alleviation projects at an affordable rate.

■

To support the home base care and peer educators groups.
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■

To allocate adequate budget to implement the health programmes.

■

Interaction with the community to fight the epidemic by utilizing all available
strategies and approaches for support and care.

■

Interaction with the other governmental and non governmental structures in the
battle of HIV/AIDS, STI & TB.

8.5.3

SERVICES AVAILABLE TO HANDLE INFECTED AND AFFECTED

■

Voluntary counselling and testing in the clinics of pregnant and nonpregnant
clients.

■

Availability of drugs to manage TB, STI and opportunistic infections and ARV drugs.

■

Training of staff to be competent to manage the conditions effectively and
efficiently.

■

Provision of barrier method to prevent sexually transmitted infections e.g.
condoms.

■

Capacity building in the community to prevent infection and spread of HIV/AIDS,
STI & TB.

■

Provision of Dot Support in the community.

■

Provision of prevention – mothertochild transmission programme.

■

Implementation of National Health Programme to fight HIV/AIDS, STI & TB.

■

Food supplement programme.

■

Referrals to Social Services for social grants.

8.5.4

WAYFORWARD

■

Continuity of community and staff awareness formal and informal.

■

Continuity in the capacity building in the service providers.

■

Interaction with governmental & nongovernmental structures through HIV/AIDS
Local Council.

■

Implementation of National Health Programmes to fight HIV/AIDS, STI & TB.

■

Monitoring of health programmes with support of the National, Provincial
Department of Health.

■

Participation of clinics in the rolling out of ARV drugs.
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8.6

INTEGRATED ENVIRONMENTAL MANAGEMENT

8.6.1

BACKGROUND
In the past the environment issue/problems were managed by different departments in
silos. In order to address this gap the Department of Environmental Affairs and Tourism
decided to draw the National Environmental Management Act which currently in place.
Again the environment was treated in isolation from socioeconomic aspect and people,
forgetting that people and socioeconomic aspect impact on environment negatively
and positively. Therefore it is important to have plans in place to control development
taking place in our area e.g. Spatial Development Plan and Integrated Development Plan.
The majority thought environmental problem/issues belong to Environmental Department
only and is not like that, environment include, water, soil, heritage, air, socioeconomic
aspect sustainable development etc. All these aspects are covered under NEMA.

8.6.2

ESTABLISHMENT OF INTEGRATED ENVIRONMENTAL MANAGEMENT COMMITTEE & FORUM
This was one prescription decided by the new Act NEMA that all the municipalities must
establish the Integrated Environmental Management Committee and Forums where the
stakeholders and communities can have input regarding the environmental issues. There
was no prescription of composition of the committee.
On the 03/06/2004 after consultation with the Provincial Department of Agriculture and
Land Administration the committee was formulated in our municipality comprised of:

8.6.3

■

Health Services

■

Solid Waste Disposal Services

■

Parks & Recreation Services

■

Fire & Rescue Services

■

Traffic Services

■

Library Services

■

Municipal Building Services

■

Town Planning Services

■

Housing and Squatter Control Services

■

Local Economic Development Services

■

Public Relation Services

■

Occupational Health & Safety

■

Town Engineer

OBJECTIVES OF THE ENVIRONMENTAL MANAGEMENT

■

To promote sustainable municipal service delivery.
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8.6.4

■
■

To protect the environment and its species.
To promote sustainable development.

■

To support the National, Provincial Environmental Strategy.

■

To implement National & Provincial Acts, Regulations and Policies.

■

To encourage community participation.

■

To ensure that the community needs inform the Integrated Development Plan.

■

To monitor and report our activities regarding Environmental Impact.

■

To ensure safe and nonharmful environment for the community.

■

To draw and implement the bylaws and Interim Environmental Management Plan
addressing the environmental impact.

■

Participating in the Nkangala District Council Project on State of Environmental
Report as municipalities.

ACHIEVEMENTS IN INTEGRATED ENVIRONMENTAL MANAGEMENT
■

Integrated Environmental management Committee and Forum formulated.

■

Report on Interim Integrated Environmental Management Committee and Forum
initiated and to be served before the Council.

■

The following documents are in place:

●

Interim Integrated Environmental Management Plan/Programme.

●

Interim Integrated Environmental Management policy.

●

Guidelines for Air Pollution Implementation.

●

National Environmental Management Act.

●

Air Quality Management Act.

■

The Chief Health Services attend the course on Environmental Management
comprised of modules.

■

The Environmental Management issues on the IDP document.

■

The Air Quality Officer nominated to monitor and coordinate air quality in our
area.

■

The budget is put of R5000 was put aside for community awareness and
education.

■

The Air Pollution monitoring station at the cost of ±R3444 986.80 with additional of
R320 935 were purchased. Dust analyser of R9952.77 was also purchased.

■

The Environmental Management Meetings are held including the other
departments like Department of Agriculture and Land Administration, Department
of Health, Private companies like Samancor and Columbus Community structures.
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■

Collated information on hotspots of illegal dumping and Environmental Education
housetohouse was done where were visited.

■

Information on dumping site operation was collated.

■

Survey on causes of illegal dumping was done and report was written. Some of
issues were addressed through the survey e.g. community education on Radio
GMFM.

■

Sustainable prevention of illegal dumping programme was drawn with DALA.

■

The Arbor Day was celebrated with Ekwazini Secondary School where trees were
planted.

■

Presenting formal community education on different aspect on environment.

■

The Regional Health Inspector attended the course on Measuring Techniques and
other Health Inspector will also get an opportunity to attend.

■

Attending Project Management Meeting where different departments are
participating.

■

Currently participating in SOeR by the Nkangala District Council.

WAYFORWARD
■

Ongoing community education and awareness on Radio GMFM.

■

Formal community education and awareness.

■

Continue with sustainable prevention illegal dumping programme.

■

Initiating a recycling project of “collectacan” for schools.

■

Reenforcing law by doing overtime to monitor illegal dumping and roaming
around of livestock.

■

Involvement of community
Management Forum Meetings.

■

Participating in the Cleanest Town Competition.

■

Budgeted for the second air monitoring station.

members
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8.7

INTEGRATED TRANSPORT PLAN

8.7.1

DRAFT REPORT ON STUDY
The Steve Tshwete Local Municipality does not have a unit or Department that is
dedicated to transport management matters. This function is currently allocated to the
Public Service Section.
As of now, the Municipality has not as yet formulated an
Integrated Transport Management Plan of its own. A study was, however, undertaken in
2003 with the support of the Nkangala District Municipality to focus on the Middelburg
Central Business District taxi rank Development Strategy. The report released subsequent
to the study states that :
Generally speaking local government institutions are responsible to develop and
maintain sufficient transfer and ranking facilities for public transport vehicles to
ensure an effective and wellcontrolled public transport system for the entire
operational area of any particular municipality.
This responsibility is entrenched as a statutory obligation by the national
constitution and specifies in more detail through specific provisions contained in
various local government and transport related legislation, referring particularly to
the National Land Transport Transition Act.
To fulfill this responsibility there should be a development framework to be
contained in an approved Integrated Transport Plan of the District Municipality,
that includes a process of consultation with the industry.
Accordingly an
investment and development program can be implemented without the risk of
exclusivity and fruitless capital expenditures.
The need to respond to this responsibility is emphasized by a long history of
disagreement and, in some instances, more serious conflict between the taxi
industry and local government, business and other institutions about matters such
as :
●
●

●
●
●
8.7.2

The position where Municipalities provide ranking facilities
Positions where Taxi operators choose and occupy land to serve
as a base for services and ranking, with some negative impacts
on surrounding neighbours
The routes that are followed by operators
The control over the ranks and accessibility for all operators
Over supply and under capacity problems

TERMS OF REFERENCE
Regarding this aspect, the report indicates that with the broader national and local
situation presented above as background, an investigation was initiated to address the
issue in the Greater Middelburg area(now Steve Tshwete Local Municipality), with
emphasis on the CBD. Accordingly Mawn Projects, with the assistance of Econ e Pele
Consultants, was appointed for astudy to determine the long Ttaxi rank development
framework for the Greater Middelburg Municipality.
The focus of the study was to evaluate the current profiles of minibus Taxi operations and
infrastructure in the CBD of Middelburg specifically and, taking into account the expected
requirements for operations(passenger volumes, routes, destinations, ranking needs etc.) to
provide for a longterm Taxi rank development framework.
The purpose of the study was to advise the Steve Tshwete Local Municipality on the
following :
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■

Taxi Facilities
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

■

The capacity and conditions of existing taxi facilities
The need for new or upgraded and amended facilities
The use of – and accessibility to facilities by local and long distance
operators
Compliance of the facilities to requirements and standards
The location of the facilities relative the demand requirements
The potential for expansion in the future
Impact of the facilities on adjacent land uses
Which routes and destinations will be served best by which ranks

Taxi Operations and Routes
●
●
●
●

■

The routes followed by local and long distance operators
The extent of operations relative to the demand for ranking, referring to
passenger numbers and vehicle trips per destination
The onroute facilities for pickup and drop purposes
The ranking requirements per route on a rank
General Taxi Matters

●
●
●
●
●
●

The control over Taxi ranking at the facilities by various Taxi Associations
The role of the Municipality in this respect
Law enforcement matters
Priorities
Competition and rivalry amongst Taxi operators
How to deal with current “illegal” Taxi ranks or loading areas

The draft report on the Integrated Transport Plan was compiled so as to be in line with
national, provincial and District guidelines for an Integrated Transport Plan. Full details on
the Integrated Transport Plan are available at the Municipality on request.
There are also various bus companies operating in the area.
The focus of this
program/plan has been on the Taxi industry. It is hoped that a fully fledged Integrated
Transport Management Plan will include all modes of transport that are found in the Steve
Tshwete Local Municipality.
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8.8

INTEGRATED WASTE MANAGEMENT PLAN

8.8.1

Introduction
The Steve Tshwete Local Municipality comprises the settlements of Middelburg,
Mhluzi, Pullenshope, Hendrina, Kwazamokuhle, Rietkuil, Komati and Presidentsrus.
The Munipal area also include numerous rural villages, mines and mining towns
that are expected to be proclaimed and incorporated into the Municipal area.
All services with respect to waste are coordinated from Middelburg. Middelburg
and Hendrina are the two main service centre for waste disposal services. The
current strategy of the Steve Tshwete Local Municipality is to establish transfer
stations to serve the areas on the outskirts of the Municipal area to assist with the
waste transfer, compaction and transport to the Middelburg Landfill.
In December 2003, a resolution(M18/12/2003)was passed whereupon a Consulting
Engineers’ firm was appointed to assist with the compilation of an Integrated
Waste Management Master Plan for the Steve Tshwete Local Municipality as
obliged by the National Waste Management Strategy.
The Solid Waste Disposal Services Division has been structured into three
departments as shown in the diagram below with the actual projects presented
under Refuse Removal and Waste Management on page ………… of this
document:

Figure :
The structure of the Solid Waste Disposal Services of the Steve Tshwete
Local Municipality

SOLID WASTE
DISPOSAL SERVICES

REFUSE REMOVAL
(Household &

STREET CLEANSING

Business)

8.8.2

DUMPING SITE
AND BULK
CONTAINERS

MEDICAL WASTE
The Municipality has identified the disposal of Biohazardous Medical Waste as an
area of great concern.
Medical practitioners and all those who generate medical waste are required by
law to sign an agreement with the Municipality for the removal of their waste
except in the case where proof can be provided of an alternative arrangement
with a recognized hazardous or medical waste removal company. A contract
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has been entered into between SanuMed and the Municipality regarding the
supply, collection and removal of medical waste containers to and from a central
point that is regulated by the Municipality. The Municipality issues and collects the
containers to and from all registered users and monitors the exact location and
usage of these containers.

8.8.3

INDUSTRIAL AND MINING WASTE
The Middelburg area has numerous mines and power stations which generate
volumes of waste. The Steve Tshwete Local Municipality does not, however,
provide a waste removal service to any of these mines and power stations. Some
of them do make use of the Middelburg landfill for the disposal of general waste.
It is envisaged that in future the mining and power station tows will be proclaimed
whereupon service delivery including waste disposal would be extended to
include them.

8.8.4

OBSERVATIONS
From the Integrated Waste Management Plan it can be observed that the
Municipality :
●

has a comprehensive waste management strategy and solid waste
disposal service in place

●

currently has sufficient capacity to provide in the service requirements of
the area

●

has under its jurisdiction a landfill which is generally in a good condition

●

has vehicles that are in good condition and suitable for collection
purposes and general waste services

●

has already identified all concerns, risks and future needs and planned for
them

●

needs more extensive waste minimization and recycling strategies

Details on the Integrated Waste Management Plan can be obtained from the
Municipality on request.
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8.9

CONTINGENNCY PLAN/DISASTER MANAGEMENT PLAN

Introduction:
A compliant Disaster Management Plan has not been completed due to the fact that the
Nkangala District Municipality’s Disaster Management Plan, which should inform that of the
Steve Tshwete Local Municipality, has not been finalized.
The Contingency Plan currently in use at the Municipality is as presented below. The
contact details of relevant people and institutions have been left out of this report due to
the voluminous nature they would have caused to this document. They are, however,
available on request.
To enable uniformity and clarity to be accomplished the procedures of the
implementation of the Contingency Plan is explained as follows:
Definitions:
Development is the process by which a nation’s capacities are increased and its
vulnerabilities reduced.
Disaster is any event (happening with or without warning) causing or threatening death,
injury or disease, damage to property, infrastructure or the environment, or disruption to
the community, which exceeds the ability of an affected society to cope using only its
own resources.
Disaster Management is the body of policy and administrative decisions and operational
activities which pertain to disaster prevention, mitigation, preparedness, response,
recovery and rehabilitation at all spheres of government.
Emergency is a situation where there are serious and immediate threats to life, property,
infrastructure and the environment. Where as a disaster involves a specific period in which
lives and essential property are immediately at risk. An emergency can last for an
unspecified period during which
1.

There is a clear and marked deterioration in the coping abilities of a group or
community; or

2.

The coping abilities are only sustained by unusual initiatives by the group or
community or by external intervention.

Hazards are threats to life, well being, material goods and the environment and are
caused by extremes of natural processes or technology.
Hazard mapping is the process of establishing geographically where certain events are
likely to occur as well as the likely intensity and frequency thereof.
Major incident is any emergency that requires the coordination of response by one or
more of the emergency services of the local authority.
Mitigation is action taken (usually in the form of a specific programme) to reduce the
effects of a disaster on a nation or community. (The term normally implies that while it may
be possible to prevent some disaster effects, other effects will persist and can be modified
or reduced if appropriate steps are taken).
Preparedness denotes the measures that are aimed at impeding the occurrence of
disasters and/or preventing such occurrences from having harmful effects on communities.
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Recovery is the rehabilitation and reconstruction activities necessary for a rapid return to
normality.
Response is the sum total of action taken by residents and institutions in response to a
disaster.
Risk is the expected losses (lives lost, persons injured, damage to property, disruption of
economic activity and environmental loss) caused by any hazard. Risk is the product of
hazard and vulnerability.
Risk mapping is the process of identifying highrisk areas by correlating a hazard with the
terrain and the probability and impact of an occurrence.
Vulnerability is the degree to which an individual, family, community or region is at risk from
suffering serious misfortune following extreme events.
Preparedness
The objective of preparedness is to ensure that in times of disaster, appropriated systems,
procedures and resources are in place to assist those affected by the disaster and to
enable them to help themselves.
The aim of disaster preparedness is to minimize the adverse effects of a hazard by means
or precautionary actions, and to ensure timely, appropriated and efficient organization
and delivery of emergency response following the impact of the disaster.
One of the main components of disaster preparedness is assessing vulnerability.
Vulnerability assessment is the process of estimating the vulnerability of people, animals
and infrastructure to potential disaster hazards of specified elements at risk.
The root causes of vulnerability to disasters in developing countries are poverty and in
equitable development. Rapid population growth, urban or mass migration, inequitable
patterns of land ownership, lack of education, and subsistence agriculture on marginal
lands lead to vulnerable conditions such as unsafe sitting of settlements, unsafe homes,
deforestation, malnutrition, unemployment and illiteracy. It is the interface between these
vulnerable conditions and natural hazards such as heavy rains, tropical storms etc that
results in a disaster.
It is an essential element of preparedness to conduct a vulnerability assessment.
Planning is the theme of the whole disaster preparedness exercise. The objective is to
have agreed upon implementable plans in place, for which commitment and resources
are relatively assured.
During the recent IDP process the community at large took part in identifying development
plans. These plans and the execution thereof are in itself part of the preparedness plan.
Take care of the people that are most at risk. The IDP Process is therefore part of the
Disaster Management Preparedness programme.
Reporting Procedures
When a major incident or a disaster occurs the public is normally informed about the event
by means of the radio, press or TV. In most of the times many questions are raised,
especially by members of the Mayoral Committee and Disaster Management Committee.
It is thus essential that if/when a major incident or a disaster occurs, that it be reported to
the DM Centre as soon as possible. The DM Centre will, in turn, inform the members of the
Mayoral Committee and Disaster Management Committee.
Declaration of Disaster
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3.

The Municipal Manager will declare a major incident at local level after consultation
with the relevant role players. The disaster management plan will then be
implemented.

There are three steps how the implementation of the disaster plan can take place.
Step Alfa:
Information received indicates that a situation can deteriorate into a situation of
emergency.
Step Bravo:
Indicates a deterioration of the existing situation and in case a drastic improvement does
not set in an emergency situation will develop.
Step Charlie:
It indicates that an emergency situation exists and that actions should be taken as
ordered.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

11.

12.

13.

14.

By the implementation of Step Alfa the Chief Disaster Management/CEO will man the
Control Centre/JOC and bring it into operational readiness. He will also notify all the
Departmental Managers per radio or by other means of Step Alfa as well as the
disaster management committee.
Departmental Managers will immediately take the following steps:
Notify Department Heads that all officials must be ready and see that their equipment
is in order.
Arrangements must be made for the care of their families for an indefinite period.
The Head of communications will bring about channels for the necessary
communication.
By the implementation of Step Bravo the Chief Disaster Management/CEO will give all
Departmental Managers instructions per radio or other means to report as soon as
possible. Departmental Managers will at the same time give all their officials
instructions to report to their respective posts. Emergency staff will report to the clinic.
Care must be taken that all officials can be identified to enable them to obtain
access to the control centre or disaster area. Control room personnel will report
immediately to the Highveld Control Centre.
The Deputy coordinator (Manager Public Services) and the Chief: Fire Services will on
instruction of the Chief Disaster Management/CEO depart to the disaster scene to
observe and to notify the control centre/JOC of the exact situation and to indicate
what precautions must be taken temporarily.
The Chief Communications will immediately man the radio room. If necessary the
Chief Disaster Management/CEO will communicate with the SA Police Services, the
SA Defence force and the Provincial Government.
With the implementation of Step Charlie the emergency plan will be brought into
operation and the entire organization will go into action on instructions of the Chief
Disaster Management/CEO.

Mobilizing Chart:

DEPARTMENT

Chief: Disaster
Management/C
EO

STEP ALFA

STEP BRAVO

Man Control
Centre

STEP CHARLIE

Action Instructions
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Deputy Head:
Disaster
Management

Visit disaster scene
and report

Chief:
Communication

Setting up of
communication

Report to control
centre/JOC and

Chief:
Evacuation,
Accommodatio
n, Care and
stock keeping
Chief: Traffic
and Transport

Report to disaster
scene

Actions as per
instruction

Readiness

Man office and
alert all officials

Readiness

Man office and
alert all officials

Chief: Medical
Services

Readiness

Man office and
alert all officials

Disaster Medical
Practitioner

Report to disaster
scene

Manager
Support Services

Readiness

Man office and
alert all officials

Readiness

Man office and
alert all officials

Readiness

Man office and
alert all officials

Manager
Administration
and Finance
Manager
Technical and
Facilities

Actions as per
instruction

man radio room :
alert all officials

channels

Chief: Fire
Services

Action assistance
instruction

Actions as per
instruction

Actions as per
instruction
Actions as per
instruction
Actions as per
instruction
Actions as per
instruction
Actions as per
instruction
Actions as per
instruction

Command and control
Command and control during action will take place as follows:
15. After declaring a disaster, disaster situation or emergency situation the Deputy Head:
Disaster Management and the Chief: Fire Services will immediately visit the disaster
scene and report to the JOC. If the Deputy Head of Disaster Management arrives at the
scene first, he will raise a field post and take charge of control and command at the
disaster scene. If the disaster is of a criminal nature the command and control will be
handed over to the responsible official of the SA Police Services as soon as they arrive at
the scene.
16. All managers will command and control their respective departments, equipment and
supplies from the control centre/JOC.
17. All requests for help will be issued through the filed post from the disaster scene to
18. the control centre/JOC when necessary and directly through managers for actions to
be taken by the relevant Departments.
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19. The Deputy Head: Disaster Management will send a detailed sitrap as soon as possible
after arrival at the disaster scene to the control centre/JOC and then every half an hour
thereafter. Drawings of the disaster scene will be kept and updated by both the control
centre/JOC and field post.
20. The Chief: Disaster Management/CEO will monitor all radio reports and commands and
issue the necessary commands from the control centre/JOC.
21. All radio reports must be recorded in the incident log by both the control centre/JOC
and JOC clerks. Outstanding reports must be attended to and followed up.
22. If any disaster leads to injuries and or casualties the Chief of Medical services must notify
the Superintendent of the hospital and the Chief: of Ambulance services immediately
and must ask the Chief of Communications to effect a line of communication (per
radio). The disaster medical practitioner will be instructed to report to the field post at
the disaster scene and to take control of medical services.
23. The Chief Disaster Management/CEO will issue all information to the media or family
members of affected persons of the disaster. With this goal in view, the Manager
Support Services will provide all the necessary information to the JOC.
Termination
The Chief Disaster Management/CEO will announce the termination of a disaster situation,
emergency situation or disaster to all departmental heads after a thorough evaluation of
the situation.
The Departmental heads must give detailed reports as to the actions their Departments
took during the disaster situation, emergency situation or disaster and the necessary
recommendations to eliminate futuristic problems. This report must be sent to the Manager
Support Services who will complete a full detailed report to be submitted to the Chief
Disaster Management/CEO.
Depending on situations certain Departments can lay dormant while other Departments
stay operational and ready
Valuation
The Steve Tshwete Local Council extend to 30 000 hectare where of approximately 3 000
hectare is build upon. The remaining part of the town area exists of open land and
approximately 2 000 hectare of plantation. Besides the living, business and industrial area
there is the following:
24. The Nasaret residential area, which is, situated approximately 8 km from the Highveld
Control Centre.
25. The Mhluzi residential area, which is, situated approximately 4 km from the Highveld
Control Centre.
26. The Botshabelo Mission Station that is renovated as a museum is situated approximately
14 km from the Highveld Control Centre.
27. The Uitkyk Industrial Area consisting of the railway station and a few houses, which is
situated approximately 10 km from the Highveld Control Centre.
28. The Industrial premises of Columbus and Begbies including other industries, which are,
situated approximately 8 km from the Highveld Control Centre.
The municipality are controlled by a Mayoral Committee and Councillors with an
administration consisting of
the Municipal Manager, four Managers and 19
Departments:
The Managers with Departments:
29. Manager Finance
30. Manager Public Services
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1
2
3
4
5
6

Chief Librarian Services
Chief Housing Services
Chief Health Services
Chief Traffic & Safety Services
Chief Licence Services
Chief Fire Services

31. Manager Technical and Facilities

7
8
9
10
11
12

Town Engineer
Chief Town Planning Services
Chief of Municipal Building Services
Chief Parks and Recreation
Chief Solid Waste Disposal Services
Town Electrical Engineer

32. Manager Corporate Services

13
14
15
16
17

Town Secretary
Chief Human Resource Management
Chief Public Relations
Chief IT Services
Chief Property Valuations

The personnel consist of approximately 941 workers and 59 temporary workers.
The population within the Municipality is currently estimated at 150 000.
With the demarcation during December 2000 new municipality borders were implemented.
Other communities such as Hendrina, Pullenshope, Rietkuil and other mine communities fall
within the new municipality. These communities are now part of Steve Tshwete Local
Authority and are depended on services delivery.
These communities and allimportant roads thereto are indicated on the area chart.
Valuation of possible emergency situations
A study has been made of possible disaster situations as well as to handle such situations.
Disaster Management and all relevant roll players must prepare and equip themselves to
reach the goals set out in this plan.
Earthquakes
Middelburg is not situated in a geographical area, which is subjected to earthquakes,
and this nature disaster is seen as exceptional and must be treated as such.
Description:
Earthquakes leave a city in a panic, due to the large destruction of property. This leads to
large numbers of patients as well as entrapped victims.
Power losses, gas leaks, motor
vehicle accidents and fires are a few dangers that can occur.
Dispatching
SAPS
Fire Services
Ambulance Services
Health Departments
Hospitals
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Traffic Departments
Engineers Department
Arrival on scene:
·

The first arriving unit on scene must establish an IC (Incident Command).
Establish a JOC (Joint Operation Centre).

·

Do a size up of the incident.

·

Identify an Incident Commander.

·

Give a full report back.

·

CFO Determine if emergency plan must be implemented through CEO/Chief
Disaster Management

Operation and action:
Depending on the extend, cordon off the area.
Establish: Vehicle control
Equipment area
Medical post
Access control
Alternative help
Start operation:
Triage
Search & Rescue
Transportation of patients
Fire fighting
Mitigation

1.1

Floods

The small Oliphant’s River and several smaller streams flow through the municipal area and
floods occurred in the past. The 1:50 year flood line is indicated on the towns map and
evacuation of homes, business, buildings and Industrial buildings in the town area and even
on higher lying areas might be necessary. For this purpose emergency accommodation is
identified at the fire station and services centre. As an alternative schools and churches will
be utilized. Transport and care services are arranged for. The Council constructed a dam in
the Olifants River, upstream from town and will control and stabilize the flow of the river as
necessary.
The sluices of the dam are hydraulically operated to control the in an outflow of the dam to
minimize flooding in the town area. Even the low water bridges floods regularly. When the
sluices are opened the Emergency services are notified, where upon the land owners on the
riverbank are also notified.
Description:
Heavy rains occurred in the past few years. Rondebosch Dam absorbs most of the
floodwaters. By opening the dam sluices the low laying areas in town are flooded. The
situation was monitored by the Fire and Traffic Departments. This normally is a slow onset that
can be monitored.
As it became necessary a JOC will be established at the Fire Station were evacuation will
be coordinated. SAPS will be activated for swift water rescues if needed.
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Windstorms
This nature disaster must be seriously considered. Although Middelburg never experienced
a tornado or hurricane strong winds has occurred and the necessary steps must be taken
for evacuation, housing and care. Middelburg has several fairly high buildings, a dense build
upon area, business centre and a great number of industrial buildings. Grasslands surround
the town and there are approximately 2 000hectare plantations where fires occur
frequently.
Botshabelo and Uitkyk are vulnerable areas.
An effective and fully equipped Fire Department is necessary and of the greatest
importance. Although this organization have four fire pumps and a variety of other
equipment available this service does not have sufficient manpower and is not properly
equipped to control a major fire and will require assistance form Witbank, surrounding
mines, power stations, industries or farming community.
The Department of forestry with helicopters will also be needed during a disaster.
Description:
Windstorms will also have a sudden onset as with earthquakes. Therefore the same protocol
will be used as for earthquakes.
Dispatching
SAPS
Fire Services
Ambulance Services
Health Departments
Hospitals
Traffic Departments
Engineers Department
Arrival on scene:
U

·

The first arriving unit on scene must establish an IC. Establish a JOC.

·

Do a size up of the incident.

·

Indicate an Incident Commander.

·

Give a full report back.

·

CFO Determine if emergency plan must be implemented through CEO/Chief

Disaster Management.
Operation and action:
U

Depending on the extend. Cordon off the area.
Establish: Vehicle control
Equipment area
Medical post
Access control
Alternative help
Start operation:
Triage
Search & Rescue
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Transportation of patients
Fire fighting
Mitigation

Train Accidents
The main train route between Pretoria and Maputo runs through Middelburg and divides the
town in two. This track runs through residential, business and industrial areas and is also
near the fuel storage depots. Any major train accident in the Municipal area can lead to
destruction seeing that the track is not accessible at all areas.
Cargo that is transported
frequently includes fuel and other dangerous substances. Disaster Management must be
prepared to give assistance at the incident. First aid and medical treatment of patients,
the constructing of access roads to the disaster scene, lighting at the scene,
evacuation of people if necessary, etc will be high priority. Train accidents must be handling
as any normal incident although the number of patients will be excessive. Normal incident
command functions will apply.
·

Establish extent of incident

·

Establish field post

·

Cordon off the area

·

Notify Traffic and SAPS

·

Notify the hospital

·

Establish:

·

Start operations:

·

Establish landing area for Helicopters if necessary

Vehicle Control
Medical Post
Access Control
Triage
Rescue
Patient extrication and treatment
Patient transportation

Other Accidents
Middelburg is situated on the main route between the PretoriaWitwatersrandVereeniging
area and the Lowveld, the Kruger National Park and Maputo. A great number of tour busses
pass through the town. The Maputo corridor was recently developed and tollgates exist
between Middelburg and Machadodorp. The area east of Middelburg to the lowveld is also
a fast growing area and a great number of busses with commuters are moving to and from
the former homelands through Middelburg.
The great number of power stations, mines and industries in this area call for the transport of
huge volumes of fuel, gases and other chemical substances through the town. Unfortunately
the current road system is of such a nature that these vehicles have to pass through the
buildup residential business, and industrial areas.
Disaster Management must be prepared to handle these accidents where such vehicles are
involved.
Can include Hazardous material incidents.

Establish incident command functions.
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·

Establish extent of incident

·

Obtain necessary product information

·

Start evacuation procedure if necessary

·

Notify supplier

·

Establish field post

·

Cordon off the area

·

Traffic departments notified

·

SAPS notified

·

Notify the hospital

·

Establish:

·

Official control:

·

Start operations

·

Remove patient decon and treatment

·

Patient transport

·

Arrange landing area for Helicopters (patient transport)

·

Contact water and environmental affairs if necessary

·

Prepare media report

·

Arrange spill clean up specialists

Vehicle control
Equipment area
Medical post
Decon post
Zoning (hot, warm, cold)
Access control
BA & equipment
Decon
Operation

Accidents might comprise of the following:
Bus Accidents:
·
·
·
·
·
·

Fire Fighting
Traffic Control
Rescue and extrication of patients
First Aid and medical treatment
Patient transport
Clearance of scene

Bus accidents must be handle as any normal incident although the number of patients will
be excessive. Normal incident command functions will apply.
·

Establish extent of incident

·

Establish field post
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·

Cordon off the area

·

Notify Traffic and SAPS

·

Notify the hospital

·

Establish:

·

Start operations:

·

Establish landing area for Helicopters if necessary

Vehicle Control
Medical Post
Access Control
Triage
Rescue
Patient extrication and treatment
Patient transportation

Chemical substances
There are only a few factories in Middelburg where major explosions can take place such as
Columbus, Begbies, fuel depots, etc.
The fuel depots are also next to the terrain of
Spoornet, which is in the centre of town, and this creates a particular risk. The area around
the fuel depots is densely buildup and populated and requires special attention.
Full hazmat action which include the following:
·
·
·
·
·
·

Evacuation of areas where dangerous substances is a risk
Accommodation of evacuees
First Aid and Medical treatment
Transport of patients
Cleaning of area

Rehabilitation of area

Clearance of Scenes
The Fire Department is equipped to handle abovementioned scenes and as a supplement
Columbus Emergency Services can be called upon to assist at incidents of this nature.
Private enterprises will be commanded for support during cleaning up operations.
Urban Terrorism
Is a possibility and occurs worldwide. Seeing that the SA Police Services is in Control of these
circumstances, Disaster Management will be in full operation during such incidents and will
assist in providing the following:












Provision of plans of buildings
Communication
Evacuation of surrounding areas
Traffic Control
Road blocks
First aid and medical treatment
Transport of patients
Care services
Protection services
Fire services
Engineering

Vulnerable points in respect of urban terrorism is factories, department stores, banks,
schools, nursery schools, hospitals etc, and the Emergency and Disaster Management will
have to come in full operation.
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All municipal vulnerable points are identified and arrangements have been made for the
protection thereof in an emergency situation. (Private security companies)
Epidemic
The HIV/AIDS epidemic affects everybody,
Indeed every business, big and small.

every individual, and every organization.

People may think that HIV infections may spread faster among the under privilege
sector but the toll among the urban youth and adult population has been much higher.
The HIV/AIDS epidemic claims the lives of the best business leaders, managers and a great
number of workers at all levels of the production system.
Cholera on the other hand is just as deadly and disastrous although it is more visible in
informal settlement. It can spread to urban areas and hospitals that treat those patients.
A true partnership involving the government, the private sector and community is essential to
face the problem. The workplace providers are an excellent environment to implement
comprehensive HIV/AIDS and Cholera policies.
The aim:
Implementation of significant programmes:
mitigate the effect on the community.

house care,

support groups, orphan care to

HIV/AIDS:
The handling of all patients at hospital is impossible. Due to the large number of patients at
hospitals Middelburg Hospital drafted a plan for house care. Committed persons from the
community were trained to assist patients at home. There are about 30 trained house care
personnel who took care of the patients. As soon as the patient gets terminally ill they are
admitted to hospital. When it comes to a stage where the epidemic reach disastrous
affects reporting procedures will commence and a disaster will be declared.

Cholera:
Although Cholera is not transmitted in the same manner as HIV the threat is just as high.
Cholera infection is much higher than HIV due to the fact that polluted water is consumed by
large numbers of people.
Anybody can drink from the polluted water and get infected.
The scenario normally occurs in informal areas with high poverty rate. Especially during high
rainy seasons and after a disaster where water and sewerage systems were damaged.
Although both HIV/Aids and Cholera are two different epidemics both will be handled the
same during the disaster.
When a major incident or a disaster occurs the public is normally informed via the media
about the event.
The Disaster Management Committee will be informed via the
relevant department and the Chief Disaster Management/Municipal Manager will
release a press report. By that time all the role players will be addressing the disaster.
Command and Coordination:
The care for both HIV/Aids and Cholera are medical functions. This department will
therefore assist the Department of Health with the disaster as soon as a command JOC is
in place and the contingency procedures are implemented. The Superintendent or Head
of the Department of Health will be coordinating the procedure in conjunction with the
Disaster Management Committee.
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The approach in handling the disaster will be
Committee.

determined by the Disaster Management

With the abovementioned evaluation of the possible causes of disasters the local
Disaster Management supported by Provincial and National Government in conjunction
with NGO’s will operate as stipulated in the attached Disaster Management support
services list (Annexure A).
Emergency helpers
Medical Services
Fireman

25
All practitioners and qualified nursing staff
20

Local Authority Personnel
Provincial Government
National Government
NGO’s
In conclusion the Local Authority of Steve Tshwete Disaster Management appears to be
equipped to be able to manage minor disasters on its own. With the relevant support to its
disposal and with the support of the role players as attached supported by Provincial and
National Government Middelburg will be able to attend to a fairly major disaster.
In case any disaster is of such an extend that the Local Disaster Management cannot handle
it themselves, the attached role players will came into action.
The society of Mpumalanga Local Authorities has an agreement that all local authorities in
the area will assist each other in case of an emergency. Information of the local authorities
appears in the Disaster Management policy.
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8.10

PERFORMANCE MANAGEMENT, MONITORING AND EVALUATION SYSTEM

8.10.1

Introduction
The citizens of the Steve Tshwete Local Municipality like all other citizens in South
Africa, have high expectations with regard to service delivery by the Municipality.
Elected representatives and the Administration are continuously challenged to
demonstrate that all levels of government are capable and committed to
manage and utilize public resources in a way that will benefit all the citizens. The
Municipality, which is where the tyre hits the tar of service delivery, is challenged to
show its ability to execute both basic as well as enabling services crucial for social
and economic growth and development. This challenge is best illustrated by the
requirement that the Municipality is expected to report on its performance and
that of its employees.
The Performance Management System in the Steve Tshwete Local Municipality
was adopted by Council as early as 2002 in terms of Section 39(c) of the Local
Government : Municipal Systems Act, 2002. refer to resolution : M08/10/2002.

8.10.2

Defining Performance Management
Performance Management is the setting and measurement of desired outcomes
and activities of the Municipality, its individual components and its staff that
contribute to the achievement of the strategic vision of the Municipality. It starts
with an overall strategy and cascades to individual performance appraisal. It also
encompasses the monitoring, measurement and reporting on performance.
Legal and regulatory
The following are the building blocks of the Steve Tshwete Local Municipality’s
approach to performance management:

8.10.3

■

Development and formal adoption of a system that complies with the
Municipal Systems Act and the Municipal Performance Management
Regulations of 2001. The system represents the municipal’s cycle and
processes of performance planning, monitoring, measurement, review
and reporting and improvement.

■

Development of key performance indicators including input, output,
baseline and outcomes indicators and targets.
These indicators are
reviewed, refined and changed annually when there is a need to do so.

■

Establishment of formal mechanisms to monitor, measure and review
performance.

Reviewing Performance Management
According to Section 41 of the Systems Act Municipalities are required to review
and measure performance at least once a year. During the 2002/2003 financial
year the Steve Tshwete Local Municipality introduced the balanced scorecard
model to planning and performance management. This led to the development
of the Scorecards for all top level managers. A review of the process has
highlighted the following:

■

That the development of performance indicators and targets and the
understanding thereof should be given more attention
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8.10.4

■

That a need exists for a common understanding on how the system works
and how it links up with the IDP and the budget.

■

Regular and timeous monitoring of progress on performance and IDP
implementation

■

The performance measurement tool for monitoring and evaluating
performance which came as part of the adopted performance
management system be utilized consistently

Status of the Performance Management System in the Municipality
In 2002 the Municipal Council approved a performance management system
which provided for performance implementation, monitoring and evaluation at
organizational as well as individual level.
Organizational Level
It was not until the 2004/2005 financial year that key performance indicators at
organizational level were developed and implemented as required and
compliant to chapter 6 of the Systems Act.
Regular monitoring and evaluation at this level still needs to be conducted as
required. This process is expected to culminate in the drawing up of a
performance report of the organization.
Individual Level
Over the past three financial years the Municipality has been implementing a
performance management system for all its senior managers. This has led to a
specific focus on service delivery and means that:

■

Each manager has to develop a scorecard which is based on the
balanced scorecard model.

■

At the beginning of each financial year all the senior managers (Section
57 employees) sign Performance Agreements

■

Evaluation of each manager’s performance has taken place at the end
of each financial year.

■

Performance needs to be monitored on a quarterly basis. This has not
been the case and is planned to happen thus in the 2005/2006 financial
year.

The Municipality has planned to bring on board other levels on the performance
management system beginning with that of the heads of department. Moves are
already afoot to begin to cascade the system to this level.
8.10.5

Key Performance Indicators
Section 38 (a) of the Systems Act requires Municipalities to set appropriate key
performance indicators as a yardstick for measuring performance, including
outcomes and impact, with regard to the community’s development priorities and
objectives set out in its integrated development plan. Section 9 (1) of the
Regulations to this Act maintains in this regard, that a Municipality must set key
performance indicators, including input indicators, output indicators and outcome
indicators in respect of each of the development priorities and objectives.
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Every year, as required by Section 12 (1) of the Regulations to the Systems Act, the
Municipality also set performance targets for each of the key performance
indicators.
Note should be taken that these KPIs will be updated as soon as the Budget for
the period under review has been adopted by Council.
The key performance indicators of the Steve Tshwete Local Municipality which
include the general key performance indicators as prescribed in terms of section
43 of the Systems Act, are as shown in the table below.
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KEY PERFORMANCE INDICATORS
Resource Management Perspective
KPI
The percentage of
debtors to revenue
ratio maintained at
below 15%(NKPI)

Input Indicator
Debt
collection
using the Credit
Control Policy

Output Indicator

Baseline Indicator Outcome Indicator

Target

Priority

Debtors to revenue
ratio maintained at
% below %

Improved financial
rating
of
Municipality

%
Ratio
and
uncollectible debts
of
%
of
Debtors’Books

Reducing
uncollectable
outstanding debts
by June 2007

Institutional

To
prevent
an
escalation in non
recoverable
outstanding
consumer debts

Maintenance
of
staff
payroll
between % and %
of budget

Improved financial
rating
of
municipality

Personnel
expenditure is % of
the
operating
budget

Maintenance of a
proper
personnel
structure and the
freezing of non
essential vacancies
on
an
ongoing
basis

Institutional

To
ensure
that
financial provision
and application of
funds are in line
with the approved
budget

Write
off
unrecoverable bad
debt
Percentage
at
which the Human
Resource
budget
to overall budget is
maintained

Freeze nonessential
posts

IDP Objective

Maintain a proper
personnel structure

Bulk
of
budget
directed at service
delivery

The percentage by
which
the
staff
complement
is
maintained above
85%

Filling in of posts
within 3 months of
them
becoming
vacant

%
reduction
in
unfilled
posts
above the staff
complement which
is
maintained
above %

Maintenance
the standard
service delivery

of
of

Staff
levels
are
below % of the
official
staff
complement

Achieve a staff
complement of %
or
higher
by
December 2006

Institutional

To
maintain
a
proper
personnel
structure

Percentage
of
Operating Budget
allocated
to
maintenance
of
capital assets

Ensure
maintenance
according
to
program
for
all
capital assets over
expected
economic life span

% of the direct
operating
expenditure
is
actually spent on
the maintenance
of assets

Standard of capital
assets maintained
at highest levels
possible

Expenditure
for
maintenance
of
capital assets kept
at % of the direct
operating
expenditure

Proper
maintenance
of
capital assets done
on
an
ongoing
basis

Institutional

To
ensure
adequate budget
provision for asset
maintenance over
their economic life
span

% of employees
rate
their
satisfaction
level
with
working
conditions
at
above %

Job
satisfied
employees who are
motivated
and
committed

No
indicator
available

Ensuring
that
a
minimum of 20% of
employees
rate
their
satisfaction
level
with
their
overall working

Institutional

To
provide
satisfactory overall
working conditions
for employees

Record in
Asset
Register according
to
the
Implementation
Plan and provide in
operating budget
Percentage
at
which
employee
satisfaction
with
their
overall
working conditions
is maintained at

Do a continuous
assessment
of
overall
working
conditions with the
view to improving
them where and
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above 50%

when necessary

conditions above %
on
an
ongoing
basis

Approach Unions of
employees with a
view to improving
workplace relations

The percentage of
the
municipal
budget
actually
spent
on
implementing the
skills development
plan(NKPI)

Allocate adequate
funds to ensure the
implementation of
the
Skills
Development Plan

% of the municipal
budget
actually
spent
on
implementing
the
skills development
plan

Organize and run
programmes
on
skills development
with employees

Improved
delivery

service

Better skilled and
performing
employees

% is actually spent
on
implementing
the
skills
development plan

Organise training or
workshops
to
provide
skills
to
employees by June
2007

Institutional

To
ensure
the
development
of
personnel
in
accordance with
the
skills
development plan
and other identified
needs

Community
satisfied
with
service delivery

The
number
of
people
from
employment equity
target
groups
employed in the
three highest levels
of management in
compliance
with
the
approved
employment equity
plan(NKPI)

Ensure specifics in
compliance
with
the
Employment
Equity
Act are
included
in
advertisements for
employment
positions

Increased number
of peopleemployed
in the three highest
levels
of
management
in
compliance
with
the
Employment
Equity Act

Employment in the
three highest levels
of
employment
reflect
the
composition of the
population in the
country

Employment in the
three highest levels
of
management
does not reflect the
composition of the
population
as
expected by the
Employment Equity
Act and is

Biased
appointment
of
staff in favour of
employment target
groups in the three
highest levels of
management
when
filling
vacancies on an
ongoing basis

Institutional

To
bring
about
internal
transformation
within
the
municipality

Number of Multi
Purpose
Community Service
Centres
created
and commissioned

Provision
of
buildings, furniture,
equipment
and
capacitated staff

Fully
functional
MultiPurpose
Community Centres

Communities have
access to a variety
of services

Limited access to
services due to
distant community
facilities

Creation
and
commissioning
of
MultiPurpose
Community
Centres by June
2007

Institutional

To ensure that all
the communities in
the
municipality
have access to
facilities
and
services
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Service Delivery Perspective
KPI
Percentage
of
households
earning less than
R1 100 with access
to all free basic
services(NKPI)

Input Indicator
Application
forms
for
free
basic
services
made
freely available at
all municipal offices,
paypoints and with
Ward Councillors

Output Indicator
% of households
earning less than
who have access to
all
free
basic
services

Outcome Indicator
Relief to poverty
stricken
households as a
result of access to
free
basic
services

Baseline Indicator
Not
all
poverty
stricken households
have access to all
free basic services

Target
Ensuring
that all
households earning
less than
have
access to all free
basic services by
June 2007

Dev. Priority
Electricity
Refuse Removal
Sanitation

Information given at
ward
community
meetings
Information carried
in the Masakhane
Newsletter
published
per
quarter
Utilising
slots on
local Radio Stations
to
market
the
services
to
the
community

To provide drinking
water
to
all
households in the
urban
areas/farms/inform
al settlements

Water
To provide services
at affordable tariffs

Municipal
staff
available to further
explain and to assist
with completion of
application forms
Percentage
of
residents
participating in the
Council’s
Free
Basic
Services
Programme

IDP Objective

To implement free
basic electricity

% increase in the
number of residents
who
apply
to
participate in the
Council’s Free Basic
Services Programme

Relief to needy
households who
receive free basic
services

Not all
deserving
households
are
participating in the
Council’s Free Basic
Services Programme

Ensuring
that all
deserving
households
participate in the
Council’s Free Basic
Services Programme

Electricity
Refuse Removal
Sanitation

To ensure that the
refuse removal and
street
cleansing
services
are
properly operated
and managed less
costly

Water
To
provide
infrastructure
for
new developments
Processing of all
applications
received
for
Indigent
Support
within working days

To provide drinking
water
to
all
households in the
urban
areas/farms/inform
al settlements
To provide services
at affordable tariffs
To implement free
basic electricity
To ensure that the
refuse removal and
street
cleansing
services
are
properly operated
and managed at
the
most
cost
effective rates
To
provide
infrastructure
for
new developments
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Percentage
of
households having
access to a basic
level
of
water,
sanitation,
electricity and solid
waste
removal(NKPI)

Investigate
alternative ways of
providing water in
the rural areas

households
have
access to basic
level of drinking
water

Drill boreholes on
farms where the
need exists

High
level
of
satisfaction
by
the communities
on the manner in
which
the
municipality
delivers
water
services to them

All households in the
urban areas receive
piped drinking water

Providing a basic
level of drinking
water
to
all
residents in the
municipality
by
June 2007

Electricity
Refuse Removal
Sanitation
Water

To
provide
infrastructure
for
new developments

Provide piped water
in
new
developments
Maintenance
of
the zero number of
reported incidents
of
waterborne
diseases

Drilling of boreholes
on farms where the
need exists

Percentage
reduction in the
number of spots
identified as filled
with
garden
refuse/garbage at
illegal places

Adequate supply of
containers/collectio
n points for garden
refuse/garbage
placed at strategic
points
throughout
all the townships

number in reported
incidents
of
waterborne
diseases

No incidents of
waterborne
diseases reported

To provide drinking
water
to
all
households in the
urban
areas/farms/inform
al settlements

To
address
the
problems regarding
sanitation
experienced on the
farms

No
waterborne
diseases reported

To implement free
basic electricity
% decrease in the
number of spots
where
garden
refuse/garbage
is
dumped illegally

Clean
and
healthy
environment
throughout all the
townships

spots identified as
being in need of
garbage containers
to
address
the
cleanliness
and
health environment of
residents

Providing
garbage
containers
at
identified
spots
and
regular
emptying thereof
on an ongoing
basis

To
provide
containers/collectio
n points for garden
refuse/garbage at
strategic
points
throughout all the
townships

Appointment
of
temporary
employees
for
cleaning purposes
Rate
at
which
municipality
provide
refuse
collection services
in the urban areas

Adequate
refuse
collection vehicles
and personnel

Percentage
of
residents who rate
our service delivery
manner and speed
above
80%
satisfaction level

Prompt
and
efficient provision of
all
municipal
services

Refuse
collection
per
week
per
household in the
urban areas

Clean
and
healthy
environment
throughout all the
townships

Refuse removal done
at
least
per
household per week

% of the residents
whose satisfaction
level is above %
regarding
the
delivery
of
municipal services

High
level
of
satisfaction
by
residents on the
manner in which
the municipality
delivers services
to them

No baseline indicator
is available
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To clean and keep
clean all the areas
around the outskirts
of
town
where
illegal
dumping
occurred

Ensuring
that
refuse removal is
done at least per
household
per
week
on
an
ongoing basis

Increasing
the
rating of service
delivery by the
municipality to %
and above and
keeping to this
rating level on an
ongoing basis

To ensure that the
refuse removal and
street
cleansing
services
are
properly operated
and managed at
the
most
cost
effective rates
Institutional

To
develop
a
system of external
and internal public
relations in order to
ensure that citizens
as well as staff are
well informed on
municipal activities

Number
of
kilometers
with
which gravel roads
are
reduced
through tarring

Adequate funds for
road works and
stormwater
drainage system

Tarring of
km of
gravel streets
in
urban areas

Short
traveling
distances
and
safe
streets
between areas in
the urban areas

Several
km
untarred streets
urban areas

of
in

Tarring of gravel
streets by June
2007

Roads & Stormwater

To tar all existing
gravel roads in the
townships

Number
of
kilometers of newly
constructed roads
and
road
connections

Adequate funds for
road works in new
developments

km of regraded and
16okm of graded
roads in the rural
areas

Improved
accessibility and
safe
roads
between areas

Unsatisfactory quality
of graded roads on
the farms

Improving
the
quality of graded
roads
on
the
farms
by June
2007

Roads &
Stormwater

To
improve
the
quality of gravel
roads in the rural
areas

Number
of
kilometers of new
roads/streets
in
new developments

Adequate funds for
road works in new
developments

km of new streets
opened up in the
new developments
in urban areas

Short
traveling
distances
and
safe
streets
between areas in
the urban areas

No formal streets in
new developments

Construction
of
streets in new
developments in
the urban areas
by June 2007

Number of metres
of
storm
water
drainage pipes laid
in the urban areas

Adequate funds for
the laying of a storm
water
drainage
system

km pipes channels,
subsurface of storm
water drainage in
the urban areas

No threat from
uncontrolled
storm
water
during
heavy
rains

Lack of several km of
storm water drainage
pipes along streets in
the urban areas

Laying of storm
water
drainage
pipes
along
streets in urban
areas by June
2007

Number of sports
fields developed

Funds
made
available for the
provision
and
maintenance
of
sport
and
recreational
facilities

At least sports fields
developed

Adequately
supplied, satisfied
and
sport
participating
community

Inadequate
sports
facilities
throughout
the municipality

Providing at least
sports
facilities
and equipment
throughout
the
municipality
by
June 2007

To construct roads
for
new
developments
including
kerbing
and
stormwater
drainage
Sport
Recreation

and

To
additional
facilities
equipment
different
codes

provide
sporting
and
for the
sporting

To provide basic
sporting
facilities
such as soccer fields
in the rural areas
where there is a
concentration
of
people
To maintain and
upgrade
the
existing
sport
&
recreational
facilities
Number of new
parks, open spaces
and
recreational
facilities
developed,

Funds
made
available for parks
and
playing
equipment

new
parks
and
open
spaces
developed

Highly
satisfied
community which
utilizes
the
facilities

Inadequate number
of parks and open
spaces
for
the
community
in
the
urban areas
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Opening up of
new parks and
open spaces in
the urban areas
by June 2007

Parks and Playing
equipment

To bring into being
new parks, open
spaces,
sidewalks
and
recreational
facilities

repaired
maintained

or

Number of areas
where land for the
development
of
new
cemeteries
has been acquired

Budgeted amount
spent
fully
on
recreational
facilities

Adequate
funds
made available for
the acquiring of
land
for
the
development
of
new cemeteries

Number of areas
where
land
has
been acquired for
the development of
new cemeteries

Satisfied
relieved
community

and

Inadequate
recreational facilities
in the urban areas

Providing
adequate
recreational
facilities in the
urban areas by
June 2007

No land is available
for the development
of new cemeteries

Acquiring land for
the development
of
new
cemeteries
by
June 2007
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To carry out general
operational repairs
and maintenance
to
parks
and
playing equipment

Cemeteries

To
provide
new
cemeteries in the
rural areas and at
Eskom
towns:
Rietkuil,
Pullenshope,
Doornkop
&
KwaMakalane

Development Impact Perspective
KPI

Input Indicator

Number of new
business ventures
attributable to the
municipality’s LED
initiatives

IDP
posted
on
municipal website

Provide
for
adequate funds in
the budget

Number of learners
provided
with
learning
experiences in the
work
place
by
means
of
learnerships

Employee contracts

Number
of
job
opportunities
created as a result
of the Extended
Public
Works
Programme(EPWP)

Providing funds for
labour
intensive
projects

Number
of
awareness
campaigns/worksh
ops held

Number
condoms
distributed
members of
community

to
the

new businesses or
industries
established

Availability
of
work
opportunities for
local residents

A limited number of
investors
are
establishing
businesses/industries

Special incentives
on purchase price
of
business/industrial
sites by investors

Number of new
jobs
created
through
the
municipality’s LED
initiatives including
capital
projects(NKPI

of

Output Indicator Outcome Indicator Baseline Indicator

At least man days
employment
opportunities to be
created
through
capital projects

job

Attracting
a
significant number
of
investors
to
establish
businesses
and
industries by June
2007

Economic
Development & Job
Creation

Creation of ± man
days employment
opportunities(tem
porary)by
June
2007

Economic
Development & Job
Creation

IDP Objective
To develop a
marketing
strategy that will
attract industrial
investment
To
provide
incentives when
new
business
sites
are
purchased in the
whole
demarcated
area
To introduce job
creating projects
within
the
municipal area

Economic
Development & Job
Creation

Selfemployable
individuals

Provide
learnership
contracts
to
learners by June
2007

Number of citizens
who are employed
in labour intensive
projects

Reduced
unemployment
and
poverty
levels

Limited number of
work
opportunities
within
the
municipality

Creation of
job
opportunities(i.e.
man days)through
the EPWP by June
2007

Economic
Development & Job
Creation

To introduce job
creating projects
within
the
municipal area

Adequate funds in
the
budget
for
organizing
and
conducting
awareness
campaigns

Report
campaigns
workshops
conducted

on
or

All the citizens in
the
municipal
area have access
to health care
services

Awareness
campaigns
workshops
HIV/AIDS
conducted

Conduct at least
HIV/AIDS awareness
campaigns
or
workshops by June
2007

Health

To
Tackle
HIV/AIDS, STI and
TB

Order
condoms
from hospital and
distribute
through
clinics and hotspots

% increase in the
number of condoms
distributed to the
community

All the citizens in
the
municipal
area have access
to health care
services

condoms distributed
during the previous
financial year

Distribute condoms
by June 2007

Health

To
Tackle
HIV/AIDS, STI and
TB

the

Employable
individuals

Inadequate
opportunities
available

Dev. Priority

Potential employees
are not employable
due
to
lack
of
minimum
level of
work experience

Coaching in
work place

Potential employees
with
basic
work
experience

Increase in the
number
of
residents who find
employment

Target

Identification
of
labour
intensive
project
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or
on
were

To introduce job
creating projects
within
the
municipal area

% increase in the
number of mothers
who go onto the
program on the
prevention
of
transmission of HIV
from
mother
to
child by June 2007

Number of mothers
who go onto the
program on the
prevention
of
transmission of the
HIV from mother to
child

Provision
of
information on the
prevention
of
transmission of the
HIV from mother to
child
and
encouraging
mothers to go onto
the program

% increase in the
number of mothers
who go onto the
program on the
prevention
of
transmission of HIV
from mother to child

All the citizens in
the
municipal
area have access
to health care
services

mothers are on the
HIV
program
to
prevent transmission
of
HIV/AIDS
from
mother to child

Number of clients
on
the
DOTS
program

Provision
of
information on the
DOTS program

% increase in the
number of clients on
the DOTS program

All the citizens in
the
municipal
area have access
to health care
services

patients
participating on the
DOTS program

Number of clients
who are exposed
to counseling and
voluntary testing

Provision
information
voluntary
counseling
testing

% increase in the
number of clients
who are exposed to
information
on
voluntary
testing
and counseling

All the citizens in
the
municipal
area have access
to health care
services

clients
given
information
on
voluntary testing and
counseling

10% increase in the
number of clients
who are exposed to
information
on
voluntary
testing
and counseling by
June 2007

Health

Number
of
workplace health
programs
implemented
or
supported

Adequate funds on
the budget for the
implementation of
workplace
health
programs

% increase in the
number
of
workplace
health
programs
implemented.

All the citizens in
the
municipal
area have access
to health care
services

Workplace
health
programs
implemented/support
ed

% increase in the
number
of
workplace
health
programs
implemented
or
supported by June
2007

Health

To
ensure
adequate
supply
of
medicine,
equipment and
staff
at
the
existing clinics

The percentage of
cases of children
under the age of
five
who
are
provided
with
immunization
against
communicable
diseases

Provision
of
immunization
to
children under the
age of five against
communicable
diseases

% increase in the
number of children
under five who are
immunized against
communicable
diseases

All children under
the age of five in
the
municipal
area have access
to health care
services

% of all children
under the age of five
are
immunized
against
communicable
diseases

% increase in the
number
of
children under five
who
are
immunized against
communicable
diseases by June
2007

Health

To
improve
child
health
throughout the
municipality

The percentage by
which
traffic
collisions
are
reduced

Posting of traffic
officers at all high
risk areas

Reduced number of
traffic collisions at
high risk areas

No
threat
to
safety
of
road/street users
due
to
traffic
collisions

Traffic officers not
operating in all high
risk areas

Ensure monitoring
on an ongoing
basis of all high risk
areas by traffic
officers by June
2007

Safety & Security

To ensure that
traffic
officers
are operating in
all areas

of
on
and
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% increase in the
number of clients
coming onto the
DOTS program by
June 2007

Health

To
Tackle
HIV/AIDS, STI and
TB

Health

To
ensure
adequate
supply
of
medicine,
equipment and
staff
at
the
existing clinics
To
Tackle
HIV/AIDS, STI and
TB

Additional
traffic
calming measures
constructed at high
risk places

Insufficient
traffic
calming measures at
high risk areas

Construction
of
additional traffic
calming measures
at high risk areas
by June 2007

To provide more
traffic
calming
measures at high
risk places

The percentage of
the capital budget
actually spent on
capital
projects
identified
for a
particular financial
year in terms of the
IDP(NKPI)

Monitor and ensure
expenditure
of
capital budget on
capital projects as
identified in the IDP

% of Capital budget
spent on capital
projects
as
identified in the IDP

High
level
of
satisfaction
by
residents on the
manner in which
the municipality
delivers projects
as identified in
the IDP with their
involvement

% of the
budget is
spent on the
of
IDP
projects

capital
actually
delivery
capital

Ensuring that % of
the
capital
budget is actually
spent
on
IDP
capital projects by
June 2007

Institutional

To ensure that
financial
provision
and
application
of
funds are in line
with
the
approved
budget

Number of readily
available
residential sites for
purchase
by
community

Funds set aside for
the
servicing of new
stands for purchase
by the community

serviced stands
provided

Residents
have
access
to serviced stands
for the building of
houses

Insufficient residential
sites available
for purchase by the
community

Servicing
of
residential sites for
purchase by the
community
by
June 2007

Land Use Ownership

To
provide
additional
residential sites
for purchases by
the community

Number
of
additional church
sites provided for
purchase
by
church
communities

Funds set aside for
the
servicing
of
church sites

additional
church
sites serviced

Satisfied church
community

Insufficient
church
sites available for
purchase
by
the
church community

Servicing
of
church sites for
purchase by June
2007

Land
Use Management

To
provide
additional land
that
can
be
used
for
the
building
of
churches

Number
of
additional
sites
created
and
serviced for low
cost housing

Laying
of
infrastructure for low
cost
housing
development

residential sites for
low cost housing
created
and serviced

Available
serviced sites for
low cost housing
allocations/subsid
ies

Inadequate serviced
sites for low cost
housing development

Creation
and
servicing of sites
for
low
cost
housing
development by
June 2007

Housing

To
provide
housing
to
residents
according
to
their
needs/choice

Number of people
visiting the libraries
for information and
study purposes

Visiting schools for
marketing

Increase
in
the
number of people
visiting the libraries
for information and
studying

An
educated
and
informed
community

No baseline available

Increase the
number of people
visiting the libraries
by June 2007

Publish
in
Masakhane News
Utilising
Committee
marketing

Library
for

Utilising local Radio
Station(GMFM)
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Education
Libraries

&

To ensure that
more and more
people
make
use of library
services

Number of libraries
whose IT systems
are linked to the
main server

Purchase licence
for the system

IT systems linked to
main server

Easy and speedy
access
in
retrieving
information and
communication
between libraries

Libraries use manual
systems and are not
electronically linked
to the main server

Linking
all
computer systems
of all the libraries
to the main server

Number of samples
taken on air and
noise pollution

Provision
of
adequate funds to
enable sampling to
take place

An increase of % in
the
number
of
samples taken on
air
and
noise
pollution

Ensuring
that
citizens
have
access
to
a
healthy
environment

108 samples on air
and noise pollution
taken

% increase in the
number of air and
noise
pollution
samples taken by
June 2007
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Education &
Libraries

Environmental
Management

To improve IT
systems in all the
libraries

To monitor air
and
noise
pollution

Governance Perspective
U

KPI

Input Indicator

% of voting age
population
who
believe that they
are
given
the
necessary
information
and
opportunity
to
participate
in
matters of local
government in their
area

Communication
strategy developed
and implemented

Website updated
monthly basis
Masakhane
Newsletter
quarterly

on

Output Indicator

%
of
voting
age
population who believe
that they are given the
necessary
information
and
opportunity
to
participate in matters of
local government in their
area

released

Publications of the
Masakhane Nletter

meetings

Ward community
meetings held

IDP review meeting
planned per ward

Ward Committee
meetings held

IDP Forum meetings
arranged

Council meetings

Ward
arranged

Outcome Indicator Baseline Indicator

Target

Dev. Priority

IDP Objective

A
well
informed and
participating
community in
local
government
matters

An inadequate
information
system
and
limited
participation in
local
government
matters

Implementation of a
system that enables
the community to be
informed
and
participate
meaningfully on local
government matters
by June 2007

Institutional

To develop a
system of external
and
internal
public relations in
order to ensure
that citizens as
well as staff are
well informed on
municipal
activities

Inputs made or
issues raised at
meetings and
number
of
community
members
attending

Insufficient and
irregular
consultation
between
politicians and
the community

Convening of ward
community and 6
ward committee
meetings by June
2007

Institutional

To ensure regular
consultation
between
politicians
and
the
community
regarding
important matters

Institutional

To ensure regular
consultation
between
politicians
and
the
community
regarding
important matters

IDP Review meeting
held per ward
IDP Forum meetings
Number
effective
committees

of
ward

Drafting
and
distribution of meeting
agendas
Distribution
invitations for
meetings

of
ward

Typing
of
ward
committee/communit
y minutes

Number of inputs
from
previously
disadvantaged
individuals coming
through suggestion
boxes or callins or
written letters

Communication
strategy
developed
and implemented
Suggestion
boxes
posted at strategic
places.Community
awareness at
ward
meetings

Ward community
meetings held
Ward Committee
meetings held
IDP Review meeting
Held

IDP Forum meetings
held

inputs received through
suggestion boxes or call
ins
from
previously
disadvantaged
individuals

Conducting of IDP
review meeting per
ward by June 2007

Report
on
inputs made at
Ward
community IDP
meeting
Participation by
previously
disadvantaged
individuals from
the community
on community
matters
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Conducting
IDP
Forum meetings by
June 2007
No baseline on
inputs received
from previously
disadvantaged
individuals
by
suggestion
boxes or callins

Promote
the
submission of inputs
by
previously
disadvantaged
individuals by June
2007

9.

APPROVAL PHASE

The Integrated Development Plan of the Steve Tshwete Local Municipality was adopted
by Council on 23 March 2006 In accordance with Council Resolution : CC34/03/2006
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